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Abstract

The present work studies the suitability of new metallization technolo-
gies for contacting advanced and standard industrial silicon solar cells.
The technologies are special in terms of process temperatures: all
metallization concepts presented here are processed at low to medium
temperatures betwenn 200 °C and 500 °C. Thus, new metallization
routes for temperature sensitive cell concepts are accessible and pro-
duction costs for standard cell production can be reduced.
The work was inspired by metallization approaches developed for

printed �exible electronics.
The work addresses new metallization concepts for advanced tem-

perature sensitive solar cell developments as well as for established
standard silicon solar cells.
For the advanced solar cell designs the potential of metallization

approaches based on silver nanoparticles is evaluated. A basic under-
standing of the in�uences of organics included and necessary for ink
and paste formulations on the sintering behavior of silver nanoparti-
cles will be analyzed in detail. In addition, a new sintering process,
chemical sintering, is used and further developed to meet the demands
for metallization of solar cells. As a result, very low lateral and con-
tact resistance values are measured, which could not be demonstrated
for other comparable low temperature metallization techniques with
exception of the laborious process of evaporated and sputter metals.
A basic understanding of the standard substrate surface of the ad-

dressed solar cell approaches, ITO, is developed, in order to make
proper formulation of metallization inks possible.
It is demonstrated that selective plating on a metallic seed-layer on

ITO is possible, without protection of the conductive ITO surface.
For standard industrial solar cells a new metallization ink, �rstly

formulated at Fraunhofer ISE, is evaluated. The ink is free of lead
and free of particles. Compared to a thick �lm metallization paste,
which is typically used, the ink contains a very low amount of silver
and is able to contact the emitter through the anti-re�ection coating

vii



Abstract

at temperatures far below the �ring temperature of standard thick
�lm metallization pastes.
On the basis of the current contact formation model, which has

been developed for thick �lm metallization pastes, a new model for
the contact formation by this ink is proposed.
It is demonstrated that the novel metallization approaches discussed

in this work, can be combined with the advanced metallization tech-
nology �seed-and-plate� which is currently under development and in
�rst test phases in industry.
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Deutsche Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit untersucht die Eignung neuer Metallisierung-
stechnologien zur Kontaktierung neuer Solarzellgenerationen sowie von
standartisierten industriellen Siliziumsolarzellen. Das Besondere der
neuen Technologien sind ihre Prozesstemperaturen: Alle hier vorgestell-
ten Metallisierungsverfahren werden bei niedrigen bis mittleren Tem-
peraturen prozessiert. Auf diese Weise, werden neue Arten der Met-
allisierung für temperaturemp�ndliche Solarzellenkonzepte verfügbar
und die Produktionskosten für Standardsolarzellen gesenkt.
Die Arbeit wurde durch neue Metallisierungsansätze für druckbare

und �exible Elektronik inspiriert.
Die Arbeit befasst sich mit neuen Metallisiserungsverfahren für weit-

erentwickelte temperaturemp�ndliche Solarzellenkonzepte als auch für
etablierte Siliziumsolarzellen.
Für neue Solarzellenkonzepte wird die Eignung von Metallisierungsver-

fahren auf Basis von Silbernanopartikeln evaluiert. Die Grundlagen
für das Verständnis des Ein�usses zugesetzter und notwendiger Or-
ganik in Tinten- und Pastenformulierungen auf das Sinterverhalten
von Silbernanopartikeln wird detailiert untersucht. Darüber hinaus
wird ein neues Sinterverfahren, das so genannte �chemische Sintern�
angewandt und weiterentwickelt, um den Anforderungen an die Met-
allisierung von Solarzellen gerecht zu werden. Im Ergebnis können
sehr niedrige Werte für die laterale Leitfähigekeit als auch für den Kon-
taktwiderstand erreicht werden, die mit vergleichbaren Niedertemper-
aturmetallisierungsverfahren auÿer mit thermischen Verdampfen oder
Sputtern von Metallen bisher nicht erreicht werden konnten.
Ein grundlegendes Verständnis für die normalerweise verwendete

Substratober�äche der angewandten Solarzellenkonzepte, ITO, wird
entwickelt, um angepasste Zusammensetzungen der Metallisierungstin-
ten formulieren zu können.
Um die Vorteile des weiterentwickelten Metalisierungsansatzes �seed

and plate� nutzen zu können, wird gezeigt, dass das selektive elektro-
chemische Abscheiden von Metall auf Metallsaatschichten auf ITO

ix



Deutsche Zusammenfassung

möglich ist, ohne dass die leitfähige ITO-Ober�äche geschützt werden
muss.
Für Siliziumsolarzellen wird eine neue Metallisierungstinte, die am

Fraunhofer ISE entwickelt wurde, getestet. Die Tinte ist blei- und
partikelfrei. Die Tinte enthält im Vergleich zu den sonst üblicher-
weise verwendeten Metallisierungspasten sehr wenig Silber und ist in
der Lage den Emitter der Solarzelle durch die Antire�exionsschicht bei
Temperaturen zu kontaktieren, die weit unter den üblichen Feuertem-
peraturen für Vollaufbaumetallisierungspasten liegen.
Auf Grundlage des derzeitig gültigen Kontaktbildungsmodell für

Vollaufbaumetallisierungspasten wird ein neues Kontakbildungsmod-
ell, welches auf die hier vorgestellte Tinte angewandt werden kann,
vorgeschlagen.
Es wird gezeigt, dass die in dieser Arbeit vorgestellten neuen Met-

allisierungsansätze zusammen mit der weiterentwickelten Metallisierung-
stechnology �seed-and-plate�, die sich noch sowohl in der Entwicklung
als auch in Anwendung in ersten industriellen Pilotlinien be�ndet,
angewandt werden kann.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The worlds energy demand rises every year. Within the last 40 years
the demand almost doubled from 4 672 Mteo1 in 1973 to 8 979 Mteo in
2012 [2]. The share in the primary fossil energy sources of oil, natural
gas and coal was 66% in 2012 [2].
This dependence on primary fossil energy sources has several crucial

disadvantages which have impact on the safety and well-being on the
worlds population already today.
First, primary fossil energy sources are naturally limited. Figure

1.1.1 shows the time until the depletion of those energy sources in
years, assuming 2012 consumption.
According to [3] with 33.1% crude oil is still the dominating energy

source for energy production today. At the same time, it is also the
most limited resource. Although according to Figure 1.1.1 resources
of gas and coal would ensure our energy production for 4 000 years,
especially the extensive usage of coal would lead to massive pollution
of the environment.
Along with energy consumption also the emission of CO2 rose from

15 633 Mt in 1973 to 31 734 Mt in 2012 [2]. CO2 is known to be
a greenhouse gas and its concentration in the atmosphere in�uences
the worlds climate. The consequences of this change can already be
seen today (rise of number of weather extremes, see-level rising) and
the consequences for the population are unpredictable. Assuming a
change of the energy mix in favor of coal this problem would even be
tightened. The so-called �450� scenario of the International Energy
Agency (IEA) includes the limitation of CO2 concentration in the air
to 450 ppm [2]. This would limit global warming to 2 °C but even
this optimistic scenario will not be able to totally prevent certain
environmental and global consequences caused by climate change. In

1Mteo = Million tonnes of oil equivalent)
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1 Introduction

Figure 1.1.1: Depletion of fossil energy sources in years assuming 2012
consumption. Resources: all sources of raw material
known or assumed today, including technically deducible
and non-deducible sources. Reserves: today technically
deducible raw material sources including already used
sources (based on data from [3])

addition, to the risks for climate and nature, environmental pollution
especially of the air involves the risk of causing health problems.
Apart from the pollution problem the limit of the availability of fos-

sil energy resources also entails the risks of international and national
crises in a scramble to the access of those resources. Energy prices
already rose within the last decades2 and will rather further rise than
decrease in the future [3].
Even considering the �New politics� scenario from the IEA the world

energy consumption will further rise about 11 % by 2020 and even
36 % by 2035 3[2].
Nuclear power is an at least questionable alternative to primary

2Rise of energy prices up to 800% from 1990 to 2013[2])
3The �New politics� scenario would cause a global warming of 3.5 °C in the

long term [2].
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1.1 Motivation

fossil resources in terms of waste disposal and safety.

To ensure the well-being and further development of the worlds
population a massive change in the global energy concept has to be
made.

A promising way to avert these negative impacts of fossil energy
source consumption is to rise the amount of renewable energies within
the global energy mix and even totally substitute primary fossil energy
sources by renewables in the long term.

The amount of energy from the sun sent to the earth (outside the
atmosphere) is about 5.36x1024 Ja−1[4]. Almost 70 % of this im-
pact reaches the earth's surface. Based on the energy consumption
of 3.38x1018 Ja−1 in 2012 the daily energy impact of the sun on
the earth's surface equates 3 000 times our annual demand. In other
words, the amount of energy provided by the sun exceeds our demand
by a factor of 1 million. Thus, the sun can be seen as an unlimited
energy resource.

In most cases renewable energies use the energy of the sun directly
(photovoltaic) or indirectly (wind, biomass, thermal solar power).
Technologies for the conversion of the sun's energy have been devel-
oped and are already introduced into the market to some extend.
However, due to the relatively short time of development (around
thirty years, except for waterpower, compared to around 150 years for
energy conversion of fossil fuels), there is a lot of potential and also
need for optimization.

Costs for energy rise, thus, there is pressure to signi�cantly increase
the cost-e�ectiveness of renewable energies. This will also lead to
independence from governmental support.

Besides the already mentioned reduction of negative impacts caused
by fossil fuels, the further development of renewables will provide more
independence of countries with no or little access to fossil fuels. By in-
stallation of many small energy producers energy production becomes
independent of large power plants. The decentralization of energy pro-
duction provides new possibilities for both: developed and so-called
underdeveloped countries.

3



1 Introduction

1.2 Scienti�c relevance of the approach

1.2.1 State of the art

Solar electricity can already compete with grid electricity at a price of
0.10-0.20 ¿/kWh [5]. However, there is still potential for even further
optimization.
The most e�cient way to increase the cost-e�ectiveness of renewable

energies is to increase their conversion e�ciency and reducing produc-
tion costs at the same time. In case of crystalline silicon solar cells,
optimization is already very advanced, especially on the laboratory
scale.
The photovoltaic sector is dominated by technologies based on crys-

talline silicon (90%) [5]. Especially the metallization of these concepts
has potential of reducing the production costs [6, 7].

Silver consumption

Standard silicon solar cells as well as more advanced cell concepts use
silver as material for contact formation to the front side of the cells.
Thick �lm metallization pastes contain 70-90 wt% silver [8, 9]. The
cost of silver per solar cell is around 0.03 US$/Wp [7]. Silver is a
noble metal and its price has been rising within the last decades by
around 400 % from 2004 to 2013. Figure 1.2.1 shows the devlopement
of silver demand by solar industry over the last years including the
silver price developement.
Nevertheless with further demand of energy supply and the pressure

to change the world's energy mix a reduction of silver consumption
by solar industry is required to make sure that this changes keeps
a�ordable.

Energy costs

Beside the costs for the materials, also the high energy consumption
during production causes high ¿/kWh prices.
Standard silicon solar cells are being contacted with thick �lm pastes

which have to be ��red� to form contact to the emitter of the cell. This
process is done at around 800-900 °C. This high thermal impact does
not only consume a lot of energy but can also lead to cell damage
by warping of the wafers, causing micro cracks within the material,
which reduces cell e�ciency [10].

4



1.2 Scientific relevance of the approach

Figure 1.2.1: Silver demand by solar industry until 2012 including sil-
ver price trend (reprint with permission from [6])

Material and printing technique

Besides silver, high �ring metallization pastes also contain lead, which
is necessary to pursue the anti-re�ection coating which is applied to
the front side of the solar cell. Lead is toxic and is, therefore, forbidden
to use in electrical devices by the EC directive 2011/65/EU (Restric-
tion of Hazardous Substances - RoHS ). For lack of alternatives, solar
cells are still excluded from this restriction but this is likely to change
in the near furture.
Silver thick �lm metallization pastes are applied by screen printing,

which is a non-contactless printing technique. For saving material,
silicon cells tend to use thinner base material (today around 200 µm),
which improves the risk of wafer breakage when applying the metal-
lization paste by screen printing.

Standard cell concepts

While alternative cell concepts are still under development, the stan-
dard industrial cell concepts still demands further improvement.
Currently a more advanced metallization concept called �seed-and-

plate� is being developed and aims to separate contact formation to
the emitter and lateral current transport. This allows for independent
optimization of both.
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The contact is still formed by high temperature metal pastes or inks,
which are being �red at high temperatures to make contact to the
emitter. This seed-layer is then thickened by electrochemical metal
deposition, which forms the lateral conductive layer. By introducing a
di�usion barrier of nickel, also copper4 can be used to form the lateral
conductive layer [12]. This concepts reduces the silver consumption,
however, the problem of contact �ring is still present.
Direct plating is also under development. In this process, the anti-

re�ection coating (ARC), which coveres the front side of the solar
cell and which is non-conductive has to be opened by etching or laser
ablation. This method possesses high e�cciency potential but also
owns its own problamatic with ARC opening, adhesion failures and
short-circuiting the cell [13, 14].

Alternative cell concepts
Alternative and more advanced cell concepts as the HIT5 solar cell are
processed at low temperatures and do even reach very high e�ciencies.
The world record has been set by Panasonic with a HIT-IBC6 solar
cell reaching 25.6% cell e�ciency [15]. Thus, advanced cell concepts
combine both principles for improving the competitiveness of solar
cells: low manufacturing costs and high e�ciency.
However, these low temperature cell concepts have special demands

on metallization. They can't be contacted with high temperature
�ring pastes. The metallization techniques to contact those cell types
used today are evaporation of the metal through a shadow mask or
a photolitographic mask7 and thick �lm metallization with polymeric
silver pastes.
Evaporation of metal through a mask is a complicated and, there-

fore, very expensive approach and is not suitable for industrial mass
production.
Polymeric silver pastes, which are screen printed on the wafer, con-

tain high amounts of silver and, measured on the consumed silver
amount, demonstrate low conductivity, limiting the e�ciency.

4Copper has a high di�usion constant within silicon and damages the cell. The
degradation is fast. Silver is no barrier against copper ions [11].

5Hetero junction with intrinisc thin layer
6Hetero junction with intrinsic thin layer - interdigitated back contact
7The techniques is described in more detail in Section 3.4.1.
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1.2.2 New metallization concepts evaluated in this
work

Standard cell concepts
Standard solar cell designs are still the dominant cell concept on the
market, which demands further improvements for the metallization.
The principle of seperating contact formation and lateral conductiv-

ity is a promising route to lower production costs and even improve the
cell e�ciency. �Seed-and-plate� will, therefore, be the base for the ap-
proach introduced in this work. Contact formation however, will not
be done by a high temperature �ring paste. Instead, the potential of a
particle- and lead-free metallization ink based on metal organics, will
be analyzed. The metal organic decomposition (MOD) ink contains
metal organics which can be reduced to the metals and/or decompose
to the corresponding oxides and form contact to the emitter of the cell
at moderate temperatures <500 °C. The metal concentration is rela-
tively low (∼ 26 wt%) and the ink can be printed with cost e�cient
and contactless printing techniques like ink jet or aerosol jet printing.
Ink jet and aerosol jet are low cost metallization techniques, which
require relatively cheap and compact equipement and are applicable
to various substrates [16, 17]. In addition, printing of very narrow
line widths < 10 µm is possible [18�22]. Thus, MOD inks might be
a good alternative to the standard thick �lm metallization technique
by reducing silver consumption, processing temperature, avoidance of
hazardous substances and enabling the use of contactless application
processes.

Alternative cell concepts
A cost e�cient metallization method would allow new cell concepts
to enter the commercial solar cell market instead of being left at the
laboratory level.
An advanced method for contacting temperature senstive substrates

could be the metallization with silver nanoparticles. Metal nanopar-
ticles sinter far below the melting temperature of the corresponding
bulk material [23]. Nanoparticles can be introduced in an ink formu-
lation and can thus, be applied by fast and cheap printing techniques
like ink jet printing or aerosol jet printing. In addition, the sintering
of the nanoparicles permits higher conductivity than the pure touch
of single silver particles or �akes as present in polymeric silver pastes.

7
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1.3 Outline

The present work aims on the evaluation of low temperature metalliza-
tion for silicon solar cells. This requires general knowledge about the
basics of solar cells, nanoparticle sintering (Chapter 2) and metalliza-
tion techniques (Chapter 3). The techniques used in this work to char-
acterize the results of the experimental work are described in Chapter
4. The analysis of inks and pastes on the basis of silver nanoparticle
inks to estimate their suitability as alternative metallization concept
for temperature sensitive solar cell concepts is described in Chapter 5.
These low temperature metallization inks and pastes are intended to
be mainly applied to ITO8. The special challenges of contacting ITO
with inks and pastes are addressed in Chapter 6.3.2. Because the
seed-and-plate approach is a very promising way of lowering process-
ing temperatures and reducing the amount of silver applied to a solar
cell, the feasibility of plating on metal seed-layers on ITO is investi-
gated in Chapter 7. Low temperature metallization for standard solar
cells based on MOD inks was also investigated and a new metallization
approach was tested and analyzed. Especially the contact formation
process for this new metallization method to the emitter was studied
in detail. A contact formation model for this kind of metallization is
proposed (chapter 8).

8Indium tin oxide
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2 Theoretical Background

This chapter explains the theoretical basics for this work. In Section
2.1 the fundamental working principle of silicon solar cells is intro-
duced. The di�erent contact types between metal and semiconductor,
as well as, the current contact formation model of common industrial
metallization on silicon solar cells is explained in Section 2.2. Section
2.4 introduces the fundamentals of metal nanoparticles, the sintering
of nanoparticles and their stabilization. A main part of this work
deals with the metallization on transparent conductive oxides, which
are introduced in Section 2.6.3. For metallization the interdependency
of substances is important and Section 2.7 explains some of the basic
theories.

2.1 Silicon Solar Cells

2.1.1 Basic principles and loss mechanisms

Basic principles

The information given here and further details can be found in the
literature: [4, 23�33] etc.

The ability of silicon solar cells to convert sunlight in an electrical
current is based on two characteristics: silicon is a semiconductor and
- in case of a solar cell - equipped with a p-n junction.
A semiconductor possesses an electrical band gap which separates

the allowed energetic states through a band gap energy EG. The band
below this energy gap is called the valence band and is fully occupied
at T = 0 K. The electrons are �xed to the nucleus and are not
able to move throughout the lattice. Conduction is impossible. The
next allowed state for electrons is named conduction band. Energies
described by the conduction band exhibit energies E ≥ EG. The

9
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Fermi energy EF
1 lies within the band gap.

At T = 0 K no energy states above the Fermi-level are occupied.
At higher temperatures electrons gain thermal energy (due to lattice
oscillations and bond loosening), thus, the electrons are able to over-
come the energy gap and occupy higher energy levels in the conduction
band. In the valence band void energetic states - holes - are left be-
hind enabling electrons to move around in the valence band. These
e�ects result in a minimal conductivity.
To further improve the conductivity of the semiconductor more free

charge carriers (electrons and holes) have to be created. More elec-
trons have to possess energies higher than the band gap energy to
occupy states in the conduction band. As the energy gap in semi-
conductors is relatively small this additional energy can be provided
by photons emitted by the sun. The electrons absorb the energy of a
photon with a su�cient amount of energy and can be lifted in the con-
duction band. Photons with smaller energy amounts than the band
gap EP< EG are not absorbed and pass through the material. Pho-
tons with EP> EG lift the electrons at higher states above the band
edge within the conduction band.
The law of conservation of energy and the law of conservation of

momentum must be full�lled. Silicon is an indirect semiconductor.
Therefore, the maximum of the valence band edge and the minimum of
the conduction band edge are located at di�erent crystal momentums.
To ful�ll the conservation of momentum an electron has to absorb
a phonon in addition to the photon. The probability of absorption
of two particles (photon and phonon) is essentially smaller than the
absorption of only one particle. Thus, absorption of light in direct
semiconductors is higher than that of indirect semiconductors.
By the excitation of the electron an �electron-hole pair� is cre-

ated and adds to higher conductivities. The band gap for silicon is
1.12 eV (at T = 300 K) which corresponds to a wavelength of about
λ = 1100 nm (visible wavelengths of light is around λ = 400-700 nm)
of incident photon to lead to an excitation [4].

1The Fermi energy is de�ned by the Fermi-Dirac distribution which is given
by f(E) = 1

1+exp
(

E−EF
kT

) , with EF the Fermi energy, k the Boltzmann constant

and T the absolute temperature in K. The Fermi energy is de�ned as the energy
at which the occupation probability of this energy state is 0.5. The Fermi-Dirac
distribution is graphically given in Figure A.1.1 in the appendix A.1.1.
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2.1 Silicon Solar Cells

Electrons and holes occupying energy states at the band edge in an
ideal semiconductor2 can only lower their energy by recombination.
The probability of a recombination is relatively small as a phonon is
additionally needed. Excited carriers, therefore, remain in their en-
ergy rich states for a certain amount of time which is known as lifetime
τ . Within this time carriers move randomly around the lattice. The
distance which is passed by the carriers within τ is called di�usion
length.
To further rise the amount of charge carriers in a semiconductor

one can provide those additional charge carriers by doping the mate-
rial. Doping means to replace some of the silicon atoms in the lattice
through foreign atoms with more valence electrons (additional neg-
ative charge carriers → n-type doping) than silicon or less valence
electrons (additional positive charge carriers → p-type doping). An
undoped material is called intrinsic. Silicon is a group IV element. To
add holes to silicon an element of group III (typically boron) is used
as dopant. To add electrons a group V element is needed (typically
phosphorus). The Fermi energy is also shifted by doping: to higher
energies and closer to the conduction band edge in n-type materials
and to lower energies and closer to the valence band gap for p-type
semiconductors.
By bringing both doping type materials into contact a p-n junc-

tion is created. To reach thermal equilibrium electrons move from the
n-type material to p-type material to balance the concentration di�er-
ences of electrons and holes (Fermi energies reach same energy level).
The moving charge carriers leave behind exposed charges on dopand
atom sides which are �xed to the lattices and are, therefore, unable to
move. The �xed charges built up an electrical �eld which is directed
against the movement of the charge carriers and rises until the �eld
energy equals the di�usion energy of electrons and holes. Close to
the p-n junction less charge carriers are present at both sides of the
junction. This region is called the depletion region or space charge
region and is typically only a few nanometer thick.
Electrons, which are present in excess in n-type silicon are called

majority carriers. Holes on the other hand are very limited and are
called minority carriers (for p-type semiconductors the de�nitions are
vice versa). The p-n junction separates the electrons and the holes

2Ideal semiconductor: without defects
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2 Theoretical Background

to the n-contact and the p-contact, respectively. Under illumination
electron-hole pairs are generated continuously and thus, are present in
excess in comparison to the pure doping e�ect. The Fermi level splits
into two quasi-Fermi levels which are shifted to the valence and con-
duction band. This separation de�nes the maximal achievable voltage
of the solar cell. The created charge carriers can be extracted using
metals contacting the front and the rear side of the device, respec-
tively.

Loss mechanisms

Di�erent physical and constructive induced losses limit the conversion
e�ciency of silicon solar cells. An overview over the di�erent loss
mechanism is given in Figure 2.1.1.

Figure 2.1.1: Loss mechanisms in solar cells (retraced from [12])

Ohmic losses are discussed in chapter 2.1.1. Within this section
most relevant loss mechanism are brie�y discussed. More detailed
information can be found in the given literature.

General and recombination losses

Most relevant losses are given by the limitation of the semiconductor
to fully absorb all wavelength of the solar spectrum.

12



2.1 Silicon Solar Cells

Figure 2.1.2: Exploitation of solar spectrum by silicon (reprint with
permission from [34])

All photons with long wavelengths, which energy is smaller than the
silicon band gap are not able to excite an electron from the valence
band to the conduction band. Photons with shorter wavelengths, thus
higher energy, provide additional energy which is released through
thermal energy and is lost. The maximum voltage achievable by a
solar cell is not directly given by the band gap but by the quasi-Fermi
level splitting.

Losses through recombination occur, when an electron-hole pair re-
combines. The released energy can also be reabsorbed by recombina-
tion through a second electron. This is refereed to as �Auger recombi-
nation�. The electron releases the additional energy by collision with
the crystal lattice. Those losses limit the e�ciency of silicon solar cell
to approximately 29%. These limits are hard to overcome and can
only be approached by optimization of the cell structure.

Most relevant recombination loss is the Shockley-Read-Hall recom-
bination. This mechanism describes recombination of charge carriers
via defect levels of impurities, such as dopants, other elementary im-
purities and crystal lattice defects.

Optical losses

Re�exion occurs on the surface of the semiconductor due to light re-
fraction at the atmosphere/semiconductor interface. Technically re-
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2 Theoretical Background

�ectance of light can be decreased by texturing the surface3 and ap-
plying an anti-re�ection coating (ARC)4 which also serves as a passi-
vation layer5.
Optical losses also occure due to shading of the active cell area by

the metallization on the front side.

2.1.2 Two-Diode Model

To be able to describe the most relevant electrical mechanisms in a so-
lar cell one uses an equivalent model. Simply a solar cell is considered
as a diode, which is described by equation 2.1:

j = j0

(
exp

(
qV

kT

)
− 1

)
− jPh (2.1)

with q representing the elementary charge, j0 the saturation current
density which is the sum of the saturation current density of emitter
and base and jPh the current density of a photon. V is the voltage,
k the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. As a solar cell is
not a simple diode, the diode model is extended by a second diode
that represents the recombination of the space charge region (j02), the
parasitic shunt resistance or parallel resistance (RP )6, and the losses
caused by the series resistance (RS). The equivalent circuit diagram
is given in Figure 2.1.3.

3Texturing redirects the impacting sunlight partially back to the solar cell
surface and thus, increases the chance of absorption. Also, the optical path length
within the solar cell is increased.

4The ARC layer is matched to the used semiconductor. Refractive index and
layer thickness are chosen in order to achieve destructive interference of light,
which is re�ected at the ARC/semiconductor interface with light re�ected at the
ARC/air interface. This leads to a reduced total re�ectance.

5Surfaces and interfaces are typically locations of high defect concentration.
A passivation layer reduces the number of defects and, therefore, the Shockley-
Read-Hall recombination.

6The parallel resistance represents the electrical barrier quality between the
n-type and p-type region of the solar cell. The higher the resistance the better:
less charge carriers are able to recombine by parasitic currents within the space
charge region, which do not contribute to the electrical power generation.
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2.1 Silicon Solar Cells

Figure 2.1.3: Equivalent circuit diagram of the two-diode model [35]

Figure 2.1.4: Composition of series resistance in a simple silicon solar
cell (retraced from [24])

A solar cell is, therefore, more precisely described by equation 2.2

j(V ) = j0

(
exp

(
q(V−jRS)
n1kT

)
− 1
)

(2.2)

+j02

(
exp

(
q(V−jRS)
n2kT

)
− 1
)

+ V−jRs

RP
− jPh

The ideality factors n1 and n2 describe the quality of both diodes.
Their values for an ideal solar cell are n1 = 1 and n2 = 2. In real solar
cells those parameters can strongly di�er from the ideal values.

2.1.3 Series resistance and metallization induced
losses

The series resistance is composed of several resistances which are il-
lustrated in Figure 2.1.4
The di�erent resistances are:
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2 Theoretical Background

� R1: Resistance of metal-semiconductor contact to the base (usu-
ally rear side)

� R2: Resistance of semiconductor base

� R3: Resistance of emitter, called RSh

� R4: Resistance of metal-semiconductor contact to the emitter
(usually front side)

� R5, R6: Resistance of metallic contacts (�nger and busbar)

The contributions of R1 and R2 to RS are normally negligible and,
therefore, not discussed any further.
The resistance of the emitter R3 is given by the doping concen-

tration. High doping concentrations lead to low RSh values but also
favor higher Auger recombination. Therefore, technical tendency goes
to lower doping concentrations and higher sheet resistances. Due to
the increased sheet resistance the metal grid design includes shorter
�nger distances and a higher value of �ngers per cell area. Also, the
metal-semiconductor contact R4 is strongly in�uenced by the doping
concentration of the emitter (see Section 2.2). High ohmic emitters
make higher demands on the metallization than low ohmic emitters.
The resistances of the metal contacts themselves R5, R6 should be as

low as possible and are mainly de�ned by the metal itself, as well as the
quality of the metallization medium. For example, plated contacts are
normally very dense and are of very high quality regarding R5 and R6.
Screen printed contacts compose of single particles which are sintered
together during the metallization process and are, therefore, less dense
compared to plated contacts.
The metallization also contributes to optical losses of the solar cell:

The metallization on the front side leads to shading of the active cell
area. To keep shading losses as low as possible, very narrow �ngers and
an optimal grid design are aspired. The form of the �ngers themselves
can lower the shading e�ect but is di�cult to in�uence.
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

Figure 2.1.5: Finger shapes and their impact on optical properties [12]

2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

The metal contact on a solar cell enables the collection and conduction
of the current generated in the cell to lead it out of the semiconductor.
To avoid electrical losses, contact resistivity between the semiconduc-
tor and the metal has to be avoided or be at least as small as possible.
The reason for the occurrence of a contact resist is the di�erence in
work function. The work function is the amount of energy which is
necessary to transport an electron at the Fermi level into the vacuum
level. For metals the work function εM is a material constant but can
be in�uenced by surface properties.
For semiconductors the electron a�nity εEA is also a material con-

stant and is de�ned as the energy di�erence between the lowest con-
duction band edge and the vacuum energy level. In analogy to the
work function of a metal one can de�ne the work function of a semi-
conductor εSC , which is not a constant but can be strongly a�ected
by the doping level of the material. Furthermore, in intrinsic semi-
conductors the Fermi level is normally located within the band gap,
thus, there are no electrons on the Fermi level. Figure 2.2.1 shows
a schematic illustration of the band energy of a separated metal and
n-type semiconductor with εFM

being the Fermi level of the metal, εC
the conduction band level, εV the valence band level, εV ac the vacuum
level and εFSC

the Fermi level of the semiconductor.
By contacting metal and semiconductor thermodynamic equilib-

rium must be reached: charge carriers di�use through the contact
until the Fermi levels of both metal and semiconductor reach the same
energy level.
The two limiting cases for the contact formation between metal

and semiconductor will be discussed in the following Sections 2.2.1
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2 Theoretical Background

Figure 2.2.1: Band energy scheme of separated metal and n-type semi-
conductor (εM > εSC) (retraced from [26])

Figure 2.2.2: Band energy scheme of Schottky metal n-type semicon-
ductor contact (retraced from [26])

and 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Schottky contact

A Schottky contact is formed if either
a) εM > εSC and n-type semiconductor
b) εM < εSC and p-type semiconductor
Here we will only discuss case a).
In case metal and semiconductor are in contact, di�usion of charge

carriers occur until the Fermi energy levels are in thermal equilibrium.
The band energy scheme is shown in Figure 2.2.2.
Due to the smaller work function of the semiconductor is compared

to the metal's, electrons di�use into the metal. Inside the semicon-
ductor a depletion region is formed and a positive contact voltage Uc
builds up. This voltage prevents further di�usion of electrons into
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

the metal. On the metal side, a narrow region of excess electrons is
formed. The energy levels inside the semiconductor descent with the
amount of (εM − εSC) = eUc.
Without an external current no further di�usion of electrons is pos-

sible. Electrons di�using from metal into the semiconductor have to
overcome the Schottky barrier with the energy εSB = εM−εEA. Elec-
trons di�using from semiconductor to metal need to get over an energy
barrier with the amount eUc (see Figure 2.2.2).
Dependent on the polarity of an external voltage UE applied to the

contact, a current �ow can be induced. In case a positive voltage is
applied to the semiconductor, electrons are torn from the junction.
The energy bands further descend and the barrier for electrons �ow-
ing from the semiconductor to the metal rises to e(Uc + UE). No
current �ow can be measured. Electrons �owing from metal to semi-
conductor have to overcome the Schottky barrier. Electrons rich of
energy can overcome the Schottky barrier. A small cuto� current can
be measured, which increases with increasing applied voltage. Due to
surface e�ects and the Schottky e�ect (in�uence of cuto� current) the
measured cuto� current is always higher than the theoretical one.
If a negative external voltage is applied to the semiconductor, the

energy barrier between metal and semiconductor is reduced and elec-
trons can pass the barrier and a current �ow from semiconductor to
the metal can be measured.
In solar cells a Schottky contact is usually formed. Depending on

the work function of the metal and the doping concentration a current
�ow can be measured. Depending on the doping concentration of the
semiconductor three mechanisms, which are illustrated in Figure 2.2.3
can occur: a) thermionic emission, b) thermionic �eld emission and
c) �eld emission. Thermionic emission occurs for moderate barrier
heights and doping concentrations < 1x1017cm−3. Charge carriers
can overcome the Schottky barrier through thermal activation. Field
emission describes the current transport by tunneling through a very
thin Schottky barrier and occurs for very high doping concentrations >
1x1020cm−3. This e�ect is often used for solar cell contact formation
and is described further in the following section. Thermionic �eld
emission is a combination of the two mechanisms described and occurs
for doping concentrations between 1x1018- 1x1021cm−3[35�37].
The measured barrier height against the metal work function for

di�erent metals on n-type silicon is given in Figure 2.2.4 from [27].
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2 Theoretical Background

Figure 2.2.3: Current transport mechanisms for Schottky contacts: a)
thermionic emission, b) thermionic �eld emission, c) �eld
emission [38]

Figure 2.2.4: Barrier heights as function of metal work function for
di�erent metals on n-type silicon ([27] © 1984 IEEE)

2.2.2 Ohmic contact

The ohmic contact is the desired contact type for the metallization
of solar cell applications. Ohmic contact provides transport of charge
carriers with minimal losses and, thus, better performance of the cells.
The energy band scheme of an ohmic contact between a metal and a
n-type semiconductor is shown in Figure 2.2.5. As for the Schottky-
contact there are two cases for which an ohmic contact formation is
possible, vice versa to the Schottky contact.
a) εM < εSC and n-type semiconductor
b) εM > εSC and p-type semiconductor
Now, the work function of the semiconductor is higher than the

metal one. Therefore, electrons di�use from the metal to the semi-
conductor. On the semiconductor side an excess of electrons builds up
a negative voltage Uc towards the metal. This voltage prevents fur-
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

Figure 2.2.5: Band energy scheme of ohmic metal n-type semiconduc-
tor contact (retraced from [26])

ther electron transport. Due to excess of free electrons on the metal
side, no depletion can be detected. No Schottky barrier is induced
but a very small energy mismatch of (εM − εEA), which is small or
even negative.
An external voltage applied to this contact leads to an almost un-

hindered current �ow over the contact, independent of polarity.
An ohmic contact can also be reached by applying very high doped

layer between metal and semiconductor. Figure 2.2.6 shows the band
energy scheme. By very high doping of the semiconductor, the Fermi
level can be raised over the conduction band edge. Through contact
formation a very thin space charge region is formed between metal and
semiconductor. Electrons are able to tunnel this energy barrier and
enable a current �ow between metal and semiconductor. Especially
for the contact between metal and n-type semiconductor this contact
design is used and is called selective emitter.
A simulation of the contact resistance in dependence of the doping

concentration (number of doped atoms) ND corresponding to di�erent
theories for silver as contact metal with a Schottky barrier height of
0.78 eV was done by Schubert [39] and is illustrated in Figure 2.2.7.
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2 Theoretical Background

Figure 2.2.6: Band energy scheme of metal semiconductor contact
with highly doped semiconductor surface (retraced from
[26])

Figure 2.2.7: Simulation of theoretical resistivity ρc as a function of
the doping concentration ND for silver and a barrier
height of 0.78 eV. Di�erent current transport mecha-
nisms are marked and the the region of contact resis-
tivity for printed and �red contacts on silicon solar cells
is illustrated [35, 39]
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

2.2.3 Printed and �red contacts

To contact solar cells the bulk metal can be applied to the cell by
sputtering or evaporation through a shadow mask or a mask applied
by a photolithoraphic process7. Those processes are cost intensive,
therefore, only used for high e�ciency cell concepts or on laboratory
scale. For conventional crystalline silicon solar cells more cost e�cient
metallization methods have to be used. In industrial production the
metals are applied through screen printing of metal pastes which have
to be ��red� in a high temperature process to contact the emitter and
base of the cell. Firing temperatures lie between 850 to 900 °C. For
front side metallization a paste containing up to 90 wt% silver, 5 wt%
glass and organics (solvent, rheological and other organic additives)
are used. Silver has the highest electrical conduction value of all met-
als [40]. The speci�c line resistant of bulk silver is 1.58 x 10−8 Ωm
[40]. Copper, for example, has a similar value but is able to di�use
through the silicon to the p-n junction causing shunts and destroy-
ing the cell, thus, can not be used in �ring pastes. Alternatives like
plated nickel-copper stacks with nickel as di�usion barrier for copper
are being developed [12] and are necessary because copper makes up
only 1% of the price of silver.
The paste is applied in a design called H-pattern ( e.g. with 3 bus

bars 1.5 mm in width and 60-80 �ngers perpendicular to the bus bars
and 60-80 µm wide). The goal is to print as narrow �ngers as possible
to avoid losses through shading of the active cell area, recombination
losses at the metal-semiconductor interface, to gain high adhesion to
silicon by using only minimal amount of silver. A typical front side
metallization pattern is shown in Figure 2.2.8.
The glass phase in the front side paste is necessary to penetrate the

anti-re�ection coating (typically SiNx), which is highly stable against
chemicals and high temperatures. One important component in the
glass is lead, which is toxic. The eruption directive 2011/65/EG

7Photolitography is a process from semiconductor industries. The process
allows the application of very thin metallic patterns. A photo resist is printed on
the solar cell and the grid pattern is transferred by light exposure to the photo
resist. Dependent on the photo resist the exposed or the unexposed part of the
resist is washed away and the metal is applied via evaporation or sputtering. The
photo resist has to be removed (lift-o�) again. The process is extremely complex
and therefore quite expensive in relation to the total cost arguable for a solar cell.
More details are given in Section 3.4.1
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Figure 2.2.8: Typical H-pattern on silicon solar cell [1]

(RoHS) provides, that no certain hazardous substances like lead are
allowed to be used in electronic devises. Solar cells are temporarily
excluded but with further development one has to expect that solar
cells will be included in the directive in the near future.
The contact formation by conventional metal pastes is less e�cient

than the contacts applied by sputtering or evaporation. To avoid losses
due to metallization, development of contact formation procedures
aim to form ohmic contacts on the rear and even the more critical
front side of the solar cell. The contact formation process is complex
and even up to now not fully understood. The current contact model
will be discussed brie�y in the following section.

2.2.4 Present contact model

Contact formation theory

Contact formation between a thick �lm silver paste and silicon solar
cells is done in a drying and fast �ring furnace. The temperature
curves of the two processes are illustrated in Figure 2.2.9. At �rst
there is the drying furnace where the biggest part of the solvents
evaporates out of the paste at around 250 °C. The second process is
�ring of the cell, and the process is further divided into three main
parts:

1. Organic burnout

2. Firing/Sintering

3. Cool down
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2.2 Metal-semiconductor contact

Figure 2.2.9: Temperature gradient in a fast �ring furnace for thick
�lm metalized silicon solar cells [41]

Within the drying zone solvents are evaporated to avoid explosively
fast evaporation of solvent and organics during high temperature treat-
ment causing local blast of metallization. In the following zone further
organics like binders and polymer additives are burned out at around
400 °C. Organic burn out is done up until 550 °C. The glass tempera-
ture of the lead glass is already exceeded and �rst silver particle sin-
tering starts. Above 550 °C glass is molten and wets the silver particle
surface as well as the silicon nitride surface. Rearrangement of silver
particles takes place and further sintering occurs above 580 °C (Figure
2.2.10 a)). Kalio adds that silver particle rearrangement occurs several
times during the whole �ring procedure [41]. In the next high tempera-
ture zone between 800-900 °C real contact formation with penetration
of the anti-re�ection coating, ARC, takes place. After reaching the
peak temperature, the cells are rapidly cooled down to room tem-
perature. Heating and cooling is done very quickly (> 50 °C/min)
[42].
The contact formation model described here is based on the �ndings

of Gunnar Schubert, Matthias Hörteis, Andre Kalio and Hong et. al.
[35, 39, 41, 43].
Referred to Schubert and Hörteis [35, 39] etching reaction of the sil-

icon nitride penetration takes place according to equation 2.3 (Figure
2.2.10 b))
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6PbO + Si3N4 → 3SiO2 + 6Pb + 4N2 ↑ (2.3)

In the range of 700-800 °C silicon is oxidized by lead oxide and
incorporated into the glass (Figure 2.2.10 c)):

2PbO + Si 
 SiO2 + 2Pb (2.4)

Parallel to the penetration of silicon nitride Schubert suggests that
silver crystallites form out of a liquid silicon-glass or liquid silicon-
lead-silver phase (Figure 2.2.10 d-f)). He concludes that molten lead
is the main driving force of the reaction.
Hong et al. suggested that liquid lead reduction and further a liquid

lead phase are only possible by absence of silver. Silver oxide would
suppress the reduction of PbO by oxidation according to the following
reactions [43]:

4Ag + O2 
 2Ag2O (2.5)

Ag2O + Pb 
 PbO + 2Ag (2.6)

Additionally silver oxide reduces silicon nitride and penetrates the
ARC.

2Ag2O + SiNx → 4Ag + SiO2 +
x

2
N2 ↑ (2.7)

Hörteis argues that the silver crystallite formation cannot be ex-
plained by silver ion di�usion originating from the glass layer [35].
According to his thesis the amount of silver dissolved in the glass
would be too little. The silver would precipitate rather from a liquid
Pb-Ag or Bi-Ag phase caused by the redox reactions 2.32.4 and 8.5,
8.6, respectively [35].
Kalio observed that evaporated silver on a pure silicon surface is able

to form a glass layer on top of the silicon wafer at curing temperatures
of 550 °C and a duration of 3 s [41]. But only on wafers with a very
high doping concentration (phosphorus doping) crystalllite formation
at 750 °C curing temperature could be observed. Silver and silicon
form an eutectic mixture at 833 °C [44] which is far higher than the
temperature observed by Kalio. This e�ect is called selective corrosion
and has already been described by Schatt [45]. The silver crystallite
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Figure 2.2.10: Simpli�ed contact formation model according to Gun-
nar Schubert; a) cross section of thick-�lm silver met-
allization after organic burn out on (100) silicon wafer
with an anti-re�ection coating (ARC); b) ARC pene-
tration through glass; c) glass reaction with silicon and
melt formation of liquid lead and silver; d) silver di�u-
sion to silicon surface through lead-silver molt; e) dis-
solving of silicon and silver penetration; f) silver crys-
tallite formation after cool down [39]

formation is supported by lattice failures and impurities (for example,
through doping) of the silicon surface [46, 47]. Suganuma showed that
silver and the (111) crystal surface on pyramids of alkaline textured
(100) silicon wafers have a well �tting lattice match, which enables
silver to precipitate on the silicon surface [48].
The back contact is usually formed by aluminum. An aluminum

paste is screen-printed at the back and is co-�red with the front-side.
Aluminium partially di�uses into the silicon, which leads to a highly
doped p+-region (aluminum provides one electron less to the lattice
than silicon) and the back surface �eld (BSF)8 is formed. It acts as
a passivation layer for the back side similar to the ARC of the front
side.

8The back surface �eld is formed by a highly doped region at the rear side of
the solar cell. It forms a passivation layer at the back side.
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Figure 2.2.11: TEM image of interface of paste applied silver - sili-
con contact: direct silicon/silver crystallite/silver bulk
contact [51]

Current transport at the metal semi-conductor interface of paste
applied contacts

Theoretically, the current has several possible paths to cross the metal
semiconductor interface:

a) silicon →silver bulk

b) silicon →silver crystal →silver bulk

c) silicon →silver crystal →thin glass layer →silver bulk

d) silicon →silver crystal →interstitial traps in glass→silver bulk

e) silicon →silver precipitation in glass →silver bulk

Assuming that the wettability of the glass on the silver particles is
very high, which is necessary for e�ective liquid phase sintering9 [49]
and all surfaces should be wetted, path a and b are quite unlikely
assuming no glass between the silicon and silver or silver crystallite
and silver bulk, respectively. However, those paths are postulated to
be the main current �ow paths by Cabrera and Hörteis [50]. Hörteis
observed direct silicon/silver crystallite/silver bulk contact in TEM
measurements (Figure 2.2.11)
Cabrera showed experimentally that most of the current is trans-

ported from silicon to silver (crystallites) especially at pyramidal tips
where less or even no glass is found [50, 52].

9Liquid phase sintering is discussed in Section 3.5 in more detail.
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Paths c and d are postulated by Schubert. Electrons are able to
tunnel a very thin glass layer (<5 nm) [53] or through interstitial
traps in the glass layer [39].
The current path through glass tunneling (e) is postulated by Dupont

[54].

Figure 2.2.12: Possible current paths on the metal semiconductor in-
terface of paste applied silver metallization on crys-
talline silicon solar cells
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2.3 Production prozess of crytsalline silicon
solar cells

Further details to the topic in this Section as well as alternative cell
concepts can be found in literature [4, 24].
In this section the technological route for production of �standard�

silicon solar cells is described. The process is schematically illustrated
in Figure 2.3.1.
High quality silicon material lowers recombination losses within the

material. This high purity silicon material is used. Typically highly
puri�ed monocrystalline material (FZ10 or Cz11, multicrystalline (mc)
silicon or upgraded metallurgical-grade silicon12 (umg) is used. The
resulting e�ecencies for monocrystalline cells are higher due to less
recombination losses at grain boundaries.
The wafers get sawn out of the silicon block or brigg. The material

usually owns a basic p-type doping of around 1016 cm−3. The surface
gets chemically cleaned and the surface damages resulting from saw-
ing and causing recombination at the surface is etched. Within the
same process, the surface gets textured13, which improves the optical
properties.
To develope the emitter, the wafer surface is di�used with phos-

phorus, using a POCl3 atmosphere and heating the wafers to 800-
900 °C. POCl3 concentration, temperature and duration decide about
the doping concentration and depth. A phosphorous glass remains at
the surface after the di�usion and has to be removed by etching. In
the same process step, the emitter which is short circuiting the cell
over the edges is seperated from the rear by single side wet-chemical
etching14. The complete surface of the wafer is now n-type doped. The
emitter is usually several nm thick and owns a surface concentration
of 1021 cm−3.
In the next step an ARC layer of SiNx with a thickness of 70-

10�Float-Zone� material with very high purity
11�Czochralski� silicon with high purity
12Silicon material with less purity and ten times cheaper than mc-silicon
13Alkaline anisotropic etch with KOH + isopropanole for monocrystalline sil-

icon, resulting in random pyramids, acidic isotropic etch with HF + HNO3 on
mc-silcion (anisotropic etch due to multple crystal orientations not possible)

14Alternatively the so called �laser edge isolation� is used: After the co-�ring
step, the front emitter gets isolated from the rear side by a laser.
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Figure 2.3.1: Silicon solar cell production scheme: Top rows: Cross
sectional pictograms of monocrystalline silicon solar
cells. Bottom rows: Top view pictrograms of mc-solar
cells [12]

75 nm, is applied to the wafer surface. This process is typically done
by plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition, PECVD. The ARC
layer enhances the optical and electrical surface properties.
The rear side is almost full area screen printed with aluminium

paste. At the soldering spots a paste of aluminium and silver is used.
The front side is standardly contacted by screen-printed silver paste.
Both cell sides are simultaneously contacted by co-�ring at tempera-
tures >800 °C. The �ring of the back side leeds to overcompensation
of the n-type doping of the wafer rear-side by p-type aluminium, recre-
ating the back-surface �eld (BSF).

2.4 Nanoparticles, particle sintering and
stabilization

2.4.1 Nanoparticles

Particles with diameters within a size range of 1-100 nm are called
nanoparticles (Figure 2.4.1).
Due to their very high speci�c surface (surface to volume ratio),

nanoparticles have unique physical and chemical properties:
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Figure 2.4.1: SEM image of nearly monodispers silver nanoparticles

� very high surface energy and surface tension

� very high surface charge

� high chemical reactivity

� surface forces become more in�uencing compared with mass
forces

� special optical properties.

For metallization, especially high surface energy, high surface charges
and the higher chemical reactivity are important.
Due to the high chemical reactivity nanoparticles can be used as

catalysts in reaction. On the other hand, nanoparticles have to be sta-
bilized or protected against unwanted reactions e.g. oxidation, which
can be very rapid.
Due to the high surface charge, nanoparticles are able to form stable

suspensions without additional stabilizers or emulgators. The surface
charge yields to an repelling e�ect between the particles in (water
based or ionic) solutions. But this e�ect is counteracted by the high
surface tension, which causes agglomeration of single particles to lower
the surface energy. Therefore, particle stabilization without additional
stabilizers is only possible for low particle concentration.
However, the high surface energy and tendency to agglomerate can

also be used technically: metal nanoparticles possess melting temper-
atures far below the melting temperature of the corresponding bulk
material (down to 10 %). This has experimentally been shown on gold
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Figure 2.4.2: Experimental and theoretical melting-point tempera-
tures of gold nanoparticles dependent of size (Reprinted
�gure with permission from [23] Copyright 1976 by the
American Physical Society)

nanoparticles by Bu�at [23] and is called thermodynamic size e�ect.
Figure 2.4.2 shows the melting temperature drop of gold nanoparticles
against the particle size.
Therefore metal nanoparticles are used in inks and pastes for low

temperature metallization approaches (150-300 °C) [55�65]. Because
of its nobility and high conductivity especially silver is used as nanopar-
ticle within this formulations.

2.4.2 Nanoparticle synthesis

Two basic approaches can be used to synthesize nanoparticles:

� the top down approach

� the bottom up approach

Figure 2.4.3 illustrates both approaches:
When using the top down approach nanoparticles are produced by

breaking the bulk material, e.g., by milling. This approach is suitable
especially for porous materials but not for ductile materials e.g. metals
like silver.
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Figure 2.4.3: Illustration of top down and bottom up approaches [66]

Figure 2.4.4: Illustration of size control of nanoparticle synthesis in
the framework of La Mer model

In this case the bottom up approach is used. The nanoparticles are
synthesized starting from ions or decomposing molecules, which form
so called seeds, a cluster of only a few atoms of the material, which
then grow to nanoparticles. Also, foreign seed materials can be used
to trigger the growth of the particles.
The control of the growth process can be di�cult depending on the

material. The key to monodispers nanoparticle growth is control and
separation of the nucleation and growth phase during the synthesis,
respectively. The principle is illustrated in Figure 2.4.4.
The La Mer model describes the time dependency of nanoparticles

nucleation and growth. During the injection time (I) the monomer
concentration increases rapidly. At a threshold concentration cNumin self
nucleation appears and monomer concentration gradually decreases.
As long as the critical level of monomer concentration cNumax is not reach
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further nucleation is suppressed. With further monomer transport
the particle growth continuous. At a certain point so called �Ostwald
ripening� appears and smaller particles are redissolved in favour for
bigger particles. At this point the particles grow in di�erent speed and
no monodispers product can be collected. With even longer reaction
times particle saturation appears and the particles participate from
the solution [67].
Important factors in nanoparticle synthesis are: temperature, heat-

ing rate, educts, capping agents (which stabilize the nanoparticles and
also control growth rate), potential reducing agents and timing. More
detailed information about the synthesis of nanoparticles, control of
size and shape can be found in the literature [67�70].

2.4.3 Particle sintering and stabilization

The sintering of particles is the welding of particles below their melt-
ing temperature. The direct sintering of powders (ceramic or metal)
is called solid-state sintering. The connection of the single particles
is formed via diverse di�usion mechanisms which are illustrated in
Figure 2.4.5:
According to Hajmrle [28] particle sintering takes place in several

stages which include di�erent di�usion mechanisms which are depen-
dent on the temperature and activation energy, respectively. In their
work Hajmrle et al. [28] describe the sintering of silver particle be-
tween 2-50 µm in diameter. Due to the lower melting point of nanopar-
ticles compaired to the corresponding bulk material one can assume
a drop of sintering termperature as well. Hajmrle assumes that the
sintering mechanism below 570 °C (for particles of 2-50 µm in diam-
eter) is based on two mechanisms: initial plastic deformation of the
material, which takes place as long as the neck radius is small and
the surface tension is still high. With increase of the sintering neck,
surface tension drops and plastic deformation is no longer possible.
The second possibility is the di�usion of solid at the grain bound-

ary. Grain boundary di�usion has the lowest activation energy of all
mentioned di�usion paths and, therefore, the most likely one. Grain
boundary di�usion is also dependent on the angle between particle and
sintering neck. Therefore, particle rotation can be observed during
particle sintering. The energy required for grain boundary formation
counteracts the di�usion process. Initial sintering takes place until
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Figure 2.4.5: Illustration of sintering mechanisms of two particles.
Contact point of two particles and atom di�usion paths
are shown: 1-Volume di�usion (no particle approach),
2-Surface di�usion (no particle approach), 3-Grain-
boundary di�usion (particle approach), 4-Volume di�u-
sion (particle approach) (retraced from [28])

surface tension has reach equilibrium with grain boundary formation
energy. For further sintering more energy and higher temperatures are
needed. At this point the metallic layer has still a porous structure,
thus, the maximum reachable conductivity will always be lower than
the bulk conductivity of the corresponding dense metal [28].
At temperatures between 570 -720 °C (particles 2-50 µm) several

di�usion mechanisms occur: boundary di�usion, surface di�usion and
volume di�usion. At temperatures above 720 °C only volume di�usion
appears [28].
Those di�usion processes lead to further reduction of the pores be-

tween the particles. In addition, the degree of crystallinity rises and
consequently the conductivity rises. In ideal cases, at adequate tem-
perature and sintering time a bulk is formed and the maximal con-
ductivity can be reached.
Below a certain particle diameter, which is depending on material

and particle shape, sintering occurs at very low temperatures, even at
room temperature. The only requirement is a direct contact between
the particles to start the sintering process.
Due to the Brownian motion of nanoparticles in suspensions the par-

ticles have to be stabilized in ink and paste formulations to avoid ag-
glomeration and sedimentation of the particles through collision. Since
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Figure 2.4.6: Illustration of particle stabilization mechanisms: a)
steric b) electrostatic c) electrosterical

metals have a much higher density, metallic nanoparticles are more
challenging to disperse and high concentrations of metal nanoparti-
cles in solution are di�cult to achieve. To avoid the aggregation,
the particles get stabilized already during synthesis with a dispersant.
This capping agents are coordinated (adsorbed) via an anchor group
to the metal surface and ideally possess a high a�nity to the metal.
There are three mechanisms (Figure 2.4.6) which prevent particles

from collision. The capping agents are chosen depending on the sta-
bilization mechanism that should be used and the ink formulation.

1. Sterical stabilization

2. Electrostatic stabilization

3. Electrosteric stabilization

1. Sterical stabilization is most often used for formulations in or-
ganic solvents and provides highest possible metal concentra-
tions. The capping agent is a bulky polymer which ideally con-
tains an anchor group with high a�nity to the metal. The or-
ganic solvent is chosen �tting to the polymer: The polymer un-
coils and stretches out into the solution. The bulky surrounding
around the particle keeps particles at distance longer than the ef-
fective range of attracting van der Waals forces. Additional dis-
persants in the ink formulation which can also interact with the
capping agent can further stabilize the dispersion. Most popular
capping agent used for this kind of stabilization is poly(N-vinyl-
2-pyrrolidone) (PVP). PVP is often used during the synthesis
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of metal nanoparticles especially silver nanoparticles as it allows
good control of size and even shape of the particles and acts
as a very good dispersant for the formed particles in dispersion
[64, 71�75].

2. In solvents with high dielectric constants, such as water, electro-
static stabilization can be used. In this case, the capping agent
contains charged functional groups (for e.g. carbonyls for basic
dispersions or amines for acidic dispersions). An electrostatic
double shell is formed around the particles and keeps them from
aggregation via electrostatic repulsion. A crucial size in this kind
of dispersion is the surface potential of the particles: the higher
the potential, the higher the electrostatic repulsion and the more
stable the dispersion. The zeta potential ζ is most often used
to describe the surface potential of particles in dispersions. Dis-
persions with zeta potentials |ζ| > 35 − 40 mV are considered
as stable (for electrolyte concentrations < 10−2 mol · dm−3) in
water [64]. Increase in ionic strength leads to decrease of the
electric double layer and to collision of particles. At high metal
ion concentrations, which are needed during the synthesis of the
nanoparticles, the electric double layer is rather small. Thus,
high concentrations of particles stabilized only via electrostatic
stabilization are hard to realize.

3. Electrosteric stabilization is a combination of both mechanisms
described above. Bulky polymeric capping agents with charged
functional groups, polyelectrolytes, are used to keep the parti-
cles to hang at poise. This mechanism is most often used in
aqueous dispersions. Often used capping agents for this kind of
stabilization are: poly (acrylic acid) salts (PAA), carboxymethyl
cellulose sodium salts, block co polymers with acidic groups (like
Disperbyk 190 from Byk Chemicals) and others [64]. Electro-
static stabilization is very e�ective and a good choice to stabilize
particles with high densities like silver.

To initiate the sintering of particles the capping agent has to be re-
moved from the surface. To achieve the removal several sintering
methods are possible and described in the following sections.
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2.4.4 Thermal sintering

Thermal sintering is the most often used method to achieve the con-
nection between nanoparticles and form a conducting metal layer. Due
to the drop of melting temperature of metallic nanoparticles and the
high surface potential of nanoparticles, the sintering temperature is
also drastically reduced and the contact between two particles can
trigger the sintering of the particles even at room temperature. The
aim is to get values as close to silver bulk conductivity as possible
(1.58 ∗ 10−8 Ωm). After printing the ink dries and the solvent evap-
orates. Capping agents, dispersants and other high molecular ink
components remain between the single particles and prevent particle
sintering. To also eliminate high molecular organics, temperatures
between 200-350 °C are normally necessary [16, 65, 76�79]. The aim
for low temperature metallization is its use on temperature sensitive
substrates like poly(vinyl terephthalate) (PET) or polycarbonate. For
this reason a lot of e�ort has been undertaken to reduce the sintering
temperature of the metal nanoparticle inks [16, 65, 80�82]. Ink for-
mulation and particle stabilization has been optimized by using short
capping agents (oligomers for example 1-dodecylamine [61]), which
evaporate at lower temperatures or capping agents which decompose.
Curing temperature could be lowered down to 150 °C [61, 81]. Us-
ing shorter capping agents also means to lower the dispersion ability,
therefore, the maximal concentration of metal part in the ink and shelf
life. Another possibility is to further reduce particle size.

2.4.5 Chemical sintering

As already mentioned, to start the sintering process, the capping agent
has to be removed from the metal particle surface to enable particles
to touch. If bulky polymers are used to keep the particles at distance
one can trigger sintering by forcing the polymers around the particles
to recoil. In this case distance between particles becomes too short and
attractive van der Waals forces become e�ective. The particles touch
and sintering starts. In case of polyelectrolytes the recoilition of the
stabilizing polymer can be forced by adding a chemical with opposite
charge. The zeta potential in dispersion will drop and particles start to
agglomerate and to sinter. This mechanism has been demonstrated by
Magdassi et al. on silver nanoparticles capped with the anionic poly-
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Figure 2.4.7: Illustration of chemical sintering through substitution
with chlorine as sintering agent

electrolyte poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and the cationic polyelectrolyte
poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride)(PDAC) as electrolyte.[83]

The capping agent coordinates to the metal particle surface via
an anchor group which is most likely a functional group containing
a hetero atom like nitrogen, oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus or halides.
Another method to get the particles in close contact is to remove those
capping agents from the surface of the metal. This can be achieved
by substitution of the stabilizing agent by small molecules or even
ions with higher a�nity to the metal than the functional group of the
capping agent (e.g. chlorine). Throughout this work the substituting
chemical is named sintering agent. Figure 2.4.7 illustrates the process
of chemical sintering via substitution:

The sintering agent is applied to the ink after deposition. For sim-
plicity chlorine is used within this explanation. The chlorine ions have
a higher a�nity to the metal surface than the anchor group �X� (see
Figure 2.4.7). It coordinates to the surface of the particles and ousts
the capping agent from the metals surface. Since chlorine is much
smaller than the bulky polymer, metal nanoparticles get into contact
and the sintering process starts.

This way of sintering has also been invented and �rst demonstrated
by Zapka et al. [84] and further developed by Grouchko et al. and
Magdassi et al.[60, 79]. The sintering agents can be applied by printing
a solution containing the sintering agent on top of the dried ink [85]
or by evaporation with vapor, e.g., HCl vapor [60].
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2.4.6 Other sintering methods

There are several other sintering methods which are all based on the
concept of thermal sintering. The methods di�er from classical ther-
mal sintering by the way of energy input. The energy input that
heats up the metal nanoparticles and starts the sintering process can
be realized by

1. photonic sintering

2. microwave sintering

3. electrical sintering

4. plasma sintering.

1. When using photonic sintering the printed grid becomes cured
using �ash lights, lasers and other light sources. A commercially
available technique for �ash light sintering on temperature sensi-
tive substrates has been developed by NovaCentrix (USA). The
�PulseForge� uses high energetic light �ashes with tunable light
intensity, �ash duration and number [86]. The �ash light heats
up the printed ink on top of the substrate to a maximum temper-
ature Tmax. Via conduction through the much thicker substrate
(compared to the printed layer) the �lm cools down. Shortly
after the light �ash, substrate and applied printing reach ther-
mal equilibrium at moderate temperatures as can be seen from
Figure 2.4.8. The substrate facing the printing does get heated
usually far beyond its working temperature. However, because
of the short time period of heat application (~ 40 µs) the sub-
strate does not get signi�cantly damaged.[29].

The method is only e�ective on substrates which have a low
thermal conductivity. Otherwise the thermal energy which is
produced by the nanoparticles by light absorption, gets trans-
ferred through the good thermal conductivity of the particles
and the substrate to the chuck. For samples with high thermal
conductivity, very high light intensities and number of �ashes
have to be used, which can already damage the substrate [29].
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Figure 2.4.8: Thermal simulation of photonic curing process (300 µs,
1 J/cm2) for a 1 µm thick silver �lm on 150 µm PET
(© 2011 NSTI http://nsti.org. Reprinted and revised,
with permission, from Nanotech, pp.220-223, June 13-
16, 2011. Boston, U.S.A.[29])

Conductivities of 20 mΩ/sq and a resistivity of 4 times of bulk
silver for silver nanoparticle inks and 150 mΩ/sq and 40x bulk
resistivity of copper for copper thin �lms could be achieved [87].
The appearance is the same as for thermally cured �lms.

Lasers are also used for curing metal ink prints which have the
advantage of very high precision. Metallic conducting lines of
6 µm width could be sintered, which is by far more precise than
ink jet printing (20-50 µm) and can otherwise only be reach by
photolitographic techniques [55].

2. Microwave heating is already used for sintering of dielectrics and
chemical reactions [57]. The microwave radiation is absorbed
due to charge carrier coupling of rotating dipoles. However, ab-
sorption depth is strongly dependent on the material. For metals
like Ag, Au and Cu it is only 1-2 µm. Due to good thermal con-
ductivity of the metals the sintering is also e�ective in slightly
thicker �lms than the penetration depth (~ 4 µm). Still, mi-
crowave sintering is not appropriate for thick �lm applications.
Resistivities of 5 % of bulk silver could be reached [57]. A fur-
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ther reduction of resistivity down to 34 % of bulk resistivity of
silver has been reached by printing and thermally curing an an-
tenna grid prior to the printing of a silver grid line. The antenna
design absorbed a higher amount of microwave radiation. How-
ever, sintering e�ect was still dependent on starting conductivity
of the printed silver test line [58].

3. Electrical sintering uses dissipation to sinter the nanoparticles
in printed patterns. To make this method work a minimal con-
ductivity must already exist. This is typically not the case for
metallic nanoparticle inks and a pre-curing step at low tempera-
tures is necessary. Further, an electrical contact has to be made
to the patterns what slows fabrication signi�cantly down [64].
Conductivities as low as 50 % of bulk silver could be reached
[56].

4. Plasma sintering combines two e�ects which triggers the sinter-
ing of metal nanoparticles: the ions generated during the pro-
cess destroy the capping agents surrounding the nanoparticles
which enables the particles to come into contact. At the same
time the particles partially absorb the plasma energy and heat
up, which further stimulates the sintering process. The thermal
conductivity of the substrate plays an important role regarding
the �nal quality and conductivity of the printed pattern that
can be reached through plasma sintering: the lower the ther-
mal conductivity of the substrate the higher is the conductivity
reachable by plasma sintering. Lower thermal conductivity of
the substrate prevents the heat generated within the particle
pattern to be drawn away which leads to more e�ective particle
sintering [59]. Conductivities as low as 2.5 to 3x of the bulk
conductivity of silver could be reached [59, 64].

2.4.7 Comparison with liquid phase sintering

Solid-state sintering is a rather slow process with limited reachable
density and requires quite high activation energies and, therefore, high
temperatures. Only the thermodynamic size e�ect allows nanoparti-
cles to sinter at low temperatures as described above. Sintering has
already been used industrially to sinter ceramics and alloyes at higher
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temperatures close to the melting point of the bulk materials. Sinter-
ing times and temperatures have been quite high which lead to the
development of the liquid phase sintering process: a low melting ma-
terial is added to the powder that should be sintered together. In case
of silicon solar cell metallization, silver is the powder and a lead glass
forms the liquid phase. To reach ideal wetting of the solid particles
typically 5-15 % of glass are used [49]. The liquid phase is chosen in
such a way, that the solid is soluble in the liquid. When the melting
point of the glass is reached, surface atoms of the silver powder are
dissolved in the liquid glass phase. As di�usion in liquids is much
higher than in the solid state, sintering occurs faster, more e�ective
and at lower temperatures. Capillary forces additionally pull the solid
grains together [49]. Liquid phase sintering can also be divided into
three phases[41]:

1. Rearrangement: Solid particles get wetted by the liquid phase
and capillary forces densify the solid phase.

2. Solution and precipitation: Solid particles get dissolved into the
liquid phase and precipitate again. Here a process called Ost-
wald ripening occurs: small particles are getting redissolved and
bigger particles grow further. The amount of liquid determines
di�usion distance and amount. Densi�cation is in�uenced by
the solubility of the solid in the liquid. At the same time of
liquid phase sintering, solid-state sintering also occurs between
neighboring particles. Besides dissolution of particles in the liq-
uid, also liquid can be dissolved inside the solid phase: swelling
occurs.

3. Final densi�cation: This stage is reached as soon as solid-state
sintering becomes dominant. The liquid is encapsulated inside
voids of the solid phase and liquid di�usion over longer distances
is no longer possible. The highest densi�cation can only be
reached with very long sintering times comparable to pure solid-
state sintering.

Comparing solid-state sintering of metal nanoparticles and liquid phase
sintering of metal powders two facts attract attention:
The sintering temperature is strongly in�uenced by the size and cap-

ping agent of the metal nanoparticles which can be pushed down to
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even room temperature as already discussed above. For liquid sinter-
ing the process temperature is dependent on the melting temperature
of the liquid phase and the solubility of the solid phase inside the
liquid.
At higher temperatures and for longer sintering times solid-state

sintering of nanoparticles can reach much higher densities compared to
liquid phase sintering. This is due to the liquid phase which will always
remain in the solid layer after cooling, in case boiling temperature
of the liquid phase is not reached which is generally not the case.
Additionally, almost completely dense solid phases can be reached
at low temperatures (compared to the melting temperature of the
corresponding bulk material) at short sintering times with solid-state
sintering of metal nanoparticles, shown in Section 5.

2.5 Hetero junction with Intrinsic Thin
Layer Cells

Knowledge and principles discussed in this chapter and further details
can be found in the literature: [5, 30]

2.5.1 Working principle

The key of silicon hetero junction devices is the separation of the
(ohmic) contacts, which are highly recombination active, from the
crystalline silicon surface by introducing a bu�er layer with a slightly
wider band gap than the base material [88]. Ideally the bu�er layer
should act like a semi-permeable membrane for carrier extraction:
electrons should slowly di�use through the bu�er layer to allow a
high voltage to built up, but fast enough to avoid excessive recombi-
nation [4]. In addition, the interface state density should be minimal;
otherwise, the bu�er layer would even enhance recombination. Amor-
phous silicon is a promising candidate for such a bu�er layer, as it has
a slightly wider band gap than crystalline silicon and can be easily
doped, p-type and n-type.
Hetero junction with intrinsic thin layer (HIT) solar cells were �rst

introduced by Sanyo, Japan in 1990 [89]. Fuhs, et. al., studied the
a-Si:H/c-Si hetero structure in 1974 [90]. It has been shown, that
amorphous silicon provides excellent surface passivation to crystalline
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Figure 2.5.1: Structure of HIT solar cell including the band diagram

silicon [91] and the �rst solar cell devices with amorphous silicon have
been reported by Hamakawa et al. in 1983 [92]. However, the �ll
factors (FF) of those cells were rather low and further investigation of
the a-Si:H/c-Si junction revealed high interface state densities. Sanyo,
Japan solved this problem by introducing an intrinsic a-Si:H layer as
bu�er to the p-type a-Si:H layer in 1990. They called the structure
hetero junction with intrinsic thin layer - or short HIT [89]. This
invention was the major breakthrough for the hetero junction concept.
The cell structure designed and further developed from Sanyo, Japan
is shown in Figure 2.5.1.
As base material n- or p-type crystalline silicon is used. Front and

rear side are passivated with a very thin (∼ 5 nm) layer of intrinsic
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H(i)). The good ability of passivating the c-Si
surface is explained by hydrogenation of dangling bonds (unsaturated
bonds) at the silicon surface [91]. Depending on the base material the
emitter is formed by p-type or n-type doped a-Si:H layer of a thickness
around 15 nm, respectively. The back surface �eld (BSF) is formed by
a layer of a-Si:H(n) or a-Si:H(p) layer which is also 15 nm thick. The
front side is contacted with a full area transparent conductive oxide
(TCO) layer (thickness 70-80 nm), which is again contacted by a metal
grid. Amorphous silicon has a quite low conductivity which makes a
more conductive contact layer necessary for collection and transport
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Figure 2.5.2: Scheme of thermal budget and processing time for c-Si
cell and SHJ cell processing estimated by Zeman [30]

of charge carriers. The rear side can also be covered with TCO, but
is not obligatory. The rear side can also be directly contacted by a
metal.
The main advantages of the hetero junction cell structure are high

values for the open circuit voltage (V OC), which can be > 740 mV.
This high voltage leads to very high e�ciencies and has led to a new
world record for silicon based single junction solar cells of η = 25.6 %
as recently demonstrated by Panasonic using the more advanced IBC-
HIT15 cell structure [15].

2.5.2 Challenges of metallization

Amorphous silicon as bu�er and passivation layer provides an addi-
tional advantage compared to conventional crystalline solar cells. All
process steps can be performed at low temperatures (< 250 °C), which
saves energy costs in production and avoids process-induced material
and cell degradation caused by high temperature process steps. An
estimated scheme for the thermal budget and processing time for con-
ventional silicon solar cells and silicon hetero junction (SHJ) cells from
[30] is shown in Figure 2.5.2.

15interdigitated back contact - hetero junction with intrinsic thin layer
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As can be seen the metallization of conventional silicon solar cells
is done at temperatures around T = 800-900 °C. However, amorphous
silicon is very sensitive to high temperatures and degradates [93]. The
metallization is, therefore, done by thermal evaporation or sputtering.
Both processes require a photolitographic masking of the cell area,
which is a very cost intensive process and is normally only used for high
e�ciency lab scale cells but not in industrial production. Polymeric
screen printing pastes with low curing temperatures around 200 °C are
well suited. The pastes have to reach high conductivities and provide
a low contact resistance to the underlying TCO layer at the same
time. Current polymer pastes reach conductivities around 10 · 10−8−
15 · 10−8 Ωm which is still 4 to 6 times higher compared to normal
screen printing pastes. In addition, silver consumption is high which
raises the production costs.
Indium tin oxide (ITO) which is mostly used as TCO for HIT cells

acts as a good barrier against metal ion di�usion including copper,
which has a very high di�usion coe�cient in silicon and damages the
cell. Thus, copper pastes and plated copper contacts either by di-
rect plating or deposited on a seed-layer are alternative metallization
techniques [5].
A third alternative is provided by silver nanoparticles which sinter

at very low temperatures (< 300 °C) and are thus promising can-
didates for the development of low temperature sintering inks and
pastes for full metallization concepts or seed-and-plate processing, re-
spectively. The suitability and requirements on such low sintering
nanoparticle inks and pastes was investigated within this work and
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5.

2.6 Transparent Conductive Oxides - TCOs

Knowledge and principles discussed in this chapter and further details
can be found in the literature [31].

2.6.1 General overview

A variety of new electronic applications like �at screens, touch dis-
plays, organic electronics, thin �lm applications like coated windows
and solar cells, need materials with a high conductivity and high trans-
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Figure 2.6.1: Optical spectra of typical ZnO transparent conducting
oxide (T : Transmittance, A: Absorption, R: Re�ection)
(data from [31])

parency in the visible range of light at the same time. Conductive ma-
terials like metals possess in general a free electron gas: the electrons
are free to move throughout the conduction band. Due to the absence
of a band gap, metals are nontransparent conductors. The free elec-
trons are able to absorb almost every optical energy independent of
wavelength. Semiconductors normally have small band gaps, which
can easily be overcome by electrons; for example, through thermal
energy or light induced energy. However, the small band gap leads
also to absorption in the visible spectrum of light and is, therefore,
not useable for applications mentioned above. Transparent conductive
oxides, TCOs, possess wide band gaps around 3.0 eV and are transpar-
ent for the visible wavelengths. Doping provides additional electrons
which are free to move inside the conductive band, which is the rea-
son why TCOs often have very high conductivities. Therefore, TCOs
meet both criteria of transparency and high electrical conductivity
in certain limits. Figure 2.6.1 shows optical re�ection, transmittance
and absorption spectra for ZnO as TCO coated on glass.

A variety of TCOs is known today and for each application one
has to choose according to its needs. An owerview about di�erent
TCOs and their properties are given in tables A.1.1 and A.1.2 in the
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appendix (2). Most often used TCOs are: SnO2, In2O3, InSnO and
ZnO.

2.6.2 Working principle

Most relevant characteristics of TCOs are their optical and electrical
behavior in terms of conductivity and contact formation to metals or
other semiconductors.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.6.1 the material is quite transparent in

the visible spectrum between 400-700 nm, due to its wide band gap.
The oscillations which can be detected in this region are caused by
thin �lm interference e�ects. At shorter wavelength below 400 nm
spectral absorption is high, because now the energy is high enough
for electron excitation from the valence to the conduction band. At
higher wavelength around 1000 nm transmittance starts to decrease
while re�ection starts to increase from 1500 nm and above, due to
the activation of plasmons16. Also, the absorption of light occurs
and reaches its maximum at the plasma wavelength ,λp, as indicated
in Fig. 2.6.1. The plasma wavelength shifts to shorter wavelengths
when electron density, N , in the conduction band is increased; for
example, through doping:

λp:1/
√
N (2.8)

In case of very high electron concentrations the shift can be so
intense, that it decreases even the visible wavelength transmittance
[31].
For the resistivity of semiconductors equation 2.9 applies:

RSh = 1/eµnt (2.9)

Here e is the electronic charge, µ the electron mobility, n the free
electron density and t, the thickness of the semiconductor. Three pa-
rameters can be adjusted in order to in�uence the sheet resistivity of
a semiconductor. However, for TCOs some constrictions have to be
considered: in case of application in solar cells the thickness t has a
�xed value between 65-80 nm, because the TCO also serves as anti-
re�ection coating. The thickness of the TCO plays an important role

16The collective oscillation of conduction band electrons
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for the optical characteristics. The electron density can't be increased
limitlessly because the transparency will simultaneously decrease ac-
cording to equation 2.8. So, only the electron mobility is suitable to
further decrease sheet resistance in TCOs, which should be used in
solar cell applications [94].
As already mentioned TCOs are wide band gap semiconductors.

That means the Fermi level lies within the band gap and the materi-
als are non-conductive. In order to obtain conductive materials, the
oxides have to be doped. Most of the TCOs known and used so far are
n-type semiconductors. This means elements with more valence elec-
trons than the host metal occupy lattice sites instead of the host metal
and/or �ll in interstices. The additional electrons �ll the conduction
band which leads to very high conductivities.
As discussed in Chapter 2.2 semiconductors form Schottky- or ohmic

contacts to metals of which the barrier height φn can be estimated
from the electron a�nity rule:

φn = εM − εEA (2.10)

with εM , the work function of the metal and εEA, the electron a�nity
of the semiconductor.
This rule is actually not quite correct for metals on typical semi-

conductors. The semiconductor possesses mid gap states �lled up to a
certain energy, which can be called the charge neutrality level (CNL)
[31]. These states in the �forbidden� band gap arise from impurities
within the crystal lattice or from surface states which are equal to the
number of surface atoms. In neutral semiconductors those states are
half �lled. Surface states can also occur from impurities on the sur-
face or imperfections in the lattice [95]. According to Bardeen [95] a
high number of surface states lead to a metal-semiconductor contact,
which is largely independent of the metal work function. For most
ionic oxides the CNL energy lies near the center of the energy gap. In
case of the transparent oxides the CNL is e�ectively in the middle of
the average band gap over the Brillouin zone17. The lowest conductive

17The Brillouin zone describes a polyeder in the reciprocal space. The Brillouin
zone is constructed by connecting each lattice point from any point and erecting
a perpendicular plane in the middle of each resciprocal lattice vectors.
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Figure 2.6.2: CNL position in In2O3 (retraced from [31])

band in TCOs like SnO2 or In2O3, is formed by s-states18 from Sn
and In, respectively. Those bands have rather broad minima which
are well below the average conduction band energy. This causes the
CNL to lie close to or even inside the conduction band as in In2 O3

for example [31].
The surface states cause another phenomenon regarding the ability

of a semiconductor to be doped: For large band gap semiconductors
with a lot of surface states (or defect states) within the band gap,
donor electrons can e�ectively lower their energy by falling in a lower
lying energy states within the band gap. Thus, those electrons are
not free to move and are, therefore, lost in terms of current transport.
Hence, if the number of surface states is signi�cantly higher than the
doping concentration, e�ective doping is impossible. The Fermi level
can not be further in�uenced by doping. This e�ect is called Fermi
level pinning [31].

2.6.3 Indium Tin Oxide

Indium tin oxide, ITO, is the most commonly used TCO for solar
cell applications today. It combines the highest conductivity, plasma
frequency and good transparency at the same time (see Table A.1.2).
This work focuses on the metallization on ITO and some of its chem-
ical and physical properties will be discussed brie�y in the following

18The orbitales of atoms joined in a crystal or amorphous material form the
energy bands or energy states. For example: s-states are the energy levels formed
by the joined s-orbitals.
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Figure 2.6.3: Chrystal structure of In2O3 (retraced from [96, 97])

sections.

Chemical structure

Indium oxide which is most often used for electronic applications crys-
tallizes in the bixbyite structure, a cubic space-centered (bcc) crystal
class. Each elementary cell contains 80 atoms. Each In atom is sur-
rounded by six oxygen atoms which are in the corners of the cubic. In
the bixbyite structure 1/4 of the anions is missing either on the space
diagonal or the face diagonal (see Figure 2.6.3) The lattice constant
is 1.0117 nm.
In indium tin oxide, indium is substituted by Sn-atoms and forms in-

terstitial bonds with oxygen either as SnO or SnO2. If Sn2+substitutes
an In atom it acts like a trap for electrons and reduces the conduc-
tivity of the material. Sn4+ adds one more electron to the lattice
compared to indium which is build in the conduction band. This and
the missing interstitial oxygen account for the high conductivity in
ITO.([97]).
The source of the additional electrons is also an explanation for the

possibility to control ITO conductivity properties during synthesis by
magnetron sputtering or activated electron beam (EB) evaporation
[31]. The oxygen pressure during deposition determines the conduc-
tivity: the higher the oxygen pressure during synthesis the more SnO
species are formed, thus, reducing the concentration of charged donor
species Sn4+([98]). Under reducing conditions, Sn donors can be ac-
tivated. Therefore, conductivity and also transparency can be varied
over a wide range by varying oxygen pressure during deposition.
The energy band structures of In2O3 and In2O3 with oxygen defects

calculated by Medvedeva et al. ([32]) are shown in Figure 2.6.4
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Figure 2.6.4: Energy band structure of In2O3 (left) and In2O3with
oxygen defects (right). Due to the lack of oxygen atoms
the Fermi energy shifts into the conduction band and
causes very high conductivity (Reprinted �gure with per-
mission from [32] Copyright 2010 by the American Phys-
ical Society)

The highest valence band in In2O3 is built by hybridized O2p and
In5d/4p electrons. The 5s electrons of indium form the lowest con-
duction band. Shifting the Fermi level into the conduction band by
removing oxygen atoms or doping leads to very high conductivity.
This is why ITO can be called a degenerated semiconductor and is
considered to act like a metal.

Properties

Properties of ITO which are most interesting for application in solar
cells are electrical conductivity and optical properties.
High quality indium tin oxide �lms reach resistivities as low as 1.5-

2.0 x 10−4 Ωcm. According to equation 2.9, the resistivity is inversely
proportional to charge carrier density and mobility. Due to scatter-
ing e�ects on grain boundaries and impurities ITO has a quite low
charge carrier mobility compared to In2O3. Many parameters during
deposition in�uence the growth of ITO crystals, e.g.: sample surface,
gas pressures, deposition times and deposition temperature. Higher
deposition temperatures can increase the crystallinity of ITO which
also increases charge carrier mobility. However, for new applications
on temperature sensitive substrates this is not an option [97].
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Figure 2.6.5: Transmittance and re�ectance of ITO �lms with varying
Sn doping concentration (data from [31])

As already mentioned a conductivity increase by doping is limited
due to the decrease of optical properties like transparency and re-
�ectance. For increasing carrier density the transparency decreasees
and re�ectance increases. This is shown in Figure 2.6.5.
Chemical etching of ITO is possible with acids. However, the sen-

sitivity against acids is very dependent on the deposition quality.
ITO is quite temperature stable. However, annealing e�ects occur

but are also dependent on the quality of the initally deposited ITO
layer.

2.6.4 Other TCOs

Indium is a rare earth metal, quite expensive and only available in a
limited amount. Therefore, the ever growing �at-panel and solar cell
industry is looking for cheaper and easier available alternatives.
One alternative are TCOs based on ZnO. One that is more closely

observed is aluminum zinc oxide (AZO). Like most TCOs, AZO is a
n-type semiconductor. Compared to ITO the conductivity of AZO is
lower but transparency is comparable. Since it is not yet as extensively
observed as ITO, deposition on large area is still a problem.
Another family of TCOs is based on SnO2. The most often used
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representative of this family is �uorine doped tin oxide: SnO2:F. It is
the cheapest TCO with the highest work function so far. It is mostly
used as coating in energy e�cient windows.
Another approach to gain high conductivities and transparencies at

the same time is a stack deposition of ZnO:Ag:ZnO: silver nanowires
or a thin �lm of silver (<10 nm) is deposited between a stack of zinc
oxide �lms.
More detailed information about the theory of this topic is given in

[99]

2.7 Surface energy and work of adhesion

Young formulated a correlation about the interfacial tension at a point
of the three-point-contactline formed by a liquid resting on a solid
surface and surrounded by a gas phase, which is schematically shown
in Figure 2.7.1.

Figure 2.7.1: Contact angle formation on a solid surface according to
Young [33]

σs and σl describe the surface tension of the solid and liquid phase,
respectively, γsl is the interfacial tension between solid and liquid
phase and Θ is the contact angle between the vectors of γsl and σl.
Young formulated the correlation between those parameters as follows
[33]:

σs = γsl + σlcosΘ (2.11)

The interdependency of the gas phase with the solid phase and the
liquid phase, respectively, is neglected.
The interfacial tension γsl is a function of the surface tension of the

di�erent phases. According to Fowkes only congeneric interdependen-
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cies between the phases can occur [100]. That means only a pure
dispersive (unpolar) part of phase one can interact with the unpolar
or dispersive parts of phase two. Same holds for the polar parts of
the phases. Thus, the interfacial tension (for the dispersive parts of
phases 1 and 2) can be calculated from equation 2.12:

γD12 = σ1 + σ2 − 2
√
σD1 σ

D
2 (2.12)

The index D implies the dispersive part.
Whereas all molecules own a dispersive part (originating from Van-

der-Waals-forces), only some molecules also have polar parts. The
electronegativity of di�erent atoms of a molecule cause a polarisation
of the molecule, which is the source for the polarity of a molecule.
Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble deduced from this model that the
surface tension of a liquid can be formulated as the sum of the polar
part of the surface tension and the dispersive part [101]:

σ = σD + σP (2.13)

The index P implies the polare part.
By measuring the contact angle of at least two di�erent liquids with

known polar and dispersive parts of their surface tension, the surface
energy of a surface can be determined.
According to Rabel [102] the surface energy can be calculated from

the linear equation 2.14. This method is also known as method by
Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble (OWRK).

(1 + cosΘ)σl
2
√
σlD

=
√
σPs

√
σPl
σDl

+
√
σDs (2.14)

To get more precise results one should measure more than two liq-
uids, which is the minimum. If using only a few liquids the polarity
of those liquids should di�er as much as possible. Often used liquids
are diiodmethane (DIM) (unpolar) and water (polar).
If the surface energy tensions and the interfacial tension are known

the work of adhesion can be calculated. According to Dupré [103]
adhesion and interfacial tension are correlated:

W12 = σ1 + σ2 − γ12 (2.15)
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Figure 2.7.2: Surface energy: Calculation of dispersive and polar part
according to Rabel [102]

The work of adhesion is a measure of the adhesion strength of two
surfaces. The theory of adhesion is complex and numerous forces
in�uence the adhesion between two solid surfaces. As for the surface
energy, one can divide the most important forces of adhesion into
dispersive forces like Van-der-Waals forces and polar forces caused by
electronegative elements on the surface. In general, one can say, that
only surfaces owning the same attractive forces are able to adhere.
The principle is illustrated in Figure 2.7.3.
Dispersive and polar forces are illustrated by yellow and grey hands,

respectively. A liquid which possesses similar surface characteristics
(polar (P) and dispersive (D)) as the solid it is applied on, will show
high work of adhesion, a small contact angle and a small value for the
interfacial tension or surface energy, respectively. According to equa-
tion 2.15 surfaces which possess high surface energies before getting
into contact to each other (high σ value) are likely to interact more
strongly with a second surface if the characteristics �t (low value for
γ12) and, thus, show better adhesion to it.
The same considerations hold for solid - solid interaction. Besides

pure attractive forces, also di�usion and chemical reactions can play
an important role regarding the adhesion.
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Figure 2.7.3: Illustration for good (top) and bad (bottom) interaction
between a solid surface and a liquid (retraced from [104])
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This chapter addresses the processes and demands on the metalliza-
tion of solar cells. Section 3.1 explains the general requirements the
metallization has to ful�ll to be used on solar cells. Di�erent metal-
lization techniques are used today. The two most important techniques
are printing of metal containing inks and pastes, discussed in Section
3.2 and chemical deposition of metals or plating, respectively. Several
plating techniques can be used today and are the subject of Section 3.3.
The special demands of temperature sensitive cell concepts require also
special metallization techniques which is addressed in Section 3.4.

3.1 General demands on metallization for
solar cells

Solar cells separate charge carriers by a large area p-n-junction. Both
sides of the junction have to be contacted separately on the rear and
the front side. As conducting material, usually metal is used which
has a very high conductivity but no light transmittance when thicker
than a few nanometer. To avoid transport losses and gain maximal
power output it would be desirable to contact the whole cell area.
This is easily realizable for the rear side. In order to reach high cell
performances, as much light as possible has to be able to enter the
cell through the front side. To avoid shading losses, the front side
metallization needs to cover only a minimal cell area.
To gain minimal sheet resistance, and hence, power output; one

tries to keep the metallization �ngers as narrow and high as possible.
In other words, the aspect ratio1 should be as high as possible. The
bus bars, which are connected to the �ngers and which are able to
transport high amounts of current are wider than the �ngers. They
are also used to connect the single cells via soldering to each other

1Aspect ratio = height/width
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to get a module. The design of the metallization grid is always a
compromise between optical losses and series resistance. In general,
today's metallization of industrial produced solar cells reaches shading
of 7-10 % of the total cell area.
Newer concepts try to realize both contacts on the back side of the

solar cell (e.g., MWT - metal wrap through solar cell, EWT - emitter
wrap through solar cell, IBC - interdigitated back contact solar cell).
Those cell concepts are more di�cult to realize and are not yet suitable
for industrial mass production.
Another crucial aspect is the contact resistance between metal and

semiconductor. As described in chapter 2.2, the band levels of metal
and semiconductor do not match, which leads to a more or less high
contact resistance. The aim of solar cell metallization is to achieve as
low contact resistances as possible to reduce series resistance. In addi-
tion, the contact area is an area of high recombination activity. Both
emitter and metallization have to be optimized to gain a minimum of
losses.
A third aspect is the chemical and mechanical stability of the metal

- semiconductor contact. Low adhesion between metal and semicon-
ductor complicate module integration and may result in higher contact
resistance. In addition, bad mechanical stability may result in short
life time of the cells and modules. Chemical stable contacts must
not degenerate during operation or damage the cell, as is the case for
chopper contacts directly contacting the emitter.
From the industrial point of view, the cost e�ectiveness is another

crucial aspect which has to be considered. Easy processes with high
yield (low wafer breakage), low material and machinery costs and high
cell e�ciencies are desired. As a key parameter the cost per watt peak
(¿W−1

P ) can be considered. However, higher production costs can be
overcompensated by higher e�ciencies.

3.2 Printing techniques

3.2.1 Screen printing

Screen printing is the established metallization technique for standard
industrial solar cells. It is a relatively cheap metallization technique
with a very high throughput. The general working principle is shown
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Figure 3.2.1: Working principle of screen printing a) Overview and
general process parameters, b) di�erent phases of paste
transfer from screen to substrate, c) detailed look at the
paste transfer mechanism [12]

in Figure 3.2.1.
To print the desired design onto the substrate the printing medium

(color, metal paste) is passed through a screen with a squeegee. The
screen consists of a mesh of �bers, which are partially covered by a
polymer �lm. Only the areas, where the printing medium is desirable,
the screen is open. During printing the screen gets locally pressed
against the substrate by the squeegee. Due to the tension of the mesh,
the medium is released and applied to the substrate. The printing
result depends on a variety of factors: mesh tension, mesh opening,
�ber diameter, pressure applied by the squeegee, snap-o� distance
(distance between mesh and substrate), substrate surface and paste
characteristics.
Screen printing technique and even more important paste formu-

lation, improved signi�cantly during the last �ve years, leading to
formally broad screen printed �ngers of ∼100 µm down to 50-60 µm
and good aspect ratios. Seed-layer printing even achieves narrower
lines. Double printing can achieve lines with higher aspect ratios than
single print.
The optimization of the print image is always a compromise to mesh
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Figure 3.2.2: Scheme of Aerosol jet printing system [35]

durability. The �bers have to be made thinner to allow for narrower
line printing. The mesh looses tension with each printing step, which
leads to line broadening. The mesh, therefore, has to be removed after
around 20000 cells (around 10 hours of production) unless the mesh
did break already [105].
The main disadvantage of screen printing is the fact of the nessity of

making contact between substrate and screen (and squeegee) [17]. Al-
though improvements in technology lowered the amount of breakage,
with the trend to thinner substrates, it is likely that further problems
regarding this issue will occur [12].
The screen mesh is usually made of stainless steel and coated de-

pendent on the paste chemistry. The meshes are usually de�nded by
mesh/inch and the thread size.

3.2.2 Aerosol jet printing

The metal aerosol printer uses a Maskless Mesoscale Material Deposi-
tion (M3D) technique fromOptomec INC., USA. Using an optimized
ink, lines of 10 µm width can be deposited contactlessly [19]. It was
designed to close the gap between photolitographically de�ned struc-
tures (< 100 nm) which is normally used for electronic production and
thick �lm printing (∼ 40 − 50 µm and even ∼ 100 µm for polymeric
low temperature thick �lm pastes).
A scheme of the aerosol jet printing system is shown in Figure 3.2.2.
The ink has to be nebulized to create an aerosol which is then
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concentrated in a virtual impactor and �nally focused and deposited
on the substrate through the printing head. The demands on an ink
for aerosol jet printing are less rigid than for screen printing pastes or
ink jet inks. Although an optimum of particle size and viscosity exists,
basically every ink can be printed as long as it is able to be nebulized
and particle size is small enough to not clog printing nozzles. An
upper limit for particle size of silver inks was found to be d < 0.5µm
with narrow size distribution and a viscosity with ηvis < 1Pa ∗ s [35].
More details on the working principle of the aerosol jet printing

system can be found in the Appendix A.1.2.

3.2.3 Ink jet printing

Ink jet printing is vastly known as a consumer printing system. Due
to several advantages over other printing techniques, ink jet printing is
getting more and more interesting for industrial applications. Some of
these advantages are: reduction of manufacturing costs, higher quality
output, process integration from analogue to digital, wide variety in
substrates, waste reduction, mass customization, etc. Especially for
solar cell demands, the achievable low line widths of < 35 µm are
important [20, 22].
There are several ink jet printing techniques known. They can

roughly be sub-divided in continuous ink jet (CIJ) and drop-on-demand
(DOD) ink jet systems.
The CIJ technology uses a pump which sends a continuous stream

of drops through a nozzle from a reservoir. The drops get exposed to
an electric �eld to gain a charge and then pass a de�ection �eld, which
determines where the drops land. Excess drops are getting recycled.
Figure 3.2.3 shows the working principle.
A very high throughput can be achieved with this technology. How-

ever the resolution of the printed patterns is rather poor.
The technique which is currently more of industrial interest is drop-

on-demand (DOD). Drops are only ejected when required. There are
several techniques implemented to realize the DOD system.
One is the thermal DOD, which is most often used in commercial

available desktop ink jet printers. A resistive heating element within
the ink chamber heats up the ink up to 350-400 °C which causes the
�uid to evaporate. A small bubble is formed. The bubble causes a
drop to eject from the nozzle (Figure 3.2.4). Very small droplets can
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Figure 3.2.3: Working principle of CIJ (A) technology and DOD (B)
(retraced from [17])

Figure 3.2.4: Schematic drawing of thermal DOD print head (left) and
piezo DOD print head (right) (retraced from [17])

be produced and high print resolutions can be achieved. Production
costs are relatively low but the print heads have special demands on
the ink.
The piezo DOD technique uses the property of piezo crystals to

distort when a current is applied. The piezo squeezes the ink chamber
and a drop is released (Figure 3.2.4). The piezo DOD technique is
the most interesting one for industrial use. It provides the highest
freedom for ink formulation and longest print head life. Compared to
thermal DOD printers the devices are more cost intensive. A piezo
DOD printer has been used for sample preparation within this work.

3.3 Plating techniques

Plating processes realize the electrochemical deposition of metals ei-
ther directly onto the substrates or on a seed-layer deposited by other
metallization techniques (for example, evaporation/sputtering or ink/paste
deposition). In the following, the di�erent plating techniques are de-
scribed. More detailed information can be found in the literature
[106�109].
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3.3.1 Basic principles

The electrochemical processes described here consider a system con-
taining electrodes (semiconductors or metals where charges are trans-
ferred) and a surrounding electrolyte which is an ionic conductor.
Within this system, the reaction between ions of the electrolyte and
the conductors or semiconductors are observed. A redox process oc-
curs. This process involves two reaction types: the reduction of a
species and the oxidation of another one at the same time. None of
the reactions can occur without the other as electrons are transferred
from one species involved in the redox system to the other (equation
3.1). An oxidized species O with the oxidation number z is reduced to
the reduced species R. ν is a stoichometric coe�cient. The reduced
species does not necessarily need to be reduced to the neutral element,
however, this is usually the case for plating processes.

νOOz+ + ze− 
 νRR (3.1)

A process which involves electron transfer can be called �Faradaic�
and the amount of electroactive species which reacted can be calcu-
lated by Faraday's law:

Q = nzF (3.2)

with Q the charge (number of electrons), n the amount of reacted
electroactive species (in mol), z the number of electrons needed for
the reaction of one species involved in the redox system and F the
Faraday constant (96485.34 Asmol−1).
In the case of metal plating, electrons are transferred from the metal

or semiconductor (or a reduction species inside the electrolyte) to the
metal ions in the electrolyte. The ions are being reduced to elemental
metal and crystallize on the surface of the conductor. The amount of
deposited metal can be calculated from equation 3.3:

m = β
MQ

zF
(3.3)

with m being the metal mass deposited, M the molar mass of the
metal and β the current e�ciency of the electrolyte (percentage of
Faradaic current within the process).
Electrochemical processes can run in two directions. The case of a

spontaneous reaction which occurs until the chemical potentials (or
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Fermi-level) between electrolyte and reduced metal are even is called
galvanic cell. A current �ow can be observed during the process. A
voltage can be measured between the electrodes: a positive voltage at
the cathode and a negative one at the anode. The reduction does al-
ways take place at the cathode and the oxidation of the redox reaction
at the anode.
For systems where a current has to be applied to run the redox

reaction, the cathode has to be negatively charged and the anode
positively. A setup running this way is called an electrolytic cell.

3.3.2 Electroplating

The electrochemical deposition of metals is typically an electrolytic
cell, where a working electrode is dissolved via an external potential
and ions from the electrolyte are deposited on the negatively charged
substrate (in this case, the solar cell). The metal ions are usually
dissolved as complexes (Mez+) coordinated by a complexant X:

(Mez+Xm)(aq) + ze− 
 Me(s) + mX (3.4)

Dissolution (oxidation) of the counter anode should ideally take
place at the same amount as the reduction process.
The form of the deposited layer varies depending on the set poten-

tial. The crystal growth can, e.g., be layer by layer or dendritical [12]
and can lead to highly porous deposition layers.
In order to reach desirable layer properties, it is favorable to choose a

potential which is not too cathodic although more cathodic potentials
lead to higher deposition rates. Nucleation rate and charge transfer
rate will be kept constant by choosing a �xed potential during the
whole process.

3.3.3 Electroless plating

While electroplating uses a current source to reduce and oxidize the
metal ions and metals, respectively, the metal ions used in electro-
less plating baths are reduced by chemical reducing agents. Strictly
speaking, electroless plating is not a electrochemical process and is
also called chemical metal deposition.
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Table 3.3.1: Reducing agents used in chemical metal deposition pro-
cesses, operating pH values and standard potentials of
electron releasing reactions (retraced from [12])

Reducing Agent pH
E0

[V vs NHE]

Sodium Hypophosphite NaH2PO2:
H2PO−

2 + H2O 
 H2PO−
3 + 2H+ + 2e−

4-6 0.499

Sodium Hypophosphite NaH2PO2:
H2PO−

2 + H2O 
 H2PO−
3 + 2H+ + 2e−

7-10 1.57

Sodium Borohydride NaBH4:
BH−

4 + 8OH− 
 B(OH)−4 + 4H2O + 8e−
12-14 1.24

Hydrazine H2NNH2:
N2H4 + 4OH− 
 N2 + 4H2O + 4e−

8-11 1.16

Formaldehyde HCOH:
HCOH + H2O 
 HCOOH + 2H+ + 2e−

0 0.056

The reducing agent, which is often a hydrogen containing chemical,
becomes oxidized during the process. The reducing agent is meta-
stable in solution and typically needs a catalyst to decompose and
initialize the redox reaction for metal deposition. Those catalysts are,
for example, metal surfaces or surfaces of semiconductors, depending
on the chemical design of the reducing agent. An overview of common
reducing agents used for electroless plating is given in Table 3.3.1.
Electroless plating is quite slow but allows for very homogeneous

metal deposition, if the depletion of reaction species is avoided.

3.3.4 Light induced plating (LIP)

Metal deposition on solar cells can also be done by using the photo-
voltaic e�ect of the cell to produce the current which is necessary to
reduce the metal. Basically, the solar cell is immersed into the elec-
trolyte and irradiated with light of a certain wavelength. This causes
the n-doped side (for p-type solar cells the emitter, which is in general
on the front side) to adopt a negative potential reducing the metal
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Figure 3.3.1: Schematic drawing of working principle of LIP process
[12]

cations from the electrolyte and to deposit on, e.g., a seed-layer or
an opening in the anti-re�ection coating (laser opened or chemically
etched). The corresponding oxidation process can be shifted from the
p-doped side to another electrode, for example, a metal electrode from
the same material as the metal dissolved in the electrolyte. In this
way, the electrolyte is continuously replenished. The idea for LIP was
�rst formulated in a patent from the 1970s [110]. A schematic drawing
of the setup of LIP with a solar cell is shown in Figure 3.3.1.
If the conductivity of the used dissolved metal in the electrolyte is

su�ciently high, a conductive layer is deposited onto the substrate.
The deposition is very uniform even if the seed-layer is interrupted or
the emitter is only poorly contacted. As long as the current can pass
through the emitter/seed-layer interface to the seed-layer/electrolyte
interface the LIP process works. If no contact is formed between seed-
layer and emitter, no current can pass and the LIP process does not
work. Thus, a working process can also serve as evidence for contact
formation.
In order to control the potential ratio between p- and n-type areas of

the semiconductor one can either adjust the light intensity or contact
the p-type area, which is set to a negative potential against a metal
in the electrolyte with a voltage source. The choice of the potential
also allows for simultaneous plating of p- and n-type area [12].
The rear side can also serve as anode: the solar cell is fully immersed

into the electrolyte and the front surface is set to a negative potential
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by illumination. The rear side adopts a positive potential due to the
presence of holes allowing the rear side to dissolve into the electrolyte.
The rear side should then be fully metalized with the metal to be
plated. The solar cell does not have to be contacted at all for this
process.

Figure 3.3.2: Photograph of several single cells produced on one 4�
wafer. The blue areas are coated with ITO. The metal
grid appears silver white.

The LIP process is especially advantageous for the metallization
of small separated cells on one wafer where it would be di�cult to
contact each single seed-layer (usually evaporated metal), because the
front side does not have to be contacted.

3.4 Temperature sensitive cell concepts

3.4.1 Sputtering and thermal evaporation

The application of metals via thermal evaporation or sputtering has
been the dominant metallization technique for silicon solar cells be-
fore screen printing. Due to some very valuable advantages, like very
low contact resistance and narrow and de�ned feature size, these tech-
niques are still used for high e�ciency solar cells, lab scale applications
and cell concepts, where a low series resistance Rs is crucial. Since
the technique does not require high temperature steps, it is also used
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Figure 3.4.1: Metallization process by photolitographical structuring,
metal evaporation and lift-o� (retraced from [12])

for contacting temperature sensitive (and high e�ciency) solar cells.
However, the process is not suitable for high throughput industrial
solar cell fabrication due to very high processing costs. The metals
used for the metallization (with the exception of full area aluminum
metallization) are very expensive. In general, a metal stack of tita-
nium, palladium and silver is used. Titanium has a very low contact
resistance to silicon (see also Figure2.2.4). Palladium, which is the
most expensive, serves as oxidation inhibitor for titanium and as dif-
fusion barrier for silver. The whole process consists of eight steps,
which is far too much for industrial processing. Apart from the high
costs caused by the high number of process steps, evaporation and
sputtering have a very low yield of material as most of the metal is
deposited on the facility chamber and the masking. Moreover, the
photolitographic process generates large volumes of hazardous waste
[16]. Figure 3.4.1 shows the schematic metallization process for grid
metallization by sputtering or thermal evaporation including the pho-
tolitographic masking step.

Alternatively to the costly photolitographical structuring, evapora-
tion can also be done through a shadow mask. However, the resulting
metal grids are not as narrow and de�ned as can be achieved by pho-
tolitography [17].

Industrially used printing techniques using low temperature sinter-
ing inks or pastes based on nanoparticles could be a more economical
alternative.
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3.4.2 Direct plating

Direct plating of metal layers is another alternative for the metalliza-
tion of thermally sensitive substrates. Direct plating on silicon solar
cells can be done if the anti-re�ection coating has been opened, for
example, by laser processing or etching. For structured metallization
the latter also needs a masking step in advance. For ITO covered cell
concepts, e.g., the HIT solar cell, an insulating and structuring mask
has to be applied onto the ITO at �rst, otherwise the whole cell area
will be covered with metal due to the high conductivity of ITO itself.
In addition, the adhesion of metals on ITO is very poor. Silver does
not adhere to ITO without adhesion promoters. When evaporated, ti-
tanium serves as adhesion promoter. Unfortunately, titanium can't be
electrochemically applied from aqueous electrolytes due to its position
in the electrochemical series [40].

3.4.3 Seed-and-plate

In the seed-and-plate approach the metallization layer forming the
contact to the emitter (or ITO, respectively), called seed-layer, and the
metal layer forming the lateral conductive bulk, which has to transport
the current, are applied independently. The seed-layer can be applied
by the photolitographic process described above or by printing an ink
or a paste. The second lateral conductive layer is usually applied by
plating techniques. The technique is not limited to just two layers.
Figure 3.4.2 shows a cross section of a multi-layer metallization stack.
The metals were analyzed with EDX.
The main advantage of this approach is to be able to optimize the

contact formation to the emitter (or ITO, respectively) by choice of the
metal or special ink formulation independently from the conductive
layer.
As has been described in Section 3.4.1 titanium forms a very good

contact to silicon and is used on high e�ciency solar cells. However, for
the lateral conductivity, silver or copper are more suitable. Plating is
faster and cheaper than thermal evaporation or sputtering, therefore,
application of the conductive layer by plating is more economic.
Further cost reduction can be achieved by applying the seed-layer

through inks and pastes which can be formulated speci�cally for con-
tact formation, which normally means higher amounts of glass in the
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Figure 3.4.2: SEM image of cross section of multi-layer metallization
stack; Yellow: silver seed-layer, Green: nickel di�usion
barrier, Red: copper conductive layer, Blue: Tin capping
layer [12]

ink; which in turn causes worse lateral conductivity. By using the seed-
and-plate approach, an optimized seed-layer ink or paste for contact
formation can be used. A very dense and highly conductive current
transport layer can be applied electrochemically on top.
Since ITO acts as a barrier for copper [111] the metal can be used

as conductive layer on HIT solar cells, which signi�cantly reduces the
production costs. However, copper does not adhere to ITO, and an
additional seed-layer has to be applied �rst.
The separation of contact formation and lateral conductivity carries

big potential to optimize the metallization �tting to every cell con-
cept. However, seed-and-plate requires at least one more processing
step compared to standard thick �lm metallization by screen printing,
which is why it is not yet used in industrial production.

3.5 Printed metal inks and pastes

Low-temperature curing polymer pastes

Low-temperature curing polymer pastes are dispersions of polymers
and silver �akes or silver particles. The size of the silver particles is
usually in the micrometer range. The polymer within the paste is ei-
ther a thermoplast and the pastes contain higher amounts of solvents.
Careful choice and control over the curing temperature prevents en-
trapment of solvent within the paste and thus, formation of pores. The
second kind of pastes contains a thermoset. The molecules polymerize
during the curing step and form a rigid three-dimensional network.
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Low-temperature curing polymer pastes can be applied either by
screen printing or stencil printing2. The rheology of polymer pastes
is completely di�erent compared to normal high temperature �ring
screen printing metallization pastes. Achieved �nger widths are still
too high (around 100 µm). The best polymer paste reaches speci�c
conductivity values of 10*10−8- 15*10−8 Ωm, which is still 4 to 6
times higher compared to high temperature �ring pastes and even 10
times higher than bulk silver (speci�c conductivity of 1.58*10−8 Ωm
) [5][112]. In addition, the silver consumption for the metallization
based on polymer pastes in relation to the achievable conductivity is
very high.

Inks based on metallic nanoparticles

The requirements for metallic nanoparticle inks are the same as for
conventional color inks. Major di�erences arise out of the fact that
a conductive pattern has to be formed by the metallic particles after
printing. As the main application focuses on thermally sensitive ma-
terials, the ink should be processable at temperature below 200 °C. It
should be long term stable and provide minimal printer maintenance.
The main ingredient of an ink is the solvent. Metallic nanoparticle

inks can be based on water or organic solvent formulations, depending
on the capping of the metallic particles and the substrate. The sec-
ond main component of the formulation are the metal nanoparticles.
Their size di�ers in most commercially available inks between 20 nm
and 50 nm but is never >100 nm. Metal particles have a very high
density and their stabilization in high concentrations is a special chal-
lenge for ink formulation to avoid agglomeration and precipitation of
the particles. In addition, aside from the two main components sol-
vent and conductive particles, the ink contains diverse additives which
adjust printing characteristics like rheology, surface tension and wet-
tability. For piezoelectric ink jet inks, the viscosity should be between
8-15 cP and surface tension between 25-35 dyne/cm [17]. For some
application adhesion promoters are also needed [16].
The chemical formulation of the inks is a tricky task as all compo-

nents have to be very accurately selected. Additives and solvents have

2Stencils are thin foils of stainless steel, in which a pattern is chemically etched
or cut out with a laser. Openings of down to 15 µm can be achieved [5].
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to be removed after printing and drying. Organic residues of the ad-
ditives could form layers between the conductive metal particles and
avoid the formation of highly conductive metal grids. In addition,
none-noble metals like Cu or Al oxidize very rapidly in air, which is
an additional problem for the stabilization of the particles within the
ink to avoid oxidation [28]. In case of copper, NovaCentrix developed
a CuO nanoparticle ink which contains a reducing agent [113, 114].
To avoid the oxidation problem, silver as a noble metal is mostly

used in conductive nanoparticle inks.
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This chapter introduces the di�erent characterization methods which
were used in this work, and their theoretical background . Section
4.1 introduces the standard method for solar cell characterization:
the I-V curve measurement. Section 4.2 addresses a characteriza-
tion method independent of the metallization of the solar cell, the
�SunsVOC� method. Very important for this work was the determi-
nation of the metallization characteristics which were done with the
four-point-probe method and TLM measurements, which are discussed
in Section 4.3. Information about chemical reactions which occurred
during the contact formation process could be observed with the ther-
mal gravimetric-di�erential thermo analysis method which is discussed
in Section 4.4. The understanding and interpretation of the collected
data is easier, if one can observe the contact area and the metalliza-
tion on the solar cell itself, directly. This can be done on the sub-
micrometer scale, by preparation of cross sections and observation
by SEM, EDX and FIB . These methods are explained in Sections
4.6 and 4.7. Dimensions and shape of the metallization are crucial
for solar cell performance and can closely be observed by 3D imaging
with a confocal microscope (Section 4.8). Further information, about
the plating process on the cells can be collected by measuring a cyclic
voltammetry diagram (Section 4.10). Not only the metallization char-
acteristics themselves but also the contact to the cell is of importance.
Also, mechanical properties especially, the adhesion to the surface is
important. A very simple test to evaluate the same is the �tape test�
and is explained in Section 4.11. A �rst estimation of adhesion prior
to the metallization can be done by knowing the surface characteris-
tics of the cells and also the metallization substance. An relatively
simple way of determining surface properties is done by goniometer
measurements which are introduced in Section 4.12.
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Figure 4.1.1: Dark IV-curve with two-diode �t. Labels show sections
dominated by certain cell parameters [35]

4.1 I-V Curve

The most important characterization method for solar cells is the mea-
surement of the I-V curve, which gives information about the most
important cell parameters. There are two ways of measuring the I-V
characteristics of a solar cell.

4.1.1 Dark I-V curve

Without illumination a solar cell can be described as a large �at diode.
Therefore, I-V measurements in the dark delivers an I-V curve similar
to the one given by a diode and can also be �tted according to the
two-diode model.
In regions with low current change, the linearly plotted curve does

not deliver enough details. Thus, current density is plotted semi-
logarithmically against the voltage to increase the resolution.
The shape of the dark I-V curve is in�uenced by certain cell parame-

ters, which can be determined from the graph of the section dominated
by the following parameters:

� Between 0 and approximated 0.15 V the graph is dominated by
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the parallel resistance RP .

� For voltage values of 0.2 - 0.4 V the curve is most dependent
on the second summand of equation 2.2. j02 can be determined.
Only very rarely the ideality factor n2 is close to 2.

� j01 is taken from the section between 0.4 - 0.6 V, if the ideality
factor n1 is close to 1.

� The last section of the dark I-V curve is dominated by the series
resistance.

4.1.2 Illuminated I-V Curve

As solar cells are normally not operational in the dark but operate
under illumination, their performance is determined from measuring
the I-V curve under a normed light source.1

Under irradiation the dark I-V curve is shifted by the photocur-
rent generated by the cell. The current is negative by convention
but is often displayed at the positive axis. To measure the cell pa-
rameters the cell gets illuminated under a constant intensity of one
sun (1000 Wm−2 ) at 25 °C, which causes the current generation in
the cell. Front and rear side of the solar cell are connected and the
voltage between the contacts can be varied by a variable resistor. At
zero resistance, the cell is short circuited and the voltage is zero. The
measured current, generated by the cell itself at zero voltage is called
short circuit current density, jSC , and gives the maximum current
density the cell can deliver. With increasing resistance, the current
gets reduced and the voltage increases, due to the diode behavior of
the solar cell. If the resistance is high enough to suppress current �ow
completely, the maximum voltage, called open circuit voltage, VOC is
delivered. Shortly before reaching the VOC the power of the cell (prod-
uct of current and voltage) reaches its maximum. This point is called

1The light source commonly used are high pressure Xenon arc lamps. With
�lters installed it approximates the AM1.5G spectrum. The AM1.5G spectrum
gives the standard spectrum used for comparing solar cell parameters independent
of location. AM is shortage for air mass. The intensity and spectrum of the suns
irradiation depends on the path length through the atmosphere which the light
has to pass before hitting the solar cell. When the sun is directly overhead the air
mass is 1. �G� stands for �global� and includes direct and di�use radiation.
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Figure 4.1.2: Dark and illuminated I-V curve and power density vs.
voltage of a solar cell. Important I-V parameters are
illustrated [35]

the maximum power point, mpp. To obtain the best possible perfor-
mance of a cell, it is desirable to operate the cell around those current
and voltage values. A plot of an I-V curve in dark and illuminated is
given in Figure 4.1.2.
Another very important cell parameter is the �ll factor, also illus-

trated in Figure 4.1.2. The �ll factor, FF , is given by the largest
rectangle which can be �tted between x-axis and I-V curve. For a so-
lar cell without recombination and ohmic losses, the I-V curve would
form an angle of 90 ° at the mpp at VOC and jSC and the �ll factor
would be 100 %2. Numerically, the �ll factor can be calculated by
equation 4.1.

FF =
jmppVmpp
jSCVOC

(4.1)

By multipling VOC , jSC and FF one can calculate the power of the
solar cell. To get the most often used parameter for comparing solar
cells, the e�cieny, one has to compare the power of the cell with the
incident irradiative power PPh:

2Auger recombination and radiative recombination can not be fully suppressed
even in the purest material. This limits the �ll factor to a maximum of 85 %.
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Figure 4.1.3: In�uence of serial (left) and parallel (right) resistance on
the shape of the illuminated IV-curve [35]

η =
Pmpp
PPh

=
VOCjSCFF

PPh
(4.2)

The �ll factor and, therefore, the shape of the illuminated IV curve
is strongly in�uenced by the serial and the parallel resistance. An
illustration of the dependence of the shape of the IV curve from both
resistances is given in Figure 4.1.3.
To receive the same current in dark I-V curve measurements as the

jSC in illuminated curves, a higher voltage, Vex than the open circuit
voltage has to be applied, due to the higher potential di�erence caused
by the series resistance. Thus, the series resistance can be determined
from both IV curves by the following equation:

RS =
VEx − VOC

jSC
(4.3)

Illuminated IV curves have to be validated by measuring a cali-
brated reference cell to avoid irregularities in the measurement, for
example, through an unsteady light source.

4.2 ISC-VOC characteristics - SunsVOC

measurement

ISC-VOC curves deliver IV curves under open circuit conditions (mea-
suring VOC) and short circuit conditions (jSC), respectively. This
makes the IV curve free of the in�uence of the series resistance.
An relatively easy way to measure the ISC-VOC curves are SunsVOC

measurements as proposed by Cuevas and Sinton [115]. The voltage
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Figure 4.2.1: Comparison of IV- and SunsVOC measurement [1]

is measured under varying illumination intensity. Since the current is
proportional to the light intensity, it can be measured by a separate
calibrated reference solar cell. The measurement can be done without
metallization as long as both sides (cell base and emitter) can be
contacted.
Fill factor and e�ciency determined from SunsVOC measurements

are called pseudo �ll factor, pFF , and pseudo e�ciency, respectively.
They give the upper limit for the measured cell performance since
they are free of the serial resistance. Limitations from recombinations
and shunts can be more easily detected and interpretated. By com-
paring SunsVOC and IV measurements, the series resistance RS can
be determined. Additionally, SunsVOC measurements are a helpful
tool to determine the in�uence of processes, like tempering, on the
cell performance, as they can be done without metallization and as
long as front and rear side of the cell can be contacted. Also, degen-
erating e�ects, for example, caused by metallization with copper, can
be easily observed.

4.3 Four point probe measurement

One of the most important characteristics of a solar cell is the series
resistance. It is mainly in�uenced by the metallization and the met-
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Figure 4.3.1: Photograph of 4-point probe measurement set-up

allization quality. An overview about the di�erent parts which sum-
marize to the series resistance is given in Figure 2.1.4. To evaluate
the resistance of the metallization and the contact resistance between
metal and emitter (or metal and ITO), the four point probe measuring
method was used. This method uses two separated pairs of contact
electrodes for applying the current and measuring the resulting volt-
age, respectively. In general, it would be possible to apply current and
measure the voltage with the same set of electrodes. However, at the
point of current induction, a transfer resistance occurs, which would
falsify the voltage measurement.

4.3.1 Line resistance

Figure 4.3.1 shows the TLM measurement set-up. A TLM measure-
ment head is shown. For line resistance measurements, a di�erent
measurement head with four measurement pins, which are arranged
in a line, is used.
Individual lines were measured. The electrodes were applied with

the same pressure on top of the metalized samples. A current source
to induce the current was used and the voltage drop was measured
with a digital multimeter (Keithley Instruments).
To be able to compare metallization lines of di�erent geometry, the

calculated resistance which is given by

R =
U

I
(4.4)
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has to be normalized with the length l and the cross section area A
and is then given as the speci�c resistance ρ:

ρ =
RA

l
(4.5)

In reality, the geometrical parameters are often di�cult to mea-
sure. The length of the contact can be de�ned by the distance of
the electrodes. But, the cross section area has to be measured sepa-
rately. Even with modern 3D microscopes the measurement on tex-
tured wafers can be di�cult. For very shallow metal layers which
don't fully cover the pyramids of the texture, measurement is even
impossible. In addition, only small sections of the metalized lines can
be measured. Irregularities in the printed lines are easy to overlook.
Thus, the evaluation of the cross section is always just a mean value
of the measured area.

4.3.2 Contact resistance measurement

To measure the contact resistance between the metallization and the
underlying emitter (or ITO, respectively) the transfer line method,
TLM, was used. The TLM method was originally introduced by
Shockley [116] and has been further re�ned by Widmann, Murrmann
and Berger [117�120]. It was developed from the multiple contact,
two-terminal method, which did not take the problem of current crowd-
ing3 into account. An illustration of the measurement setup is given
in Figure 4.3.2.
The voltage given by the TLM method is given by equation 4.6:

V (x) =
I
√
RShρc
W

cosh[(wc − x)/LT ]

sinh(wc/LT )
(4.6)

with I , the current �owing through the contacts, RSh, the sheet
resistance, ρc, the speci�c contact resistance or contact resistivity, W,
the contact width, wc, the contact length and LT , the transfer length.
x gives the place of measurement on the contact with x = 0, the
contact edge. The voltage is highest on the contact edge and drops

3Current crowding is the nonhomogenious distribution of the current density
within a conductor or semiconductor especially under the contact formation points.
The presence of the e�ect under contacts has been discovered by Kennedy and
Murley [121].
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Figure 4.3.2: Illustration of the TLM measurement structure with the
resistor network for the end contact resistance measure-
ment (left) and the front contact resistance (right) [35]

Figure 4.3.3: Illustration of transfer length (left) and contact resis-
tance under the contact (right)([35] and retraved from
[122])

nearly exponentially with distance. The transfer length LT is given
as the distance where V (x = LT ) = 1

eV (x = 0). The transfer length
is illustrated in Figure 4.3.3 and given by equation 4.7.

LT =

√
ρc
RSh

(4.7)

The �rst simpli�cation which is made, is the assumption that the
current only �ows one-dimensional through the emitter (or ITO, re-
spectively) and that the sheet resistance RSh is constant over the
whole contacted area as well as under the contact. The illustration of
the transfer length shows, that the area underneath the contact has
to be considered as areas of di�erent contact resistances dependent on
place x.
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The contact resistivity or speci�c contact resistance ρc is indepen-
dent on the contact geometry and can be calculated, if the e�ectively
used contact area is known. If the current would be homogeneously
distributed over the whole contact area, the resistivity could be easily
calculated by weighing the contact resistance Rc with the contact area
wcW . As shown above, this is not necessarily the case, which is why
calculation of the resistivity is more complicated and dependent on
the transfer length LT .
For good contacts the transfer length is in the range of LT =1 µm

and contact resistivity ρc ≤10−3 Ωcm−2[35]. For most contacts, the
contact length is longer than 1 µm, thus the active contact area is
smaller than the geometrical area of the contact.
Two measurement structures can be realized by TLM. Measuring in

a setup demonstrated in Figure 4.3.2 on the left-hand side enables to
evaluate the contact end resistance and is also referred to as contact
end resistance test structure (CER). A setup as given on the right-
hand side gives the contact front resistance test structure (CFR).
The CFR test structure gives the contact resistance Rc. In this case
x = 0 and Rc is given by equation 4.8:

Rc =
V

I
=

√
RShρc
W

coth(wc/LT ) =
ρc

LTwc
coth(wc/Lc) (4.8)

Two cases can be considered to simplify equation 4.8:

1. wc ≤ 0.5LT → coth(wc/LT ) ≈ LT /wc → Rc ≈ ρc
wcW

2. wc ≥ 1.5LT → coth(wc/LT ) ≈ 1→ Rc ≈ ρc
LTW

For the �rst case, where the lateral length LT is larger than the contact
length wc, the entire contact area wcW is used for the current transfer
from the emitter (or ITO, respectively) to the contact and the contact
resistance Rc is dependent on the contact geometry. This is important,
since the contact resistance decreases strongly with increasing contact
length wc until wc = LT , which is illustrated in Figure 4.3.4.
As soon as the wc exceeds LT the contact resistance Rc approaches a

constant value, which is described by case 2, when Rc is independent of
wc and the whole current enters the contact at the contact etch. How-
ever, the resistivity ρc is steadily increased, because it is weighted by
the contact area, which increases with increasing contact length. The
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Figure 4.3.4: Illustration of relationship between contact length wcand
contact resistance and resistivity for a constant transfer
length [35]

resistivity rises at an almost constant rate for small contact lengths
due to the additional contact area, which is almost compensated by
a more e�ective current transfer. As soon as wc � LT the resistivity
increases faster. Therefore, the contact length can be reduced until
it is in the range of the transfer length, before the contact resistance,
which is the limiting parameter for the solar cell, is increased [35, 122].
For the second case, when almost all the current enters at the edges

of the contacted area, the current density is very high at such a small
area, which can lead to degrading or even destroyed contacts after a
su�cient time of operation [122].
For x = wc the measurement is done using the contact end resis-

tance test structure and the end resistance Re can be determined from
equation 4.9:

Re =
V

I
=

√
RShρc
W

1

sinh(wc/LT )
=

ρc
LTW

1

sinh(wc/LT
) (4.9)

For short contacts,Re is sensitive to the contact length and is, there-
fore, limited by the error in determining wc.
The transfer length LT which is necessary to calculate ρc can be

calculated from measuring both, contact resistance Rc and Re:

Rc
Re

= cosh

(
wc
LT

)
(4.10)
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Figure 4.3.5: TLM-measurement plot with RTLM is plotted against
spacing s between contacts (retraced from [122])

Due to the various parameteres, which in�uence the transfer length,
a third value for describtion of the contact resistance, the normalized
contact resistance Rc ∗ W can be used. It is the measured contact
resistance multiplied with the contact width [37]. It is independent of
the contact length and, therefore, usefull for the comparisson of sim-
iliar contact structures. In addition, it is independent of the transfer
length, thus, less error-prone than the contact resisitivity ρc. The
normalized contact resistance is used for discussion in this work. The
contact resistance does not signi�cantly contribute to the series resis-
tance of silicon solar cells for values < 1 Ωcm[35].
To evaluate the di�erent parameters from TLM measurements, the

total resistance RTLM is measured for various contact spacings and
plotted versus the distance s (Figure 4.3.2). The applied current I has
to overcome the contact resistance Rc twice (2Rc) and the emitter (or
ITO, respectively) in between (Rem).

RTLM =
Vi,i+1

Ii,i+1
= 2Rc+Rem = 2Rc+RSh

s

W
≈ RSh

W
(s+2LT ) (4.11)

A measurement plot is illustrated in Figure 4.3.5.
Three parameters can be extracted from the plot:

1. The slope gives the sheet resistance RSh, if the contact width
W is known.

2. The intercept at s = 0 leads to the contact resistance 2Rc.
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3. The intercept at RTLM = 0 gives −s = 2LT .

From these parameters the contact resistivity ρc can be calculated
from equations 4.8 and 4.9.
However, the transfer length LT is normally not extracted from

the plot but rather calculated from measurements of contact and end
resistance, when a setup shown in Figure 4.3.6 is used. Errors, which
arrise from this setup, can be minimized by calculating the transfer
length rather than extracting it from the plot.
The shown TLM measurement setup in Figure 4.3.2 is often used

and is advantageous over the setup shown in Figure 4.3.6. When
the voltage is measured between contacts 1 and 4 (Figure 4.3.6) for
example, the current �ow can be perturbed by contacts 2 and 3. The
e�ect of contacts 2 and 3 depend on the transfer length. If wc �
LT , then the current does not preferably �ow into the metal and
contacts roughly don't in�uence the measurement. If wc � LT ,
then the current does �ow into the contacts. In this case the contact
can be thought of as two contacts joined by a metallic conductor. The
shunting of the current by contacts 2 and 3 in�uence the measurement
a lot. Therefore, the further developed structure of Figure 4.3.2 is
preferred, but has to be produced separately. In practice, the structure
shown in Figure 4.3.6 can be cut out of a fully processed solar cell wafer
and is easier to realize.
To do a current sweep measurement a current is applied between

two �ngers of the TLM measurement structure and the corresponding
voltage is measured. The current gets altered during the measurement
to create a data set of current and corresponding voltage values. The
form of the resulting graph gives information about the type of contact
between the measured materials. A linear �t following the equation
4.4 indicates an ohmic contact, while a typical diode curve following
equation 2.1 gives hint to a Schottky contact.

Figure 4.3.6: Illustration of simpli�ed TLM measurement structure
(retraced from [122])
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4.4 Thermal gravimetric-di�erential
scanning analysis - TG-DSC

Thermal gravimetric-di�erential scanning analysis is a combination of
thermo-gravimetry (TG) and di�erential scanning analysis (DSC). It
was used to study the reaction mechanism during contact formation
on silicon solar cells (chapter 8) and the behavior of organics used
in silver nanoparticle ink and paste formulations (chapter 5). The
thermal gravimetric measurement is used to study mass changes of a
sample against temperature and/or time. The sample is placed in a
temperature stable crucible (e.g. platinum, aluminum (up to 630 °C)
or ceramic), which is connected to a sensitive balance. The crucible is
situated within a furnace which is heated up with a de�ned temper-
ature ramp. The mass change is measured during the whole process.
From mass changes, which occur during heating and/or cooling, one
can reason the underlying reaction or change in state. Evaporation,
combustion or chemical reactions between educts in the sample or ox-
idation or reduction can lead to a mass change. The furnace can be
�ooded with di�erent gases (oxygen, nitrogen, argon, hydrogen, etc.).
The information gained from a TG measurement are: mass changes,
reaction temperature and reaction kinetics.

Additional information can be collected by di�erential scanning
analysis measurements. The temperature di�erence of the sample
against a reference (usually an empty crucible of the same material
as the measuring crucible) is measured. The temperature signal is
then calculated into a heat �ux signal which is proportional to the
temperature. The setup is the same as for TG measurements, except
for the holder. The DSC measurement holder consists of two plates
of which each is connected to a thermocouple. If the holder is placed
on a balance a combined measurement of TG- and DSC signal against
temperature and/or time is possible. During the measurement, both,
the reference and the sample, change in temperature. If a reaction
takes place, the temperature for the sample rises faster (exothermic
reaction - �heat production�) or slower (endothermic reaction - �heat
consumption�) compared to the reference. Exothermic changes can
be measured, for example, of oxidation or recrystallization processes;
endothermic changes occur, e.g., of evaporation or melting. The dif-
ference in the thermal voltage is measured from the thermocouples,
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Figure 4.4.1: Schematic setup of a thermo-gravimetric (TG) measure-
ment setup (left ) and a DSC sample holder (right) [123]

Figure 4.4.2: Schematic TG-DSC signals (left) and characteristic
points in DSC signal (right) (retraced from [35])

calculated to heat �ux, which can be plotted as a function of given
temperature or time. A schematic illustration of a thermo-gravimetric
(TG) measurement setup and a DSC holder are shown in Figure 4.4.1.
Figure 4.4.2 shows the signals which are determined by a TG-DSC
measurement and the information which can be drawn from a DSC
signal.

In this work a STA 449 F3-Jupiter TG-DSC measurement tool by
NETZSCH was used. The measurement setup was equipped with a
high-speed furnace with air cooling and a platinum TG-DSC sensor.
The samples were processed by an automated sample changer.
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4.5 Determination of sintering temperature

The sintering temperature is not easy to determine. Sintering is a
di�usion process (see Section 2.4.3) and is not detectable with conven-
tional measuring methods like di�erential thermal calorimetry. Silver
nanoparticles within sizes around 20 to 50 nm appear copper colored
or golden, when placed on a silicon nitride surface. During sintering
the color changes noticeably from copper or golden to bright white.
The change is very fast and easy to detect. A heating device (Linkam
TS 15004), with precise temperature control was used and sintering
temperature was estimated optically. The particles were placed drop
wise on a silicon nitride covered wafer and were heated up with a rate
of 20 °C/min. Note that all sintering temperatures given below are
estimations from this color change during heating and are not more
precise than in a range of +/- 10 °C.

4.6 Cross section preparation

A cross section allows to visually evaluate the contact formation be-
tween metal and semiconductor (or ITO, respectively) and to study
the contact itself.
Within this work, an IM4000 ion beam miller (Hitachi) was used to

produce smooth cross sections without the necessity of resin embed-
ding and without material smearing due to mechanical abrasion.
The sample is placed in an evacuation chamber and an argon ion

beam which is accelerated by an electric �eld in vacuum, is used to
mill the surface of the sample. The ions collide with the surface atoms
and release them from the solid.

4.7 SEM/EDX and FIB

A very important characterization method for this work was the scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM). Electrons are accelerated from a
cathode under high voltage onto the sample. They interact with the

4A specimen holder built in a furnace. The device is illustrated in the ap-
pendix. With this setup, temperature ramps up to 1500 °C can be conducted.
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surface and - depending on the voltage - also with the matter to a cer-
tain depth. The re�ected electrons (backscattered electrons) and the
electrons which were released from the matter (secondary electrons)
can be detected. A software calculates an image of the surface. The
electron beam is moved over the sample (scanned) by a set of electronic
lenses. The method is, in general, similar to an optical microscope but
with the wavelength of the electrons used to scan or re�ect the surface,
respectively, much higher resolutions can be achieved.
Electrons can interact with the matter of the sample in a way that

electrons from the inner shells of the atoms are released. These are
replaced by outer shell electrons. The energy of the X-ray radiation
which is released by this process can be detected and is characteristic
for each element. The detection method for characterizing elements
this way is called energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX). It allows
for the spatial determination of the elements at or closely below the
sample surface.
The focused ion beam (FIB) equals basically a cross section miller

system but with much higher resolutions. The ion beam is focused on
the surface and very small areas can be milled with the ions. Cuts of
few nanometers can be milled into the sample. The FIB is combined in
an SEM microscope and SEM images can be taken after each milling
period of which the resolution can be set. With this method several
places at the sample can be characterized without the need to make
a new cross section polish after each imaging.
With SEM, visual determination in the submicrometer range can be

made and especially the contact formation between metal and semi-
conductor can be determined in detail.
Within this work the SEM SU 70 from HITACHI was used. An

EDX dectector from EDAX was used. The FIB used is an Auriga 60
from ZEISS equipped with a BRUKER EDX detector.

4.8 Confocal microscope

The microscope used in this work was the LEXT confocal microscope
(Olympus). A confocal microscope allows the evaluation of three di-
mensional images of a surface, calculated by a software. The technique
is based on the re�ection of light from the sample surface while chang-
ing the vertical distance between sample and light sensor. The LEXT
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microscope uses a laser with a wavelength of λ =405 nm, which allows
for very high resolutions of the image. A second image is measured
with white light which allows a color image of the surface, which can
also be allocated with the laser image.

Figure 4.8.1: 3D image taken with LEXT confocal microscope of an
aerosol jet printed contact

The software allows to evaluate several properties of the surface,
like the surface roughness. It also allows �stitching� of several images,
to increase the image area. Also, a division of the 3D image into mul-
tiple pro�les and a cross section area measurement are possible. The
calculation of a mean cross section area of 1000 single cross sections
is possible.
However, the exact determination of the surface is not trivial espe-

cially for textured solar cell surfaces. The pyramidal surface structure
complicates the calculation of the exact surface height and thus, cross
section area calculations always imply some uncertainty.
A 3D image taken with the LEXT microscope of an aerosol jet

printed contact is shown in Figure 4.8.1.

4.9 Electroluminescenz measurement

Electroluminescenz (EL) uses the property of a semiconductor to work
as a light emitting device (LED) if external voltage is applied: elec-
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Figure 4.9.1: EL image of a silicon solar cell showing microcrack and
region of poor metallization [25]

trons recombine at the p/n-junction partially by illumination of light.
This phenomenon is called electroluminescenz. The light illuminated
by a silicon solar cell has a wavelength in the infrared region and can
only be detected by CCD cameras or special detectors.
The emitted light intensity is proportional to the applied voltage

and the local voltage within the solar cell. Therefore, inactive cell
regions, for example, non-contacted regions or cracks within the cell
appear dark in the EL image. A cell or even a module can be measured
within seconds and defects can be detected locally. An example for
an electroluminescenz image is given in Figure 4.9.1.

4.10 Cyclic voltammetry

A commonly used experiment to characterize electrochemical systems
consists of potential sweeps and the recording of the current response.
Transfer processes which occur at di�erent potentials can be recog-
nized at the current. The electrochemical system can be character-
ized over a wide range of potential within a short time. The potential
can be scanned only one directional. The method is known as linear
potential sweep or the measurement can also be done with the cor-
responding backward sweep which results in the cyclic voltammetry
(CV) measurement. Processes which occur within the system and the
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counter processes can be analyzed.
The method depends on the electrochemical system, the potential

range and the speed of the sweep and resting times (e.g. at the open
circuit voltage). More information about the method is given in [106].

4.11 Tape test

The tape test is a rather simple test to evaluate the quality of adhe-
sion. It is very imprecise and can only be used for �rst qualitative
determinations. An adhesive tape (e.g. TESA) is pressed on the met-
allization and the substrate surrounding. The substrate is �xed onto
a stable surface (e.g with a ruler) to avoid wafer breakage. The tape
is then peeled of the surface and the amount of teared metallization
roughly estimated. If no metal sticks to the tape, adhesion quality is
adequate for further characterization. For exact determination of the
adhesion strength, quantitative methods have to be used.
A more quantitative test according to DIN EN 61189-2 includes

soldering of a solderable strip onto the plated contact and pull-o� of
the strip with a force meter. For solar cell application a minimum
adhesion of 1 N/mm has to be reached to ful�ll industrial demands

4.12 Goniometer measurements

Goniometer measurements were done with aKrüss EasyDrop DSA100.
Contact angle measurements can be done to investigate the behavior
of a surface against a certain liquid or liquid system and/or to deter-
mine the surface energy. To determine the surface energy of a surface,
the contact angle of several liquid drops, sitting on the surface are
measured with a camera. The measurement of the contact angle has
to be done within 10 seconds after setting the drop onto the surface.
Otherwise gravitation and liquid evaporation can in�uence the mea-
surement.
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Metallization on ITO

In this chapter, metallization on ITO with inks and pastes based on sil-
ver nanoparticles is presented. The suitability of silver nanoparticles
for low temperature metallization and the contact properties to ITO
are discussed in detail. After a short introduction 5.1 the experiments
discussed in this chapter are described in Section 5.2. The synthesis
of silver nanoparticles with low sintering temperatures is addressed in
Section 5.2.1. The e�ects of nanoparticle sintering are described in
Section 5.3.2. The importance of the capping agent will be highlighted.
Section 5.3.3 discusses the results of printing experiments. The e�ect
of chemical sintering and tempering on silver nanoparticles in com-
parison to thermal sintering is focused on in Section 5.3.4. It is shown
that chemical sintering can signi�cantly lower the necessary tempering
temperature and mechanically stabilizes the silver layer to a certain ex-
tent. The electrical results for line resistivity and contact resistivity to
ITO are discussed in Section 5.3.5 and Section 5.3.6, respectively. For
inks, line resistivities of only ρspez. = 2.3∗10−8 Ωm and a normalized
contact resistance of Rc ∗W = 0.166 Ωcm were measured. For pastes,
very good values for the line resistivity (ρspez. = 3.16∗10−8 Ωm) and
the normalized contact resistances (Rc ∗W = 0.068 Ωcm) were mea-
sured. The alternative approach of chemical sintering with in-built
chemical sintering agents is described and discussed in Section 5.3.7.
Section 5.4 gives a short summary of the chapter.

5.1 Introduction

Besides the common industrial solar cell concepts which are processed
at high temperatures (> 800 °C), alternative and new cell concepts are
being developed. Some of those cell designs like hetero junction with
instrinsic thin layer (HIT) solar cells and organic solar cells are sen-
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sitive against high processing temperatures. The substrate of organic
solar cells is usually a polymer like polyethylene terephthalate (PET),
which are not stable against high temperatures. HIT cells contain
amorphous silicon which degrades > 200 - 250 °C (also depending on
the duration of heat exposure) and loses its good passivation prop-
erties [93]. In addition, they require a full size area metallization to
collect the charge carriers of the active cell areas, due to short mean
free paths of the charge carriers in the amorphous silicon. However, a
full area metallization with a metal on the front side is not possible,
due to the intransparency of metals. For this reason, these cell designs
have to be metalized with a full area transparent conductive oxide, a
TCO.
The most widely used TCO is ITO (Indium Tin Oxide). The TCO

is contacted with a metal grid to collect the energy and allows solder-
ing of the single cells. Most important for the metal grid application
is to avoid high temperatures as normally used during contact forma-
tion of standard silicon solar cells. To avoid high temperatures, two
metallization techniques are mainly being used today.
Photolitography is the primary metallization technique used on the

lab scale: very narrow and precise metallization grids can be applied.
However, the technique is complicated and expensive and is not rea-
sonable for mass production [17] (see also Section 3.4).
Industrially, polymer based silver pastes are being screen printed

on the cells. These pastes contain a high amount of silver particles
or �akes. The high silver content, which is necessary to gain good
conductivities, is the reason for high silver consumption and, thus,
high costs [17]. The silver amount used in polymer pastes is very high
(70 - 90 %) [8, 9] compared to the low conductivity [62]. The best poly-
mer paste reaches speci�c conductivity values of ρspec. = 10 *10−8-
15*10−8 Ω∗m, which is still 4 to 6 times higher compared to high tem-
perature �ring pastes and even 10 times higher than bulk silver (spe-
ci�c conductivity of bulk silver ρspec. = 1,58*10−8 Ω∗m) [5, 112]. Fur-
thermore, screen printing is a contact metallization technique, which
can cause wafer breakage.
A crucial factor for the introduction of a new cell concept is the in-

dustrial feasibility and the production costs. Therefore, an alternative
metallization technique for these new cell designs is necessary.
One possibility for a new metallization technique could be based on

silver nanoparticles. Nanoparticles are able to be sintered at much
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lower temperatures (< 200 °C) than the melting temperature of the
corresponding bulk material [23]. The sintering allows higher con-
ductivities than contact formation between single particles through
simply touching. In addition, nanoparticles can be stabilized in liq-
uids and formulated to an ink, which can be printed contactless via
ink jet or aerosol jet printing [22]. Ink jet and aerosol jet printing are
low cost and fast printing techniques, which make very narrow line
widths of 10 µm (aerosol jet [19]) and <35 µm (ink jet [20]) possible.

The silver nanoparticles have to be stabilized via �capping agents�.
These capping agents are organics, mostly polymers, which cover the
surface of the silver and form an insulating layer between the metal
particles. To overcome this limitation the silver patterns are getting
cured after printing. This is most often done thermally [16, 65, 76�78]
but requires temperatures as high as at least 200 °C and quite long
sintering times of around 30 � 60 min. For the application on temper-
ature sensitive solar cell concepts like HIT solar cells, this temperature
is close to the limit but still acceptable [93], if curing times are short.
Other low sintering or curing techniques are electrical sintering [56],
plasma sintering [59], microwave sintering [57] and laser sintering [55]
of the printed patterns. However, the achievable conductivity of all
these techniques is still too poor for industrial application on solar
cells.

Another low-temperature sintering technique, which can be even
done at room temperature, is chemical sintering invented by Mag-
dassi et al. [60, 83]. The sintering of the particles is triggered by
substitution of the capping agent by smaller particles, which leads to
coalition and sintering of the particles.

Ink formulations based on metal nanoparticles are already commer-
cially available, however, in general those inks are meant for applica-
tion for printed electronics based on polymeric �lms. The amount of
current that has to be transported is lower than for solar cells. In ad-
dition, these ink formulations do not consider the demands on contact
resistance to the substrate [55�59, 81, 85].

Within this chapter the potential of silver nanoparticles as alterna-
tive material for metallization of temperature sensitive cell concepts,
especially on ITO, is being investigated.
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5.2 Experimental

Speci�cations of used chemicals:
Silver acetate: Acros organics, 99% pure
1-Dodecylamine, 1-heptylamine: ABCR, 98%
Phenyldydrazine: ABCR, 97%
Ethyl cellulose: Sigma-Aldrich, 300 cP in toluene/ethanol (80/20),

48% ethoxyl
Hydroxy ethyl cellulose: Sigma-Aldrich, average Mv ∼ 90000 mol
Gluten: organic market, food-grade
Ethylene glycole: Sigma-Aldrich, anhydrous 99.8%
Acetone: Applichem, ACS ISO
Ethanole: Rectapur, 90%, denatured with methanole GPR
Isopropanole: Kraft, Bernd, for analysis
Toluene, Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent, >99.5%

5.2.1 Nanoparticle characterization

Synthesis description

Silver nanoparticles were synthesized according to the procedures pub-
lished by Li [124] and Peng [125]. The basic synthesis described by Li
is as follows:
A mixture of silver acetate (AgAc) (0.17 g, 1 mmol) and 1-dodecylamine

(DA) (2.41 g, 10 mmol) in toluene (40 ml) was �rst heated at 60 °C
until silver acetate was dissolved (about 5 min). To the resulting so-
lution a solution of phenylhydrazine (PH) (0.11 g, 1 mmol) in toluene
(10 ml) was added drop wise (rate 1 ml/min). The resulting reaction
mixture was stirred at 60 °C for 1 h before cooling down to room tem-
perature. Subsequently, acetone (10 ml) was added to the reaction
mixture to destroy excess phenylhydrazine. Afterwards, the solvent
was removed with a rotary evaporator (bath temperature ≤ 50 °C).
The resulting concentrated reaction mixture was added to a stirring
ethanol/acetone mixture (50 ml/50 ml) to precipitate the crude silver
nanoparticle product. The crude silver nanoparticles were isolated by
centrifugation, washed twice with acetone (50 ml each), and vacuum-
dried at room temperature to receive a black solid.
Several parameters were varied following the procedure by Li in

order to improve nanoparticle quality and stability. The variations
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Table 5.2.1: Nanoparticle synthesis: Varied parameters

Varied parameter Range of parameter variation

n(AgAc)/n(DA) 0.1, 0.2, 0.5

n(AgAc)/n(PH) 0.2, 1.0, 2.0

Reaction temperature [°C] 30, 40, 60

Drop rate of PH addition [ml/min] 0.5, 1.0, all at once

Capping agent 1-dodecylamine, 1-heptylamine

c(AgAc) [mol/L]1 0.1, 0.2

Doubling the whole synthesis volume

done can be seen in Table 5.2.1.
The most important di�erence of Peng's synthesis in comparison to

the one described by Li is the sequence of addition of the reducing
agent phenylhydrazine. Peng adds the silver acetate to the phenylhy-
drazine instead the other way around as described by Li.
In further experiments, the synthesis described by Li was altered

according to the results of Peng and the results gained by the experi-
ments of this work. The �nal synthesis procedure for silver nanopar-
ticles as used in the ink formulations was as follows:
1-Dodecylamine (1.85 g, 10 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (30 ml)

under stirring at room temperature. Silver acetate (0.85 g, 5 mmol)
was added and further stirred until complete dissolution. Phenylhy-
drazine (0.5 ml, 5 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (100 ml) at room
temperature. The solution of 1-dodecylamine and silver acetate was
added quickly to the solution of phenylhydrazine under stirring and
left stirring for 15 minutes at room temperature. Acetone (10 ml) was
added to destroy excess phenylhydrazine. Subsequently, the solvent
was removed with a rotary evaporator (bath temperature ≤50 °C).
The resulting concentrated reaction mixture was added to a stirring
ethanol/acetone mixture (50 ml/50 ml) to precipitate the crude silver
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nanoparticle product. The crude silver nanoparticles were isolated by
centrifugation, washed twice with acetone (50 ml each), and vacuum-
dried at room temperature to receive a black solid.

Sedimentation

Synthesized and commercially available PAA-capped particles (prod-
uct �P02� from Metalorr, average particle size 20-50 nm) were
tested for sedimentation behavior.
Particle suspensions of either 1-dodecylamine or 1-heptylamine capped

particles of either 20 wt% silver particles or 50 wt% silver particles
in toluene or isopropanole were mixed, sonicated for 15 min at room
temperature and left standing for sedimentation for 24 hours.
Particle suspensions of PAA capped particles of 20 wt% or 50 wt%

silver particles, respectively, and 1 µl/gAg−particles NH4OH in wa-
ter/ethylene glycol (50/50) were mixed, sonicated for 15 min at room
temperature and left standing for sedimentation for 24 hours.
The overlaying solvent or suspension was decanted and the sedi-

ments were dried on a hot plate. The mass of the sediments were
evaluated.

Characterization

Particle size, dispersity and agglomeration behavior were investigated
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

5.2.2 E�ects on particle sintering

E�ect of size

Particles of di�erent size but with the same capping agent synthe-
sized as described in Section 5.2.1 were used. A dispersion of silver
nanoparticles in isopropanole was sonicated for 15 min.
The sintering temperature was determined with a heating device

(Linkam TS 15002). The particles were placed drop wise on a silicon
nitride covered wafer, dried slowly on a hot plate at 50 °C for 5 min and
were then heated up in the heating device with 20 °C/min. Unsintered

2A specimen holder built in a furnace. The device is illustrated in the ap-
pendix. With this setup, temperature ramps up to 1500 °C can be conducted.
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Table 5.2.2: Details of silver nanoparticles investigated in this work

Particle No. Ø Particle size [nm] Capping agent
1 20-50 PVP
2 ∼20 PAA
3 10-50 1-dodecylamine

particles appear copper or golden colored. Sintered particles change
to a silver-white color. Note that all sintering temperatures given
below are estimations from this color change during heating and are
not more precise than in a range of +/- 10 °C.
TG-DSC characterization was done using a STA 449 F3-Jupiter

TG-DSC measurement tool by NETZSCH. Aluminum crucibles with
open lid were used. Heating rate was 5 °C/min. Temperature and
calorimetric corrections speci�c for each TG-DSC setup were used.
The measurement chamber was �ooded with compressed air with a
gas �ow rate of 50 ml/min. The balance was protected by a nitrogen
gas �ow of 20 ml/min. Weight determination was done just before the
measurement.

E�ect of capping agent

To investigate the e�ect of capping agents, di�erent silver nanoparti-
cles were chemically sintered. Details on the used particles and cap-
ping agents are given in Table 5.2.2.
Particles capped with 1-dodecylamine (particle 3) were synthesized

according to the following procedure (see also Section 5.2.1).
1-Dodecylamine (1.85 g, 10 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (30 ml)

under stirring at room temperature. Silver acetate (0.85 g, 5 mmol)
was added and further stirred until complete dissolution. Phenylhy-
drazine (0.5 ml, 5 mmol) was dissolved in toluene (100 ml) at room
temperature. The solution of 1-dodecylamine and silver acetate was
added quickly to the solution of phenylhydrazine under stirring and
left stirring for 15 minutes at room temperature. Acetone (10 ml) was
added to destroy excess phenylhydrazine. Subsequently, the solvent
was removed with a rotary evaporator (bath temperature ≤50 °C).
The resulting concentrated reaction mixture was added to a stirring
ethanol/acetone mixture (50 ml/50 ml) to precipitate the crude silver
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nanoparticle product. The crude silver nanoparticles were isolated by
centrifugation, washed twice with acetone (50 ml each), and vacuum-
dried at room temperature to receive a black solid.
Particles 1 and 2 were purchased from Cabot and Metalor, re-

spectively (product from Cabot with PVP capped particles from ink
CCl300, product P023 from Metalorr with PAA capped particles,).
Suspensions of 20 wt% PAA capped silver nanoparticles in water

and NH4OH (1 µl/gAg particles) and 20 wt% DA capped silver nanopar-
ticles in isopropanole were sonicated for 15 min and dropped on a SiNx
coated silicon wafer. The samples were dried on a hot plate at 100 °C
for 5 min. PVP capped particles were already suspended by Cabot
and also dried at 150 °C for 5 min.
Particle samples were then chemically sintered according to Mag-

dassi et al. [60]by placing the samples over concentrated HCl within
a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 sec according
to Magdassi et al. [60]. After chemical sintering the samples were
tempered on a hot plate at 200 °C for 15 min.
Particles were characterized via SEM imaging before and after chem-

ical sintering.
TG-DSC characterization was done using a STA 449 F3-Jupiter

TG-DSC measurement tool by NETZSCH. Aluminum crucibles with
open lid were used. Heating rate was 5 °C/min. Temperature and
calorimetric corrections speci�c for each TG-DSC setup were used.
The measurement chamber was �ooded with compressed air with a
gas �ow rate of 50 ml/min. The balance was protected by a nitrogen
gas �ow of 20 ml/min. Weight determination was done just before the
measurement. Samples tested were products P02 (PAA capped) and
D02 (PVP capped) from Metalor.

E�ect of additives

Comparison of some common additives used in inks and pastes was
done to investigate the impact of their e�ect by mixing suspensions
of 20 wt% PAA capped silver nanoparticles (see Section 5.2.2) and
1 µl/gAg-particle NH4OH in water/ethylene glycol (50/50) and adding

3The product P02 is no longer available from Metalor. In cooperation with
this work, the product has been further developed and is now available as �Ag
P04�.
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Figure 5.2.1: Chemical structure of (hydroxy)ethyl cellulose

1-3 wt% of the additive (see Table 5.2.3) according to the manufac-
turer's instructions. For better solubility of ethyl cellulose in the sus-
pension, a solvent mixture of terpineol/ethylene glycol (50/50) instead
of water/ethylene glycol was used.

All additives are based on di�erent polymers (see Table 5.2.3).

The suspensions were dropped on SiNx coated silicon wafers and
dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate.

After drying particles were chemically sintered according to Mag-
dassi et al. [60] by placing the samples over concentrated HCl within
a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s. After chemi-
cal sintering the samples were tempered on a hot plate at 200 °C for
15 min.

Samples were characterized by SEM imaging.

Table 5.2.3: Details of additives investigated in this study

Additive wt% Functional
group

Kind of additive

Byk 4510 2.5 COOH Adhesion promoter
Byk ES80 1 OH, COOH Electrical conductive

Ethyl cellulose 3 OR Binder
Hydroxyethyl

cellulose
2 OH, OR Binder

Gluten4 (no used
commonly)

1 N, O Binder
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5.2.3 Ink and paste printing

Nanoparticle inks

Inks were formulated according to the following procedures:

� PAA capped particles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle
size 20-50 nm): 20 wt% silver nanoparticles were suspended in
80 wt% of a solution of deionized water/ethylene glycol (50/50).
50 µl/1gsilver particles of concentrated ammonia were added.

� Amine capped particles: 20 wt% amine capped particles were
suspended in 80 wt% isopropanole.

The test inks were printed on planar silicon wafers and silicon wafers
with alkaline etched random pyramid texture with a 70 nm thick
PECVD5 SiNx6 ARC7, respectively. In addition, multi-crystalline
silicon wafers with acidic texture and PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection
coating were used.
Ink jet printing was done using a Dimatix DMP 2831 drop-on-

demand printer with piezo ink jet cartridge. The chuck was heated to
60 °C. A cartridge with 10 pl nozzle size was used. Due to uneven print
impression, only 4 out of 16 nozzles were used for printing. The drop
spacing was set to 50 µm and 50 µm line width. To gain measurable
line heights of around 1 µm, 10 layers were printed.
Aerosol jet printing was done with a M3D system from Optomec

Inc. Gas �ow has to be adjusted to the ink for each printing process.
The chuck was heated to 120 °C and a print head with 8 nozzles and
150 µm nozzle size was used. The number of printing layers is also
dependent on the gas �ow settings and ink behavior. Within a batch
the number of layers was chosen in a way, that a closed metallization
�nger could be observed under the confocal microscope.
The inks were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. Af-

ter drying, the samples were placed over concentrated HCl within a
distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 sec according to
Magdassi et al. [60].
Characterization was done by SEM and confocal micrsocope (LEXT)

imaging.

5Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
6Silicon nitride
7Anti-re�ection coating
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Adhesion testing was done with the tape test.

Nanoparticle pastes

The screen printing paste was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped
silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle size 20-
50 nm), 2 wt% hydroxy ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of solvent (wa-
ter/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The paste
was homogenized in a 3-roller mill for 5 times.
The paste was screen printed on silicon wafers with alkaline etched

random pyramid texture with a 70 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-
re�ection coating.
Screen printing was done by hand printing. The screen characteris-

tics were: openings for the �ngers = 100 µm, �nger spacing d = 2 mm,
mesh/inch = 280 in−1, thread size 0.032 mm.
The pastes were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. After

drying, the samples were placed over concentrated HCl within a dis-
tance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to Magdassi
et al. [60].
Characterization was done by SEM and confocal microscope (LEXT)

imaging.
Adhesion testing was done with the tape test.

5.2.4 Sintering

Nanoparticle inks

The nanoparticle inks were formulated according to the following pro-
cedure.
20 wt% PAA capped silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr,

average particle size 20-50 nm) were suspended in 80 wt% of a solu-
tion of deionized water/ethylene glycol (50/50). 50 µl/1gAg particles of
concentrated ammonia was added.
The test inks were printed on silicon wafers with alkaline etched ran-

dom pyramid texture with a 70 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection
coating.
Ink jet printing was done using a Dimatix DMP 2831 drop-on-

demand printer with piezo ink jet cartridge. The chuck was heated
to 60 °C. A cartridge with 10 pl nozzle size was used. Due to un-
even print impression, only 4 out of 16 nozzles were used for printing.
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The drop spacing was set to 50 µm and 50 µm line width. To gain
measurable line heights of around 1 µm, 10 layers were printed.
Aerosol jet printing was done with a M3D system from Optomec

Inc. Gas �ow has to be adjusted to the ink for each printing process.
The chuck was heated to 120 °C and a print head with 8 nozzles and
150 µm nozzle size was used. The number of printing layers is also
dependent on the gas �ow settings and ink behavior. Within a batch
the number of layers was chosen in a way, that a closed metallization
�nger could be observed under the confocal microscope.
The inks were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. The sam-

ples were divided into two groups of which one group was chemically
sintered and tempered and the second group was thermally sintered.
The two groups were further subdivided into two groups. One sub-
group was tempered for 10 s and the second subgroup was tempered
for 15 min on a hot plate.
For chemical sintering, samples were placed over concentrated HCl

within a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to
Magdassi et al. [60]. After chemical sintering, samples were tempered
on a hot plate. Tempering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,
250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C for 10 s and 15 min, respectively.
Thermal sintering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,

250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C on a hot plate for 10 s and 15 min,
respectively.
Characterization was done by SEM imaging.

Nanoparticle pastes

Screen printing paste 1 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped
silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle size 20-
50 nm), 2 wt% ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of solvent (terpineol/ethylene
glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The paste was homog-
enized in a 3-roller mill for 5 times.
Screen printing paste 2 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped

silver nanoparticles, 2 wt% hydroxy ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of
solvent (water/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and
50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The paste was homogenized in a 3-roller

mill for 5 times.
The pastes were screen printed on silicon wafers with alkaline etched

random pyramid texture with a 70 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-
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re�ection coating.
Screen printing was done by hand printing. The screen characteris-

tics were: openings for the �ngers = 100 µm, �nger spacing d = 2 mm,
mesh/inch = 280 in−1, thread size 0.032 mm.
The pastes were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate.
The samples of paste 1 were chemically sintered and tempered at

200 °C for 15 min.
The samples of paste 2 were divided into two groups of which one

group was chemically sintered tempered and the second group was
thermally sintered. The two groups were further subdivided into two
groups. One subgroup was tempered for 10 s and the second subgroup
was tempered for 15 min on a hot plate.
For chemical sintering, samples were placed over concentrated HCl

within a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to
Magdassi et al. [60]. After chemical sintering, samples were tempered
on a hot plate. Tempering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,
250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C for 10 s and 15 min, respectively.
Thermal sintering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,

250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C on a hot plate for 10 s and 15 min,
respectively.
Characterization was done by SEM imaging.

TG-DSC characterization was done using a STA 449 F3-Jupiter
TG-DSC measurement tool by NETZSCH. Aluminum crucibles with
open lid were used. Heating rate was 5 °C/min. Temperature and
calorimetric corrections speci�c for each TG-DSC setup were used.
The measurement chamber was �ooded with compressed air with a
gas �ow rate of 50 ml/min. The balance was protected by a nitrogen
gas �ow of 20 ml/min. Weight determination was done just before the
measurement.

5.2.5 Line resistivity

Nanoparticle inks

The nanoparticle inks were formulated according to the following pro-
cedure.
20 wt% PAA capped silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr,

average particle size 20-50 nm) were suspended in 80 wt% of a solu-
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tion of deionized water/ethylene glycol (50/50). 50 µl/1gAg particlesof
concentrated ammonia had been added.
The test inks were deposited on silicon wafers with alkaline etched

random pyramid texture with a 70 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-
re�ection coating. In addition, multi-crystalline silicon wafers with
acidic texture and PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating were used.
Ink jet printing was done using a Dimatix DMP 2831 drop-on-

demand printer with piezo ink jet cartridge. The chuck was heated
to 60 °C. A cartridge with 10 pl nozzle size was used. Due to un-
even print impression, only 4 out of 16 nozzles were used for printing.
The drop spacing was set to 50 µm and 50 µm line width. To gain
measurable line heights of around 1 µm, 10 layers were printed.
Aerosol jet printing was done with a M3D system from Optomec

Inc. Gas �ow has to be adjusted to the ink for each printing process.
The chuck was heated to 120 °C and a print head with 8 nozzles and
150 µm nozzle size was used. The number of printing layers is also
dependent on the gas �ow settings and ink behavior. Within a batch
the number of layers was chosen in a way, that a closed metallization
�nger could be observed under the confocal microscope.
The inks were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. The sam-

ples were divided into two groups of which one group was chemically
sintered and tempered and the second group was thermally sintered.
The two groups were further subdivided into two groups. One sub-
group was tempered for 10 s and the second subgroup was tempered
for 15 min.
For chemical sintering, samples were placed over concentrated HCl

within a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to
Magdassi et al. [60]. After chemical sintering, samples were tempered
on a hot plate. Tempering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,
250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C for 10 s and 15 min, respectively.
Thermal sintering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,

250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C on a hot plate for 10 s and 15 min,
respectively.
The line width and height of printed silver metallization was mea-

sured using the confocal laser microscope LEXT and SEM imaging.
Each �nger was measured separately to ensure exact resistivity calcu-
lation.
The lateral resistance was measured by a transfer length methode

(TLM) measurement setup. A linear measurement head was used.
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The applied current was set to I = 10 mA.

Nanoparticle pastes

Screen printing paste 1 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped
silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle size 20-
50 nm), 2 wt% hydroxy ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of solvent (wa-
ter/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The paste
was homogenized in a roller for 5 times.
Screen printing paste 2 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped

silver nanoparticles, 2 wt% ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of solvent (ter-
pineol/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and
50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The paste was homogenized in a roller

for 5 times.
The pastes were deposited on multi-crystalline silicon wafers with

acidic texture and PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating.
Screen printing was done by hand printing. The screen openings of

�ngers were 100 µm, �nger spacing d = 2 mm mesh/inch = 280 in−1,
thread size 0.032 mm.
The pastes were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. The

samples were divided into two groups of which one group was chemi-
cally sintered and tempered and the second group was thermally sin-
tered. The two groups were further subdivided into two groups. One
subgroup was tempered or sintered for 10 s and the second subgroup
was tempered or sintered for 15 min.
For chemical sintering, samples were placed over concentrated HCl

within a distance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to
Magdassi et al. [60]. After chemical sintering, samples were tempered
on a hot plate. Tempering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,
250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C for 10 s and 15 min, respectively.
Thermal sintering was done at temperatures of 150 °C, 200 °C,

250 °C, 300 °C, 350 °C and 400 °C on a hot plate for 10 s and 15 min,
respectively.
The line width and height of printed silver metallization was mea-

sured using the confocal laser microscope LEXT. Each �nger was mea-
sured separately to ensure exact resistivity calculation.
The lateral resistance was measured by a TLM measurement setup.

A linear measurement head was used. The applied current was set to
I = 10 mA.
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Figure 5.2.2: Illustration of sample structure with random pyramid
texture for contact resistance measurements

5.2.6 Contact formation to ITO

Nanoparticle inks

The nanoparticle inks were formulated according to the following pro-
cedure.
20 wt% PAA capped silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr,

average particle size 20-50 nm) were suspended in 80 wt% of a solu-
tion of deionized water/ethylene glycol (50/50). 50 µl/1gAg particlesof
concentrated ammonia had been added.
The test inks were printed with the aerosol jet printer on ITO coated

test substrates. ITO was applied via sputtering.
The substrates structure is illustrated in Figure 5.2.2. Here the

textured substrate is illustrated. For ink deposition planar substrates
were used. Wafer material was n-type mono crystalline FZ (�oat zone)
silicon with a sheet resistance of 0.8-1.2 Ωcm.
For sputtering an OXFORD cluster tool with argon plasma was

used.
The ITO chamber was equipped with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt%)

target. Gases like oxygen and argon can be fed separately. ITO coat-
ing thickness was 70 nm. An oxygen �ow of 0.7 sccm was used.
Amorphous silicon was sputtered with silane and hydrogen gas. For

p-type doped a-Si B2H6 gas was additionally added. A-Si thicknesses
were 1 nm for a-Si(i) and 10 nm for a-Si(p), respectively.
ITO growth and properties are dependent on the substrate, which

is why a silicon wafer was used instead of a cheaper glass substrate.
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Aerosol jet printing was done with a M3D system from Optomec
Inc. Gas �ow has to be adjusted to the ink for each printing process.
The chuck was heated to 120 °C and a print head with 8 nozzles
and 150 µm nozzle size was used. Number of printing layers is also
dependent on the gas �ow settings and ink behavior. Within a batch
the number of layers was chosen in a way, that a closed metallization
�nger could be observed under the confocal microscope.
The inks were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. After

drying, the samples were placed over concentrated HCl within a dis-
tance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to Magdassi
et al. [60].
After chemical sintering in HCl vapor, tempering was done at tem-

peratures of 200 °C and 300 °C on a hot plate for 15 min, respectively.
The line width and height of printed silver metallization was mea-

sured using the confocal laser microscope LEXT. Each �nger was mea-
sured separately to ensure exact resistivity calculation.
The contact resistance was measured by a TLMmeasurement setup.

Contact resistance was determined measuring eight silver lines. The
applied current was set to I = 10 mA.
The sheet resistance RSh was determined with the 4-point probe

measurement setup fromNapson Corporation, setup RT-3000/RG-
100, 4PP Resistance Measuring System.

Nanoparticle pastes

Screen printing paste 1 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped
silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle size 20-
50 nm) (aged batch), 2 wt% hydroxy ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of sol-
vent (water/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH.
The paste was homogenized in a roller for 5 times.
Screen printing paste 2 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped

silver nanoparticles (P02 from Metalorr, average particle size 20-
50 nm) (new batch), 2 wt% hydroxy ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of sol-
vent (water/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH.
The paste was homogenized in a roller for 5 times.
Screen printing paste 3 was formulated from 75 wt% PAA capped

silver nanoparticles, 2 wt% ethyl cellulose and 23 wt% of solvent (ter-
pineol/ethylene glycol = 50/50) and 50 µl/gAg particles NH4OH. The
paste was homogenized in a 3-roller mill for 5 times.
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Figure 5.2.3: Illustration of sample structure with random pyramid
texture for contact resistance measurements

The pastes were screen printed on ITO coated test substrates.
The substrates structure is illustrated in Figure 5.2.3. Here the

textured substrate is illustrated. Pastes 1 and 2 were also deposited
on planar substrates. Wafer material was n-type mono crystalline FZ
silicon with a sheet resistance of 0.8-1.2 Ωcm.
For sputtering an OXFORD cluster tool with argon plasma was

used.
The ITO chamber was equipped with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt%)

target. Gases like oxygen and argon can be fed separately. ITO coat-
ing thickness was 70 nm. An oxygen �ow of 0.7 sccm was used.
Amorphous silicon was sputtered with silane and hydrogen gas. For

p-type doped a-Si B2H6 gas was additionally added. A-Si thicknesses
were 1 nm for a-Si(i) and 10 nm for a-Si(p), respectively.
ITO growth and properties are dependent on the substrate, which

is why this kind of substrate was used.
Screen printing was done by hand printing. The screen characteris-

tics were: openings for the �ngers = 100 µm, �nger spacing d = 2 mm,
mesh/inch = 280 in−1, thread size 0.032 mm..
The pastes were dried at 100-150 °C for 5 min on a hot plate. After

drying, the samples were placed over concentrated HCl within a dis-
tance of 2 cm and left in the HCl vapor for 10 s according to Magdassi
et al. [60].
After chemical sintering in HCl vapor, tempering was done at tem-

peratures between 200 °C on a hot plate 15 min.
For current sweep measurements, paste 1 was used.
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The line width and height of printed silver metallization was mea-
sured using the confocal laser microscope LEXT. Each �nger was mea-
sured separately to ensure exact resistivity calculation.
The contact resistance was measured by a TLMmeasurement setup.

Contact resistance was determined measuring eight silver lines. The
applied current was set to I = 10 mA.
Current sweep measurements were done using paste 1 on a planar

ITO coated substrate. A TLM measurement setup was used. Applied
current was set to I = -10 mA to I = 10 mA. and measuring steps
were 1 mA.
The sheet resistance RSh was determined with the 4-point probe

measurement setup fromNapson Corporation, setup RT-3000/RG-
100, 4PP Resistance Measuring System.

5.2.7 Chemical sintering with in-built chemical
sintering agent

The in-built sintering process was tested with several chlorine con-
taining salts like NaCl, KCl, NH4Cl and diluted hydrochloric acid.
The basic inks with PAA capped nanoparticles were formulated as
described in Section 5.2.3 and several amounts of salt were added
to the preformulated inks. An additional variation was the silver
nanoparticle concentration which was 20 wt% and 50 wt%, respec-
tively. From Grouchko's work [79] follows that an initial salt con-
centration of 200 mmol/l is necessary to gain e�ective sintering of
printed metal layers. The tested salt concentrations are are listed in
Table 5.2.4:
The inks were dropped on SiNx coated silicon wafers and tried at

100 °C for 5 min on a hot plate.
Samples were characterized optically by sight and by SEM imaging.
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Table 5.2.4: Salt concentrations in PAA capped nanoparticle silver
inks

c(NaCl)
[mmol/l]

c(NH4Cl)
[mmol/l]

c(KCl)
[mmol/l]

c(HCl)
[mmol/l]

75
100 100 100 100
150 150 150 150
200 200 200 200
250
300

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Nanoparticle synthesis and characterization

Synthesis

The particle synthesis described by Li gave polydisperse particles with
a diameter range of 40-90 nm as shown in Figure 5.3.1.
To increase the quality of the silver particles, which means decreas-

ing size and dispersity of the silver particles, several parameters of the
synthesis were varied as described in Section 5.2. When analyzing the
particle quality, one has to take into account that size determination
from SEM images is not too precise for the given particle sizes. Due to
the resolution limit of the SEM and measurement errors the particle
size determination is only no more accurate than ±5 nm and becomes
less precise with decreasing particle size. Therefore, e�ects on particle
quality, which are within a size variation of ±5 nm and which might
occur from the synthesis parameter variation, could not be detected.

The variation of the proportion of silver acetate to 1-dodecylamine
(n(AgAc)/n(DA)) (metal precursor to capping agent ratio) has only
minor in�uence on the particle quality as shown in Figure 5.3.2. The
particle size decreased slightly with decreasing amount of capping
agent. Silver acetate was no longer soluble when a proportion of
n(AgAc)/n(DA) = 0.5 was used.

The variation of the ratio of metal precursor to reducing agent
n(AgAc)/n(PH) had a small e�ect on the particle size distribution
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Figure 5.3.1: SEM image of silver nanoparticles synthesized according
to Li [124]

Figure 5.3.2: SEM images of particles synthesized according to
Li [124] with di�erent n(AgAc)/n(DA) proportions
Left: n(AgAc)/n(DA) = 0.1, Particle size: 30-90 nm
Right: n(AgAc)/n(DA) = 0.2, Particle size: 25-85 nm

which is shown in Figure 5.3.3 (note di�erent scales!). The particle
distribution decreases with increasing amount of reducing agent.
Since the volume of solvent in which the reducing agent was dis-

solved was kept constant, the amount of phenylhydrazine which has
been added to the silver solution per drop rose. With the �rst drops,
more silver nuclei were formed which lead to smaller particles at the
end of the reaction.

The reaction temperature should also have an e�ect on the particle
size. Higher reaction temperatures increase the reaction rate, which
means a faster reduction process, which bene�ts smaller particles and
a narrow size distribution. However, a high reaction rate also condi-
tions an earlier start of Ostwald ripening, which causes dissolving of
small particles in favor of larger particles, therefore, causing bigger
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Figure 5.3.3: SEM images of particles synthesized according to
Li [124] with di�erent n(AgAc)/n(PH) proportions.
Left: n(AgAc)/n(PA) = 2.0, Particle size: 30-100 nm
Middle: n(AgAc)/n(PH) = 1.0, Particle size: 30-90 nm
Right: n(AgAc)/n(PH) = 0.2; Particle size: 20-80 nm

Figure 5.3.4: SEM images of particles synthesized according to
Li [124] synthesized at di�erent reaction temper-
atures. Left: T = 30 °C, Particle size: 10-
70 nm Middle: T = 40 °C, Particle size: 20-90 nm
Right: T = 60 °C; Particle size: 30-100 nm

particle sizes. For very fast reactions, such as the reduction of sil-
ver acetate with phenylhydrazine, the reaction process is di�cult to
control. Thus, bigger particles are expected for higher reaction tem-
peratures. This can be con�rmed by the experiments shown in Figure
5.3.4 (note di�erent scales!).

Beside the reaction temperature, the rate of addition of the reducing
agent has a signi�cant e�ect on the particle size and distribution.
Silver is an easy reducible metal. The energy barrier which has

to be overcome to trigger the reduction of a silver salt is very low.
Therefore, the reaction rate is very high and di�cult to control. To
get small particles the nucleation process should be very short and
the overall reaction time at low reaction temperatures should also be
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Figure 5.3.5: SEM images of particles synthesized according to Li
[124] with di�erent reducing agent drop rates. Left:
Drop rate = 0.5 ml/min, Particle size: 20-100 nm Mid-
dle: Drop rate = 1.0 ml/min, Particle size: 30-100 nm
Right: Addition at once; Particle size: 15-60 nm

Figure 5.3.6: SEM images of particles synthesized according to
Li [124] with di�erent capping agents. Left: 1-
Dodecylamine, Particle size: 30-100 nm Right: 1-
Heptylamine; Particle size: 20-80 nm

quite short to avoid Ostwald ripening. Therefore, smaller particles
and a narrower particle distribution can be expected when increasing
the drop rate for the addition of the reducing agent. This can be
seen in Figure 5.3.5 (note di�erent scales!). Quite low drop rates of
0.5 ml/min and 1 ml/min gave particles with sizes of 20-100 nm and
30-100 nm. With addition of phenylhydrazine at once particle sizes of
15-60 nm could be achieved.

The capping agent is crucial for the stabilization of the particles
during synthesis, for storage and also stabilization in solutions or dis-
persions. During the synthesis, the capping agent has signi�cant in�u-
ence on the particle size. Besides 1-dodecylamine also 1-heptylamine
was used. With 1-heptylamine smaller particle sizes were reached
compared to 1-dodecylamine as shown in Figure 5.3.6.
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Figure 5.3.7: SEM images of particles synthesized according to Li [124]
with higher concentration and doubled synthesis vol-
ume. Left: Original synthesis as described by Li, Particle
size: 30-100 nm Middle: Double concentration, Particle
size: 20-100 nm Right: Double synthesis volume; Particle
size: 20-150 nm

For the formulation of inks and pastes high amounts of silver nanopar-
ticles were to be synthesized. Therefore, it was tried to double the
concentration of synthesis and to double the volume of the whole syn-
thesis. For the reaction described by Li [126] both variations gave
bigger particles and higher size distributions as seen in Figure 5.3.7
(note di�erent scales!).

These variations show that the most e�ective ways to reduce par-
ticle size and distributions for this synthesis are the reduction of the
reaction temperature and the increase of addition rate of the reducing
agent.
Peng [125] also described nanoparticle synthesis strategies for noble

metals. He further lowered the reduction temperature to room tem-
perature and added the silver acetate to the reducing agent instead
the other way around. He also varied the reducing agent and used
a combination of boranes and hydrazines for the reduction. In this
work, the combination of both synthesis descriptions from Li using
phenylhydrazine and Peng adding the metal precursor to the reduc-
ing agent at room temperature was combined as described in Section
5.2. Small particles with relative narrow size distribution in the range
of 20-50 nm could be synthesized as shown in Figure 5.3.8.
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Figure 5.3.8: SEM images of particles synthesized according to Li [124]
and Peng [125] Particle size: 20-50 nm

Sedimentation

For the 1-dodecylamine and 1-heptylamine capped silver nanoparticle
suspension, no mass determination for the sedimented particles were
determined: the particles were almost completely sedimented in case
of 1-dodecylamine capped particles and completely sedimented for 1-
heptylamine capped silver particles. The choice of solvent did not
signi�cantly in�uence sedimentation behavior.
The amine ligands are not able to stabilize the silver particles. The

particlesl have a very high density, which makes stabilization within
a liquid medium di�cult.
However, the particles were stable during storage as powder. No

particle growth could be detected after several month of storing under
ambient conditions.

Results for the PAA capped particles were changing depending on
the batch and age of the samples. Older samples, stored as powder un-
der ambient conditions, sedimented faster than fresh samples. During
storage particle growth occured (see also Section 5.3.2 below). New
particles were in the range of 20 nm with low distribution. The sed-
imentation behavior stagnated when particles reached a size around
∼50 nm.
For low particle concentrations of 20 wt% fresh particles sedimented

after 24 h to 0-10 %. For higher concentrations sedimentation was
faster and around 20-30 wt% sedimented.
Aged particles sedimented much faster. For particle concentrations

of 20 wt%, 25-35 wt% of the silver particles sedimentated after 24 h..
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The exact sedimentation mass for 50 wt% suspensions was not deter-
mined because sedimentation seemed already very high. Apparently
≥50 % of the particles were sedimented.

According to these results, inks containing 1-heptylamine capped
silver nanoparticles were not formulated. The synthesis of these nanopar-
ticles was stopped after several sedimentation tests.
Due to very bad printing results caused by nozzle clogging, inks

containing 1-dodecylamine capped particles were no longer formulated
after several printing experiments. The fast clogging of the nozzles was
also favored by the very high vapor pressure of the solvent.
For further experiments, only PAA capped particles were used. In

addition to the the better sedimentation results, it was not possible
to synthesize the required amount of 1-dodecylamine capped particles
for ink and paste formulations in the lab.

Poly acrylic acid is water soluble and contains carboxyl groups
which get deprotonated in basic solutions. PAA is a so called electro-
static capping agent (see also chapter 2.4.3).
A drawback of the used particles is a very short shelve life when

stored as powder under ambient conditions. Particle growth appears
within a very short time (days to 2-3 weeks after synthesis). This
causes lower stability in solution as well as worse sintering ability,
which will be discussed in more detail later in this chapter (Figure
5.3.15). Our supplier enhanced the particle synthesis and particles
are now much more stable for storage and in solution. However, ex-
periments described in the following sections were done with the �rst
generation of the particles.

5.3.2 In�uences on particle sintering

In�uence of size

As already describe in Section 2.4 according to Bu�at [23] the melting
temperature of metal nanoparticles is strongly dependent on the size
of the nanoparticles.
The reason for the decrease of the melting temperature of uncoated

or uncapped nanoparticles is the increase of surface to volume ratio
with decreasing particles size. Bu�at used particles from condensated
gold vapor [23]. The surface of those particles is not in�uenced by
capping agents, which are used for the formation and stabilization of
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Figure 5.3.9: Sintered 1-heptylamine capped silver nanoparticles

Figure 5.3.10: SEM images of nanoparticles of di�erent sizes and sin-
tering temperatures. Left: Particle size ∼ 20-70 nm,
capped with 1-heptylamine, sintering temperature ∼
130 °C. Right: Particle size ∼ 20− 30 nm, capped with
1-dodecylamine, sintering temperature ∼ 200 °C (note
the di�erent scales).

nanoparticles by wet chemical synthesis. In addition, capping agents
are obligatory for the stabilization of the particles in solutions or even
dispersions.
According to the experiments in this work, for particles within a

certain size range (here 10-100 nm), the diameter of the particles
alone is not the crucial in�uencing factor for the sinter or melting
temperature, respectively. An example for sintered particles is shown
in Figure 5.3.9.
Table 5.3.1 gives a list of some particles with capping agent (CA),

sizes and sintering temperature. Figure 5.3.10 shows particles capped
with 1-dodecylamine (DA) and 1-heptylamine (HA), respectively.
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Table 5.3.1: Particle sizes and sintering temperatures

Particle
Nr.

Capping
Agent

n(AgAc)/n(CA) Size
[nm]

Sintering
temperature

[°C]
1 DA 1/2 30-40 120
2 DA 1/5 20-70 130
3 DA 1/5 15-60 150
4 DA 1/5 20-90 150
5 DA 1/5 30-150 150
6 DA 1/2 20-30 200
7 HA 1/5 - unstable at RT
8 HA 1/5 20-80 120
9 HA 1/10 20-50 130
10 HA 1/10 20-80 160

Although the mean diameter of the particles in Figure 5.3.10 does
only di�er within very narrow ranges, quite large di�erences in sin-
tering temperatures could be measured. The bigger particles even
sintered at lower temperatures than the smaller particles.
Table 5.3.1 shows that within the groups of the same capping agent

(particles 2-5 and 9 and 10), the smaller particles tend to have lower
sintering temperatures, which is in agreement with the �ndings of
Bu�at [23]. When comparing particles 8 and 10, it seems that an
increasing amount of cappng agent on the surface of the particles also
increases the sintering temperature. Some particles were even unstable
at room temperature and were partially sintered together which was
the case for particle 7 in Table 5.3.1. Particles 7 and 8 have been
synthesized following the same synthesis description. Particle 7 was
unstable at room temperature whereas particle 8 was more stable but
had a low sintering temperature. The preparation of the particles
has to be carefully controlled.Very small di�erences in synthesis can
already have in�uence on the particle stability.
The results in Table 5.3.1 show, that the capping agent itself as well

as the amount of capping agent have a big in�uence on the sintering
temperature. The in�uence of the particle size is subordinated to the
e�ect of particle size.
The e�ect of the capping agent on the sintering behavior of silver
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nanoparticles is quite high and will be analyzed and discussed in detail
in the following Section.

E�ect of capping agents

The sintering of silver nanoparticles is strongly dependent on the na-
ture of the capping agent used to stabilize the particles during syn-
thesis and ink formulation.
The capping agent has to di�use from the metal surface to enable

sintering of the nanoparticles. The TG-DSC measurements of PVP
and PAA capped silver nanoparticles are shown in Figure 5.3.118.
The measurements demonstrate that relatively high temperatures

are necessary to eliminate the polymeric capping agents from the silver
surface, which is necessary to trigger particle sintering. The main re-
actions can be observed at Ton, PAA=225 °C and Ton, PV P =295 °C.
The so called onset temperature (Ton), which gives the starting tem-
perature of a reaction, is calculated from the intersection of two re-
gression lines, thus, it can vary around ±5 °C.
The reactions are exothermic and show that the the capping agent

does not evaporate from the silver surface, but is oxidized and �burned�
from the particle surface. The mass loss could be determined to be
4m(PAA) = −2.1 % and 4m(PVP) = −3.72 %, which is likely to
correlate with the amount of capping agent attached to the particle
surface.
E�ective nanoparticle sintering cannot occur at lower temperatures,

because the particle surface is still protected by the polymers. How-
ever, to ensure good stabilization against agglomeration, early sin-
tering and precipitation of high concentrated dispersions, polymeric
capping agents are necessary.
For sintering methods which use the thermal e�ect indirectly like

microwave sintering, photonic or electrical sintering, this e�ect might
not be detectable because the temperatures reached at the surfaces of
the particles are very high.

Chemical sintering (described in Section 2.4.5) provides the possi-
bility to make use of polymeric stabilizers and sintering at low temper-
atures, because the polymers do not have to be evaporated or decom-
posed by heat to be released from the particle surface. Nevertheless,

8Onset temperatures not marked for bette readability
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Figure 5.3.11: TG-DSC measurement of PAA and PVP capped silver
nanoparticles, respectively

the chemical nature of the capping agents has a signi�cant in�uence
on chemical sintering which is investigated and discussed within this
chapter.
Three factors, dependent on the capping agent, mainly in�uence

the sintering behavior of the nanoparticles:

1. Chain length and branching factor

2. Functional group (anchor group)

3. Amount of capping agent protecting the particle

One of the capping agents used in this work is PVP. PVP contains
oxygen as well as nitrogen as potential anchor group. Wang et al. [71]
has shown that silver is mainly coordinated by the nitrogen atom as
long as steric hindrance by particle size itself is not a factor. This is
the case for particles until a size of 50 nm. Wang explains the preferred
coordination to silver by nitrogen with the lower electron a�nity of
nitrogen compared to oxygen [71]: nitrogen is a better electron donor
than oxygen. The postulated reactions are given in Figure 5.3.12.
Figure 5.3.13 shows SEM images of the particles described in Section

5.2 before and after chemical sintering. The formation of sintering
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Figure 5.3.12: Possible reactions path for nanoparticle formation sta-
bilized with PVP (retraced from [71])

necks indicates successful sintering and electrical e�ective connection
between the particles (see also Figure 5.3.9).

1. Chain length

Particles which are capped with PVP (1) do not show any signi�-
cant neck formation whereas particles stabilized with 1-dodecylamine
(2) show the typical sintering necks. Bulky polymer stabilizers
provide not only a good protection against agglomeration, but
also against smaller particles (here chloride anions) to reach the
metal surface as can be concluded from the comparison of par-
ticles 1 and 2. The functional group in both cases contains
nitrogen, but the polymeric organic group of particle 1 provides
a far better steric hindrance.

2. Functional group (anchor group)

Even more sintering necks and less visible grain boundaries are
observed for particles capped with PAA. The comparison of par-
ticle 2 and 3 indicates that the better sintering of particle 3 is
due to the a�nity of the carboxyl anchor group which is much
weaker to the silver surface compared to the amine group. This
is in accordance to the order of the relative stability of silver �
nonmetal element bond. Nitrogen forms a more stable bond to
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Particle
No

1 2 3

Before
sinter-
ing

After
sinter-
ing

Figure 5.3.13: SEM images of particles with di�erent capping agents
before and after chemically sintering. Order according
to Table 5.2.2

the silver surface than oxygen (N > O) as has been described in
[127]. This means that capping agents with functional groups
including nitrogen adsorb more strongly to the silver surface
than agents with functional groups including oxygen as coordi-
nator. Substitution of the nitrogen anchor group is, thus, more
di�cult and , therefore, the chemical sintering of the particles
is hindered.

The e�ect of the anchor group is even higher than the steric e�ect
of polymers. This can be argued from comparison of sintering
e�ciency of particles 1 and 3. Both particles are capped with
polymers but particle 3 is capped by a polymer having a carboxyl
group as anchor group and shows nice sintering results whereas
particle 1 is capped by a polymer with nitrogen as anchor group
and shows no e�ective sintering.

3. Amount of capping agent per particle

Besides the type of capping agent, also the amount of agent
protecting the particles from agglomeration is important. If the
amount of agent is too low, particle sintering starting already at
room temperature or particle growth during storage can occur
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Figure 5.3.14: Silver particles capped with 1-heptylamine unstable at
room temperature

Figure 5.3.15: SEM images of PAA capped silver nanoparticles. Left:
1 week after preparation Right: 3 weeks after prepara-
tion and storage under ambient condition

as shown in Figures 5.3.14 and 5.3.15. The small amount of
capping agent resulted in poorly protected particles: silver sur-
faces of two neighboring particles came into direct contact and
the sintering process started without additional energy supply.
This e�ect can also lead to particle growth during storage as
shown in Figure 5.3.15.

E�ect of additives

Besides stabilized nanoparticles and solvents, inks and pastes gener-
ally contain additives to adjust, for example, surface tension, viscosity,
adhesion to substrate and so on. Those additives mix homogeneously
within the suspension and potentially cover the particles. After evap-
oration of the solvent, they remain in the metal grid and, thus, may
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Byk 4510 Byk ES80

Ethyl cellulose (cross
section)

Hydroxy ethyl cellulose

Gluten

Figure 5.3.16: SEM pictures of inks with di�erent additives (see Table
5.2.3) after drying, chemical sintering in HCl vapor and
tempering at 200 °C for 15 min

hinder or prevent sintering.
The results for the chemical sintering of inks containing di�erent

additives are shown in Figure 5.3.16.
The in�uence of additives on the chemical sintering process is less

signi�cant than the in�uence of stabilizing agents. However, the mech-
anism is the same. Additives only containing oxygen as potential co-
ordination group do not in�uence the chemical sintering process sig-
ni�cantly. If nitrogen containing functional groups are involved, as in
the protein gluten, the sintering process is hindered even at tempering
temperatures of 200 °C.
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The steric structure of the polymers may also have an in�uence
on this result. Except for the used ethyl cellulose and hydroxy ethyl
cellulose the author has no information about the molecular weight
of the tested additives, which is why the in�uence of the chain length
and degree of branching can not be analyzed any further.
As can be seen from the sample containing ethyl cellulose and hy-

droxy ethyl cellulose the miscibility of the particles, which is mainly
de�ned by the surrounding capping agent, with the additive and the
solvent is also important regarding the quality of the �nished metal
grid. In case the miscibility of capping agent, solvent and additive is
rather low which is the case for the capping agent PAA and terpineol
and PAA and the binder ethyl cellulose, particle �clusters� are formed,
which sinter, but form large caves between the clusters. Hydroxy ethyl
cellulose on the other hand, is miscible with PAA and the solvent and,
therefore, a uniform sintered metal layer can be formed.
Di�erent amounts of additives within the narrow limits recommended

by the manufacturer (up to 5 wt%) were also investigated but showed
no di�erence to the results displayed here. Nevertheless, much higher
amounts than used in this work could still have impact on the process.

5.3.3 Printing results

Ink jet printing

A photograph and a microscope image of the ink jet samples and
printed �ngers from the ink containing PAA capped particles is shown
in Figure 5.3.17. An SEM picture of a cross section is given in Figure
5.3.18.
The printed �ngers showed little ink bleeding and uniform shape.

Due to good wetability of the hydrophilic SiNx surface of the sub-
strate, the ink spread over the surface. This e�ect is intensi�ed by the
capillary e�ect which is caused by the alkaline etched random pyra-
mid texture. Thus, the printed �ngers were quite broad (0.8 mm in
average) and thin. Narrower lines should be possible by heating the
substrate up to at least 100 °C. The chuck of the used ink jet printer
system can only be heated up to 60 °C.
Due to the surface texture of the substrates, the line height could

not be measured with the confocal microscope. SEM measurements
on cross sections show, that line height varies from 100 nm to 3 µm. To
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Figure 5.3.17: Left: Photograph of ink jet printed sample. Right: Mi-
croscope image of ink jet printed line (magni�cation 5x)

Figure 5.3.18: SEM image of cross section of ink jet printed and chem-
ically sintered metal �nger

consider also line interruptions due to only partially covered pyramids,
the mean height of the lines was estimated to be 1 µm. This value
was also used in resistivity calculations given in Section 5.3.5.

Ink jet printing with PAA capped particles was also di�cult due to
heavily �uctuating nanoparticle qualities. When the quality was low,
particle aggregation was very fast. As a result, clogging of the ink jet
nozzles occurred and printing was no longer possible.

Adhesion to alkaline etched random pyramid textured surfaces was
low.

The inks with 1-dodecylamine capped nanoparticles were not stable
enough to be printed and led to rapid nozzle clogging.

Due to the relatively low amount of ink application, ink jet printing
is only practical for seed-layer metallization.
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Aerosol jet printing

Due to problems regarding nozzle clogging and control of line width,
aerosol jet printing was used as alternative to ink jet printing. The
demands for aerosol jet printing on the ink formulation are far less
restrictive than for ink jet printing as already explained in Section
3.2.2. In addition, the chuck of the aerosol jet printer can be heated
up to 200 °C. Results of aerosol jet printed metallization �ngers for
the ink with PAA particles are shown in Figures 5.3.19 and 5.3.20.
Line widths down to 30 µm could be achieved.
The acidic texture of multicrystalline silicon wafers is much shal-

lower than the alkaline texture with random pyramids on monocrys-
talline silicon wafers. The use of those wafers enabled automated
measuring of the cross section area with the confocal microscope soft-
ware.
The nozzles of the print head are clued by hand and can di�er in

alignment. In addition, although clogging of the nozzles is a lot easier
for ink jet printing, this can occur with aerosol jet print head nozzles
as well. This can cause very irregular printing results even on the same
wafer, which is demonstrated with the microscope images in Figure
5.3.20.
The inks with 1-dodecylamine capped nanoparticles could not be

printed by aerosol jet printing due to the rapid evaporation of the
solvent, which led to a dry particle stream to the sample surface.
Adhesion to the multicrystalline wafer surfaces was poor.
Due to relatively low output several layers of printing are necessary

to achieve adequate line heights. Thus, aerosol jet printing ,similar to
ink jet printing, is only practical for seed-layer metallization.

Figure 5.3.19: Photograph of aerosol jet printed metallization �ngers
on acidic etched multicrystalline silicon wafer coated
with SiNx
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Figure 5.3.20: Microscope images of aerosol jet printed metallization
�ngers on the same wafer. Left: Uniform printed �nger
with little overspray. Right: Heavy overspray caused
by partially clogged nozzle
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Figure 5.3.21: Picture of silver nanoparticle paste with hydroxy ethyl
cellulose (left) and hand screen printed grid on a mono-
crystalline wafer with random pyramid texture (right)

Screen printing

The demands on screen printing pastes to reach ideal aspect ratios
with narrow line widths are high. Due to the high viscosity of the
pastes and the thixotropic properties, screen printing pastes can be
used for seed-layer and thick �lm metallization. A photograph of a
screen printing paste with PAA capped silver nanoparticles and hy-
droxy ethyl cellulose and a screen printed metal grid on a monocrys-
talline wafer with random pyramid texture is shown in Figure 5.3.21.
A microscope image (Figure 5.3.22) of one of the screen printed

�ngers shows a good aspect ratio of 0.22. The measurement was done
over the whole image width and is, therefore, a mean value for the
measured part of the �nger.
Aspect ratios between 0.15 to 0.3 could be achieved. Normally,

screen printing reaches aspect ratios around 0.2. Higher aspect ratios
>0.3 can be considered as very good [128].
In general, screens used for solar cell metallization are adjusted to

organic solvent based screen printing pastes. Because the formulated
nanoparticle pastes were based on water, the used screens were much
more easier clogged than usual and quite hard to clean from nanopar-
ticle paste. The pastes used for the experiments only included ethyl
cellulose or hydroxy ethyl cellulose, respectively, to adjust rheology
without any further additives. Good printing results with average
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Figure 5.3.22: Microscope measurement of screen printed metalliza-
tion �nger (magni�cation 20x); �nger height: 10.7 µm,
width: 95.6 µm

aspect ratios could already be achieved even without adjusting the
rheology of the paste. Even better printing results can be expected
by addition of proper rheology and print additives.
The adhesion to the substrate was tested by tape testing and showed

good results as non of the silver �ngers sticked to the tape.

5.3.4 Sintering results

The sintering results of inks and pastes only chemically sintered, only
thermally sintered and chemically sintered and tempered were exam-
ined qualitatively and characterized by SEM imaging. Screen printing
pastes additionally contain ethyl cellulose or hydroxy ethyl cellulose
and are, thus, examined and compared to the binder free formulation
of the inks.

Silver nanoparticle inks

First the sintering development of the nanoparticles within the ink
formulation will be analyzed.
In Figure 5.3.23 SEM images of di�erently treated metallization

samples are shown. The quality of the used particles was quite low:
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Figure 5.3.23: SEM images of di�erently treated nanoparticles in ink
formulation;
a) Dried particles b) Particles thermally treated at
200 °C for 15 min c) Particles treated with HCl va-
por d) Particles treated with HCl vapor and tempered
at 200 °C for 15 min

the size distribution of the particles was high and a lot of the particles
formed already large agglomerates > 100 nm.
On the surface of the agglomerates, small particles are visible (Fig-

ure 5.3.23 a). It can be seen that temperature treatment at 200 °C is
only e�ective, if chemical sintering has been done in advanced (com-
pare 5.3.23 b) to d)). The small particles at the surface of the ag-
glomerates are still present, as long as the ink was only heat treated
at 200 °C (Figure 5.3.23 b).
In this case, remains of organics (presumably of the capping agent)

are still present on the silver particle surface, which prevents sintering
of the particles (Figure B.1.3 in the appendix B.1.1). When treated
with HCl vapor the organic is removed from the surface: the agglomer-
ates broke up and small single particles formed sintering necks (Figure
5.3.23 c). Additional tempering of the particles at 200 °C after treat-
ment with HCl vapor led to further growth of particles and sintering
necks between them (Figure 5.3.23 d).
In Figures 5.3.24 particles chemically sintered and tempered at dif-

ferent temperatures and di�erent tempering times are shown while
Figure 5.3.25 displays particles thermally sintered at di�erent tem-
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Figure 5.3.24: SEM images of chemically sintered and tempered silver
nanoparticle inks at di�erent temperatures (note di�er-
ent scales!)
From left to right: a) 200 °C, 10 sec; b) 200 °C, 15 min;
c) 300 °C, 15 min; d) 400 °C, 10 s, Marking: Grain with
several crystal planes

peratures and tempering times.
By heating the particles at higher temperatures, sintering necks

grow and a more and more dense layer of silver is developed. At 200 °C
small particles disappear and sintering necks developed independent
of tempering time (Figure 5.3.24 a and b, cp. Figure 5.3.23). Particle
necks are still present at 300 °C (5.3.24 c). At 400 °C (Figure 5.3.24)
grain boundaries could be observed, but necks between particles are
almost vanished. Even di�erent crystal planes could be observed.
Grain sizes > 500 nm can be measured.
During the chemical sintering process with HCl vapor, chlorine ions

get transported to the surface of the silver nanoparticles. The ions
substitute tthe protecting organic capping agents from the particle
surface. The particles are now able to contact which triggers par-
ticle sintering even at room temperature [83]. The initial sintering
takes place until the surface tension has reached equilibrium with
grain boundary formation energy. For further sintering, more en-
ergy is needed [129]. Thus, higher temperatures and longer tempering
times provide enough energy for solid state di�usion, which results in
denser and more compact silver layers, which is demonstrated by the
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Figure 5.3.25: SEM images of thermally sintered silver nanoparti-
cle inks at di�erent temperatures; From left to right:
a) 200 °C, 10 s; b) 200 °C, 15 min; c) 300 °C, 15 min;
d) 400 °C 10 s

results.
The sintering process is very rapid at 300 °C. A tempering time

of only 10 s is su�cient to reach shown states of sintering (Figure
5.3.24 b). Longer tempering times can lead to a denser packing (Fig-
ure 5.3.24 c) but do also increase the tension within the silver layer
which led to failures of adhesion to the substrate. This can be seen
from the silver layers tempered at 400 °C: the tension within the silver
layer led to breakage of the metallization layer and to adhesion failure
to the substrate.The stress occurs due to the di�erent thermal expan-
sion coe�cients of the silver layer (α(Ag)) = 18.9*10−6 /°C [130]) and
the substrate Si and SiNx (α(Si) = 4.68*10−6 /°C [130], α(SiNx) =
3.3*10−6 /°C [131]), respectively. During the heating process, silver
with a bigger thermal expansion coe�cient expands more than Si and
SiNx. However, due to the adhesion of the silver layer to the substrate,
the expansion of silver is restricted by the substrate, which causes a
tension within the silver layer. The tension exceeds the elastic limit of
the silver layer, which leeds to the fraction of the layer and also to ad-
hesion failure to the substrate [132]. The layer peels of the substrate.

Figure 5.3.25 shows that e�ective thermal sintering starts at tem-
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peratures > 200 °C. At 200 °C there are still very small particles visible
at the surface of large agglomerates independent of the sintering time
(see Figure 5.3.25 a and also Figure 5.3.23 b). This is not the case for
particles which were chemically sintered.
The SEM measurement results for chemical sintering combined with

tempering at 300 °C (15 min) and thermal sintering at 300 °C (15 min)
are comparable as can be seen from Figures 5.3.24 c and 5.3.25 b and c.
However, samples thermally sintered at temperatures ≥300 °C were
mechanically unstable and broke most of the time. Samples which
were chemically sintered �rst were mechanically much more stable.
The sintering necks stabilize the silver layer to a certain extent.
The initial sintering is triggered by removal of the protecting organic

capping agent surrounding the silver nanoparticles. The removal of
the organics can also be done thermally. However, this means the
capping agent has to be either decomposed or evaporated, which re-
quires higher temperatures, depending on the capping agent. The
results demonstrate, that in our case, temperatures >200 °C are re-
quired to remove the capping agent and start sintering. Above the
critical temperature (removal of the capping agent) the sintering re-
sults for thermal and chemical sintering with additional tempering are
comparable.
These results show that chemical sintering is a good alternative to

thermal long time sintering at temperatures below 300 °C and can
even be advantageous for sintering at 300 °C.

Silver nanoparticle pastes

Binders in pastes are most often polymers (or inorganic glass composi-
tions as used in high temperature pastes). Polymers have high boiling
and decomposition temperatures, respectively. Ethyl cellulose (EC)
and hydroxy ethyl cellulose (HEC) decompose above 200 °C as can be
seen from TG-DSC measurement of hydroxy ethyl cellulose shown in
Figure 5.3.26. Thus, it was investigated, if a binder prevents chemical
and/or thermal sintering.
As can be seen from Figure 5.3.26, a �rst reaction of hydroxyethyl

cellulose occurs at Ton,1 = 192 °C while the main oxidative �burn-out�
starts at Ton,2 = 246 °C (exothermic). The mass loss indicates that
the burn-out is not completed at T = 500 °C. 20 % of the initial
mass are still present. The burn-out is most e�ective at temperatures
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Figure 5.3.26: TG-DSC measurement of hydroxy ethyl cellulose. On-
set temperatures are marked. Main decomposition re-
action starts at onset temperature Ton,2

between Ton,2 = 246 °C and approximately T = 375 °C. This is impor-
tant regarding tempering or sintering temperature and time for the
processing of pastes based on silver nanoparticles.
Ethyl cellulose shows four reaction temperatures: Ton,1 = 181 °C,

Ton,2 = 310 °C,
Ton,3 = 336 °C and Ton,4 = 427 °C. The main burn-out occurs be-

tween Ton,2 and Ton,3 and shows that removal of EC needs higher tem-
peratures than the removal of HEC from a silver nanoparticle paste.
However, the burn-out is almost completed after the last reaction
starting at Ton,4. The TG-DSC measurement of EC is shown in the
appendix in Figure B.1.1.
First ethyl cellulose9 as a non-toxic binder was used. Ethyl cellu-

lose is soluble in organic solvents like ethylene glycol and terpineol (a
commonly used solvent in paste formulation), but not in water. Thus,
the paste was formulated with a solvent mixture of terpineol/ethylene
glycol (50/50).
For paste 1 chemical sintering could be observed but was less e�ec-

9Ethyl cellulose is a standard binder for paste formulations.
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Figure 5.3.27: SEM images of chemically sintered silver nanoparticle
paste with ethyl cellulose. Left: Cluster formation,
Right: Ethyl cellulose residues (markings) between par-
ticles (note di�erent scale!)

Figure 5.3.28: SEM image of cross section of chemically sintered silver
nanoparticle paste with ethyl cellulose

tive than without binder. The binder glues the particles together and
hinders sintering. This can be seen from the SEM image in Figure
5.3.27. Also the paste appeared smooth and homogenous after mixing
in the 3-roller mill, it seems that poor miscibility of ethyl cellulose
with the capping agent of the silver nanoparticles (which is soluble
in water) and/or the miscibility of the particles in terpineol leads to
cluster formation of silver nanoparticles and large pores and holes be-
tween those clusters (Figure 5.3.28). The immiscibility of the binder
has further e�ects on the contact resistance to the substrate which
will be discussed in chapter 5.3.5.
Based on these results, the impact of the miscibility of the binder

with the capping agent of the particles and in�uence on chemical sin-
tering should be tested. Hydroxy ethyl cellulose has similar properties
as ethyl cellulose regarding rheological characteristics, but is soluble
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Figure 5.3.29: SEM images of chemically sintered and tempered silver
nanoparticle pastes with hydroxy ethyl cellulose at dif-
ferent temperatures (note di�erent scales!)
Top row: a) 200 °C, 15 min; b) 300 °C, 10 s;
c) 300 °C, 15 min; Bottom row: d) 400 °C, 10 s;
e) 400 °C, 15 min

in water. However, hydroxy ethyl cellulose is toxic.

Hydroxy ethyl cellulose gives much better results regarding chemical
sintering behavior than ethyl cellulose (Figure 5.3.30). Chemical sin-
tering is slightly hindered compared to inks without binder but is still
e�ective. Tempering starting at 200 °C gives already good sintering
results, which is shown in Figure 5.3.29 (Paste 2 group 1).

The binder makes detection of sintering necks di�cult, thus, the
optical di�erence of tempering at 200 °C for 15 min and a 10 s cure
at 300 °C is only minimal. Still, much organic binder can be seen at
the particle etches. This is also the case for tempering at 400 °C for
10 s. However, for tempering for 15 min and temperatures≥ 300 °C
hydroxy ethyl cellulose does decompose and the particles are able to
form more uniform layers.

Cluster formation as was observed with ethyl cellulose did not ap-
pear. The printed pastes appeared uniform with less holes or even
caves within the layer as shown in Figure 5.3.30.

These results show the importance of the miscibility of the ink com-
ponents especially with the capping agent of the particles.
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Figure 5.3.30: SEM images of silver nanoparticle paste with hydroxy
ethyl cellulose chemically sintered and tempered at
200 °C (15 min) (left) and cross section (right)

Observation of samples of paste 2 group 2, which were thermally sin-
tered, shows that thermal sintering e�ectively starts at temperatures
≥250 °C for 15 min. This is in good agreement with the TG_DSC
measurements, where e�ective burn-out of HEC is visible at 246 °C.
The results at 300 °C for 1 min and 400 °C are again comparable with
the chemical sintering combined with tempering process (see Figure
5.3.31).
The paste metal layers were mechanically more stable than the ink

samples even for higher temperatures. However, samples sintered at
400 °C showed bad adhesion to the substrate as well. The comparison
of chemical sintered samples with tempered ones demonstrates that
chemical sintering enhances the mechanical stability against thermal
layer tensions to a certain extent.

A comparison of the chemically sintered and tempered inks (Figure
5.3.24) and pastes (Figure 5.3.29) shows, that the addition of a good
miscible binder like hydroxy ethyl cellulose does hinder sintering as
long as the organics are not burned from the paste. Higher tempering
temperatures or longer tempering times are necessary to reach the
same quality of sintering as for binder free inks. However, comparing
the sintering result of the ink at 300 °C for 15 min and the corre-
sponding paste samples, it seems, that the silver layer formed by the
paste formulation is denser than the ink sample. The binder keeps
the particles more densely packed, whereas the ink spreads out on the
sample. The particles take more distance from each other, which leads
to a silver layer which is not as dense compared with the one formed
by the paste.
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5.3 Results and discussion

Figure 5.3.31: SEM images of thermally sintered silver nanoparticle
pastes with hydroxy ethyl cellulose at di�erent temper-
atures (note di�erent scales!)
Top row: a) 200 °C, 15 min; b) 250 °C, 10 s;
c) 250 °C, 15 min; Bottom row: d) 300 °C, 10 s;
e) 300 °C, 15 min, f) 400 °C, 15 min

5.3.5 Line resistivity of silver nanoparticle inks and
pastes

Line resistivity of ink jet and aerosol jet printed seed layers

The seed layers were printed by ink jet or aerosol jet as described in
Section 5.2.
Line resistivities of seed layers based on the ink formulation de-

scribed above are shown in Figure 5.3.32.
The samples were chemically sintered and tempered for 15 minutes

and 10 seconds, respectively.
Pure chemical sintering shows a large distribution of the resulting

resistivities. This uncertainty can be signi�cantly lowered by temper-
ing the pre-sintered nanoparticles as shown in Figure 5.3.32.
Post tempering at 100-150 °C can already signi�cantly reduce the

value distribution.
Best conductivities were reached in the temperature range between

200 °C and 400 °C. The median values for a post tempering of 15 min
lay closely together for tempering temperatures of 250 °C, 300 °C and
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5 Nanoparticle based Metallization on ITO

Figure 5.3.32: Line resistivities of ink jet and aerosol jet printed seed
layers: Samples were chemically sintered with HCl prior
to tempering at di�erent temperatures. Silver bulk re-
sistivity is marked

400 °C: ρ(250 °C) = 7.86 ∗ 10−8 Ωm, ρ(300 °C) = 6.6 ∗ 10−8 Ωm
and ρ(400 °C) = 4.08 ∗ 10−8 Ωm. The absolute resistivity values
drop with increasing tempering temperature, but starting from 250 °C
the decrease is low proportional to the increase of the temperature.
The lowest absolute value measured was ρ = 2.30 ∗ 10−8 Ωm for a
sample tempered at 200 °C for 15 min (median ρ(200 °C) = 2, 48 ∗
10−7 Ωm). These very low resistivity values are very close to the silver
bulk resistivity of ρ = 1.58 ∗ 10−8 Ωm. Commercially available inks,
which are usually thermally sintered, only reach those values after
30 min of thermal sintering [80]. Chemical sintering alone obtains
values �ve times of the conductivity of bulk silver [83].

Within the temperature range of 200-400 °C longer tempering times
(15 minutes compared to 10 seconds) give slightly better results re-
garding absolute values as well as result distribution than short term
tempering. The median resistivities measured are ρ(200 °C) = 1.62 ∗
10−7 Ωm, ρ(250 °C) = 1.34 ∗ 10−7 Ωm, ρ(300 °C) = 2.49 ∗ 10−7 Ωm
and ρ = 1.48 ∗ 10−7 Ωm.
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The drop of resistivity as well as the better resistivity values for
longer sintering time is in good agreement with the sintering theory
for metal nanoparticles: higher temperatures and longer tempering
times provide enough energy for solid state di�usion which results in
denser and more compact silver layers and, thus, in lower resistances.
This was already shown in Figures 5.3.24 and 5.3.25.
However, longer tempering as well as high temperatures (> 250 °C)

increase thermal stress within the metal layers, which causes cracks
within the layer and adhesion failure to the substrate. This can par-
ticularly be seen at the high value distribution and low amount of
values for samples tempered at 300 °C and 400 °C, respectively. The
layer peels of the substrate. Thus, 300 °C is critical and 400 °C not
suitable for tempering nanoparticle based silver layers.
In order to interpretate the results, it has to be taken into ac-

count that due to measurement failures the results were overestimated.
When textured substrates were used, the adhesion to the surface was
high enough to withstand the pressure caused by the measurement
needles. However, the tips of the texture pyramids caused interrup-
tions of the printed silver layer. That means that the e�ective line
geometry used to calculate the resistivity is even smaller than the
measured one.
When using plane substrates or the multi-crystalline substrates the

adhesion of the silver lines to the substrate was very low. Contacting
the lines with the measurement needles often damaged the silver layer
which increased the measured line resistance.
The low mechanical strength of the silver layers led to an overesti-

mation of the measured resistances. This means, that actual possible
resistivities for silver layers formed by nanoparticle sintering are even
lower than the values shown here.
The values are likely to be further improvable if silver particles of

higher quality are used. As one can see from SEM images already
shown in previous Sections, size distribution of the used nanoparticles
was quite wide. The author assumes that the ideal tempering tem-
perature can be further lowered by using particles with narrower size
distribution. Monodispers nanoparticles with a good stability within
the ink formulation could form a closed packing, and a dense silver
layer could be formed. However, particle movement within the ink
and after deposition on the sample has to be high, to enable self orga-
nization of the particles. A smaller size distribution would also lead
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to a more consistent sintering of the single particles both for chemical
sintering and tempering and thermally sintering.

Experiments were also done for thermal sintering. The values mea-
sured were compared to chemical sintering and tempering and are
shown in Figure 5.3.33.
A small trend towards better conductivity values for chemical sin-

tering towards thermal sintering can be seen from the results. These
results are also supported by the optical measurements shown in Fig-
ures 5.3.24 and 5.3.25.
Most of the measurements were unfeasible. Mechanical stability

of thermally sintered silver samples was not high enough for reliable
measurements. The initial neck formation which is provided by chem-
ical sintering stabilizes the conductive layer against early abrasion of
the nanoparticles, which is another advantage of chemical sintering
compared to thermal sintering.

Figure 5.3.33: Comparison of line resistivities of silver nanoparticle ink
layers chemically sintered and tempered and thermally
sintered, respectively
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Figure 5.3.34: Line resistivities of screen printed metallization: Sam-
ples were chemically sintered with HCl prior to temper-
ing at di�erent temperatures. Silver bulk resistivity is
marked

Line resistivity of screen printed metallization layers

The predominant printing technique is still screen printing with low
temperature polymer pastes. For better comparability also screen
printable pastes were formulated. In contrast to the very simple ink
formulations used in this work, metallization pastes contain hydroxy
ethyl cellulose to provide the rheology needed for screen printing. The
speci�c line resistivity results for screen printed nanoparticle pastes
chemically sintered and tempered are given in Figure 5.3.34.
Good line resistivities could be reached for samples tempered for

15 min at temperatures ≥250 °C. The resistivity drop between 250 °C
and 400 °C is low proportional to the increase of temperature. Best
results were optained at temperatures at 300 °C: ρ = 3.7 ∗ 10−8 Ωm
median and ρ = 3.16 ∗ 10−8 Ωm absolute. Even at 250 °C very good
line resistivity values of ρ = 1.18 ∗ 10−7 Ωm median were obtained.
The very low resistivity values are very close to the silver bulk resis-

tivity of ρ = 1.58 ∗ 10−8 Ωm. Commercially available polymer pastes,
which are used for the metallization of temperature sensitive cells to-
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day, only reach values of ρ = 1 ∗ 10−7 Ωm at tempering temperatures
≤220 °C [62].
The resistivities reached for sintering times of only 10 s were higher

compared to a longer sintering time of 15 min. Also the value distri-
bution was higher.
The results are in good agreement with the optically observed sin-

tering results described above: longer sintering times are necessary to
get rid of the binder and enable a better particle sintering (Section
5.3.4).
A minimal tempering temperature of 150 °C is necessary to cast out

organic residues.
The mechanical stability of the silver layers was good up to 250 °C:

the silver layers showed no cracks and adhered to the substrate. The
adhesion to the substrate decreased for samples tempered at 300 °C
and almost failed completely for samples tempered at 400 °C. At this
temperature the silver layer itself was not stable anymore: cracks
wihin the layer were visible and the layer peeled o� the substrate.

Thermal sintering and chemical sintering and tempering were also
compared for screen printed silver nanoparticle layers.
Optical observation shows that the samples which were initially

treated with HCl vapor are silver white while samples without chem-
ical sintering stay gray as shown in Figure 5.3.35. The color change
is related to the degree of sintering and organic residues in the paste.
The e�ect is observable for temperatures up to 300 °C. At this tem-
perature, both samples appear silver white. Speci�c line resistivity
results are given in Figure 5.3.36.
Thermal sintering gave no measurable results for sintering temper-

atures ≤ 250 °C. For very short sintering times of 10 s measurements
were not possible. With initial chemical sintering measurements were
already possible starting at 150 °C. The hydroxy groups in the binder
HEC are substituted by Cl-groups during HCl evaporation. The Cl-
groups coordinate more e�ectively to the silver particle surface, which
delays the di�usion of the polymer between the particles. Chemical
sintering is still e�ective as the impact on the capping agent through
HCl vapor is higher. Otherwise resisitivity measurement would not
be possible for tempering temperatures of 150 °C.
When comparing thermal sintering and chemical sintering with tem-

pering it strikes out, that the values for thermal sintering and chemical
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Figure 5.3.35: Photograph of screen printed silver nanoparticle layers
after processing. Left: Chemical sintering with post
tempering at 200 °C for 10 s. Right: Thermal sintering
at 200 °C for 10 s.

sintering and tempering for 15 min were similiar, whereas the values
for a cure of 10 s were much higher for the thermally sintered samples.
This e�ect is caused by the time the organics need to be removed from
the particle surface.
For temperatures ≥ 250 °C thermal sintering seems to give slightly

better resistivities than chemical sintering and tempering. The median
value for thermal tempering at 250 °C is ρspec. = 5.54∗10−8 Ωm . The
values for 300 °C and 400 °C are comparable within the measurement
failure ranges.
As has already been discussed in Section 5.3.4, decomposition of

HEC takes place at 246 °C. In Figure 5.3.31 it could be seen that
almost all organics were burned out from the silver layer after 15 min
at 250 °C, and none could be seen in layers sintered at 300 °C. The
organics should have no further impact on the conduction quality of
the silver layers for longer sintering times, which is con�rmed by the
measurements: the di�erence between the values resulting from both
sintering processes is small and is within measurement failure ranges.
These results show that chemical sintering can signi�cantly lower

the tempering temperature for metallization pastes based on silver
nanoparticles even below the decomposition temperature of the bind-
ing organics. The process enables conductivity when thermal sintering
does not deliver conductive silver layers.

The line resistivity of pastes containing ethyl cellulose (EC) and
hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC) were compared. Results for samples
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Figure 5.3.36: Comparison of line resistivities of silver nanoparticle
screen printed layers chemically sintered and tempered
and thermally sintered, respectively

chemically sintered and tempered at 200 °C for 15 min are shown in
Figure 5.3.37.
Figure 5.3.37 shows a higher distribution of the measurment values

of the silver layers containing ethyl cellulose than layers printed from
a paste containing hydroxyethyl cellulose. Considering measurement
failures the speci�c line resistance of pastes using ethyl cellulose or
hydroxy ethyl cellulose as binder are comparable.
As has already been shown in Section 5.3.4 the additives have to

be miscible especially with the capping agent of the particles and
the solvent system used. Immiscible or bad miscibility of one of the
components results in formation of agglomerates and large caves in
between. Regarding the results, cave formation as shown in Figure
5.3.28 does not signi�cantly in�uence the speci�c line resistance.
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Figure 5.3.37: Comparison of line resistivities of silver nanoparticle
pastes with EC and HEC, respectively

Line resistivity comparison of paste and ink

Some values for the comparison of the line resistivity values from
nanoparticle ink and paste formulation are given in Figure 5.3.38. The
samples were chemically sintered and tempered. Results for 400 °C are
not shown, due to abrasion and disruption e�ects already discussed
above.
For tempering temperatures below ≤ 200 °C ink formulations with-

out non-decomposable organics show better conductivities than the
corresponding paste formulation. At temperatures ≥ 250 °C, which
means above the decomposition temperature of the binder HEC, the
resistivity values di�er only slightly and within measurement failure
ranges.
When comparing Figures 5.3.32 and 5.3.34 one can see the same

trends for the resistivity of the silver layers formed by the paste for-
mulation as for the ink formulations.The resistivity and the distribu-
tion of the values drop fast with increasing temperature. A di�erence
of ink and paste can be seen from the absolute values of the used
tempering temperature: the paste samples have to be tempered at
higher temperatures to reach comparable resistivity values and distri-
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Figure 5.3.38: Comparison of line resistivities of silver nanoparticle
ink and paste (chemical sinerting and tempering)

butions as the inks. As soon as decomposition of the organics starts
(in this case at 250 °C) no signi�cant di�erence between ink and paste
conductivities could be measured.

Another di�erence occurs when comparing the trends for a temper-
ing/sintering of 10 s (Figures 5.3.32 and 5.3.34). The values for the
paste samples are a lot higher and do not drop as fast as the values
for the ink. This e�ect has already been explained above: organics
do not have enough time to decompose and evaporate from the paste
formulation, which is why the sintering of the particles in the paste is
not developed as far as in the inks.

At temperatures ≥ 300 °C the paste bene�ts from the organic
binder: mechanical stability of the silver layers is higher compared
to the layers formed from the ink. Also, the adhesion to the substrate
is improved. However, this e�ect is only relevant within a narrow
temperature range. As soon as organic decomposition and burn out
is �nished, thermal stress within the metal layer and between metal
and substrate also occurs for silver layers from paste formulations.
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Figure 5.3.39: Normalized contact resistance of silver nanoparticle ink
to ITO

5.3.6 Contact formation to ITO

ITO growth and morphology strongly in�uence the ITO quality and
thus, conductivity, contact resistance and adhesion. The growth of
ITO in turn, depends strongly on the substrate it is grown on [133].
To make sure that ITO morphology is the same as on real HIT solar
cells, samples as illustrated in Figure 5.2.2 were used. Additional
to samples with alkaline etched random pyramid texture also planar
samples were used. Planar wafers provide the advantage of smoother
printing results and in case of seed-layer printing, silver lines are not
interrupted by pyramids. Advantage of textured surfaces is a higher
adhesion of the silver lines to the substrate due to the increased surface
roughness [134].

Contact resistance of nanoparticle inks to ITO

Figure 5.3.39 shows the normalized contact resistance (Rc ∗W) for
the silver nanoparticle inks chemically sintered and tempered.
The normalized contact resistance is signi�cantly lower for the ink

tempered at 200 °C than at 300 °C. The median for the normalized
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contact resistance for samples sintered at 200 °C was Rc ∗W = 0.513
Ωcm with the best value Rc ∗W = 0.166 Ωcm and an average mea-
surement error of Rc ∗W = 0.4 Ωcm. For 300 °C tempering tem-
perature the median for the normalized contact resistance was Rc ∗
W = 3.68 Ωcm and an average measurement error of Rc ∗W = 0.468
Ωcm. Sheet resistances for ITO were RSh,200°C = 143,25 Ω/sq and
RSh,300°C = 28,49 Ω/sq, respectively.
The contact resistance does not signi�cantly contribute to the series

resistance for values Rc ∗W < 0.5 Ωcm [35]. Typical values for screen
printed polymer pastes are between Rc ∗W < 0.3-0.5 Ωcm [135, 136].
Thermal e�ects like strain or evaporation of organics and the sol-

vent from the ink could lead to a weaker contact between metal and
ITO and would cause higher contact resistances for higher temper-
ing temperatures. The e�ect of lower adhesion to the substrate has
already been discussed in Section 5.3.5.
The sheet resistance of the ITO layer in�uences the contact resis-

tance. The interpretation of TLM measurement results have to be
treated with care. One problem of the method is the extrapolation of
the measured data, which can lead to errors. The error which is made
by the interpolation can be minimized by using only data where the
coe�cient of determination is close to R2 = 1. Data shown here ful�ll
this requirement.
During the measurement, a current �ows laterally around the con-

tacts which also in�uences the measurement values. This e�ect is quite
strong for highly conductive ITO. In addition, the sheet resistance of
the semiconductor or ITO, respectively, corrupts the measured data.
For ITO, this is a problem in particular because sputtered ITO layers
are microcrystalline and the sheet resistance can di�er widely through-
out the whole layer.
Contact resistivity values are not shown because they are dependent

on the transfer length, which is even more falsi�ed by errors than the
contact resistance measurement itself.
As has been discussed in Chapter 4.3, a large number of samples

has to be measured to collect big statistics and counter balance the
mentioned e�ects.
Within this work, sample numbers were limited, thus statistics were

rather small. The interpretation of trends for the contact formation
of the nanoparticle inks to ITO must, therefore, be treated carefully.
This has also be in mind for interpretation of following contact resis-
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Figure 5.3.40: Cross section SEM images of contact resistance mea-
surement samples containing particles of di�erent qual-
ities. Left: Paste 1 right: Paste 2

tance results.

Contact resistance of nanoparticle pastes to ITO

Samples of screen printing pastes were also measured. Cross sections
of fully processed paste 1 and paste 2 are shown in Figure 5.3.40. The
normalized contact resistances are shown in Figure 5.3.41.
Particles from paste 2 were freshly prepared one week before paste

formulation, particles from paste 1 were from an older, and appar-
ently higher quality batch. As can be seen from Figure 5.3.41 paste
1 shows better contact resistance values than paste 2 independent of
the substrate surface. The median normalized contact resistance for
paste 1 on a planar wafer was Rc∗W = 0.5 Ωcm with an average error
of 4Rc ∗W = 0.1 Ωcm and Rc ∗W = 0.695 Ωcm with an average
error of4Rc∗W = 0.311 Ωcm on a textured surface. The lowest value
measured was4Rc∗W = 0.068 Ωcm. The median normalized contact
resistance for paste 2 on a planar wafer was Rc ∗W = 4.56 Ωcm with
an average error of 4Rc ∗W = 0.8 Ωcm and Rc ∗W = 1.82 Ωcm with
an average error of 4Rc ∗W = 0.5 Ωcm on a textured surface. The
sheet resistance of all ITO layers were comparable and had a value
between RSh = 60-80 Ω/sq

The cross sections (Figure 5.3.40) of the samples show, that paste 1
consists mostly of well sintered small particles. Although there seems
to be a wide gap between the particles and the ITO, a closer look
shows, that small particles are covering the ITO surface which are
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Figure 5.3.41: Normalized contact resistance of silver nanoparticle
pastes with hydroxy ethyl cellulose to ITO with par-
ticles from two batches on planar and textured wafers

partially connected to the overlying bulk. In contrast, the interface
between paste 2 and ITO seems to be more or less covered with a
polymer (hydroxy ethyl cellulose in this case). Although this polymer
�lm is very thin, it is still thick enough to slightly deteriorate the
contact quality.
The texture of the surface has no measurable impact on the contact

resistance.
The experiment shows, that the particle quality has a high impact

on the contact formation. This obvervation could not be made for
the line resistivity. By formulating inks and pastes for contact for-
mation to solar cells, the choice of the components has to be more
carefully adapted to the demands of contact formation compared to
line resistivity.

In Chapter 5.3.4 it has already been mentioned that the components
of the paste containing ethyl cellulose do not e�ectively mix and thus,
big clumps with wide caves in between are formed. To evaluate the
impact of the di�erent organics on the contact formation, pastes con-
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Figure 5.3.42: Normalized contact resistance of silver nanoparticle
pastes with ethyl cellulose (EC) and hydroxy ethyl cel-
lulose (HEC) to ITO

taining ethyl cellulose or hydroxy ethyl cellulose were investigated.
The results are shown in Figure 5.3.42.

The normalized contact resistance for the paste containing EC was
Rc ∗ W = 7.87 Ωm median with an average measurement error of
Rc ∗W = 0.99 Ωm. For the paste with HEC the values were Rc ∗
W = 0.5 Ωcm for the median normalized contact resistance with an
average error of 4Rc ∗ W = 0.1 Ωcm. The sheet resistance for all
substrates was between values of RSh = 20-30 Ω/sq.

The contact formation of pastes formulated with ethyl cellulose is
worse compared to pastes with hydroxy ethyl cellulose as shown. This
is interesting because the line resistivity is not in�uenced or even bet-
ter for the pastes containing ethyl cellulose according to the results
shown in Section 5.3.41. This indicates that the contact formation is
more sensitive to particle quality and organic in�uences than the line
resistivity.
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Figure 5.3.43: Normalized contact resistance of silver nanoparticle
paste and ink to ITO

Contact resistance comparison of paste and ink

The contact resistance of the HEC paste 1 and the ink to a planar
ITO coated substrate were compared. The results are shown in Figure
5.3.43.

The median value for the normalized contact resistance of the HEC
paste is Rc∗W = 0.6 Ωcm with an average error of4Rc∗W = 0.1 Ωcm
and Rc ∗W = 2.74 Ωcm with the best value Rc ∗W = 0.166 Ωcm
and an average measurement error of Rc ∗ W = 0.4 Ωcm for the
ink samples tempered at 200 °C. Regarding contact formation, both
metallization processes show good results. However, the paste already
includes a binder which also serves as adhesion promoter. This im-
proves the contact quality signi�cantly. Regarding contact stability, a
silver particle paste is favorable compared to the simply silver particle
ink. To obtain similar results for inks, the addition of an adhesion
promoter is necessary.
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Type of contact

ITO is a degenerated n-doped semiconductor with the Fermi level
situated within the conduction band. Therefore, ITO is often treated
as a metal.
In fact, the Fermi level of the bulk material and the Fermi level of

the surface, which is of importance for the contact formation, have
to be considered separately. The surface of ITO could be treated
as metallic not because of electrons inside the conduction band but
because of metallic surface states [137]. The ITO work function can
be manipulated by surface treatment, which is a result of the Fermi
level of the surface being lowered inside the forbidden band gap [138].
If ITO is treated with oxygen (e.g. UV ozone treatment, O2 plasma,
etc.) the Sn-donor complexes are saturated and the Fermi level drops
in energy. Thus, the work function increases at the surface [139, 140].
As a consequence ITO can not necessarily be considered and treated
as a metal regarding electrical surface characteristics.
The e�ect of oxygen treatment is only e�ective for a very short time

(several minutes to one hour). The mobility of oxygen atoms within
the ITO lattice is very high, which is probably caused by the bixbyite
structure [138, 140].
Regarding contact formation to a metal, ITO can be considered as

a semiconductor or a metal.
In case ITO has to be treated as a semiconductor, the contact forma-

tion quality could be dependent on the ITO surface treatment before
the metallization. Gassenbauer et al. observed that the concentration
of tin within the surface layers might be the reason for the observed
change of Fermi level [140]. Further evidence of the importance of the
ITO surface to contact formation is given by Barraud et al. who ob-
served very poor contact resistances to silver for high conductive, high
transparent hydrogen-doped In2O3 (In2O3:H) [94]. The fact that ma-
nipulating the ITO surface is already in use to adapt the work function
to �t whole injection properties to organic conductors [138] implies,
that work function plays an important role in contact formation.
However, if ITO is a semiconductor with a high density of surface

states the formation of an ohmic contact instead of a Schottky contact
is possible (see Section 2.2.2).
Which kind of contact is formed can be measured by current sweep

measurements with TLM on metalized ITO contacts as was done for
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Figure 5.3.44: Current sweep of TLM measurements of silver nanopar-
ticle paste on ITO

samples of ITO layers metalized with a silver nanoparticle paste with
HEC. The measurements are shown in Figure 5.3.44.
The linear progress of the measurements according to equation 4.4

imply an ohmic contact between the metallization paste and ITO.
This implies that contact formation to ITO is controlled by a high
number of metallic surface states as postulated by Gassenbauer et al.

5.3.7 Chemical sintering with in-built chemical
sintering agent

The HCl vapor chemical sintering is an e�ective way of sintering silver
nanoparticles even at room temperature in a very short time and
reaching good conductivity values with post tempering. However,
HCl is a quite aggressive chemical and ITO in particular is sensitive
against acids. ITO can be completely removed from a surface if the
layer quality is bad or if the layer is exposed to the acid vapor for a
longer time (around 60 seconds). In addition, the vapor exposure is
an additional processing step, which makes the manufacturing process
for the solar cells more expensive.
Grouchko et al. suggested an in-built mechanism for the chemical
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Table 5.3.2: Sinter salt results of NaCl (particle concentration 20 wt%)

c(NaCl)
[mmol/l]

Ink stability Appearance Sintering e�ect

75 stable orange brown few sinter islands

100 stable orange brown sinter islands

150 sedimentation
after 1 d

gray after 1 d many sinter islands

200 sedimentation
after 2 h

dark brown sinter islands and
agglomerated particles

250 sedimentation dark brown few sinter island
high degree of
agglomeration

300 sedimentaion Grey mainly agglomerated
particles

sintering of metal nanoparticle inks [79]. He suggested to insert the
chemical sintering agent (in this case chlorine ions) into the ink in
terms of an inorganic salt [79]. According to Grouchko et al., the salt
concentration is kept very low to avoid early triggering of the sintering
process, which keeps the ink stable during storage. After printing, the
solvent evaporates and the salt concentration within the printed layer
rises. When a certain concentration limit is exceeded, the chemical
sintering process starts and the metal nanoparticles agglomerate and
sinter. This way a good shelf life for the metallization ink could be
reached, and the additional aggressive HCl vapor process step could
be avoided.
This approach was tested with several chlorine salts as described in

Section 5.2.
The results for NaCl as sinter salt are shown below.
SEM images show the sintering e�ect of the dried inks on a silicon

substrate (Figures 5.3.45 and 5.3.46).
As expected, the results shown in Table 5.3.2 demonstrate that

the stability of the inks decreased with increasing salt concentration.
Only the inks with a salt concentration of 75 mmol/l and 100 mmol/l
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Figure 5.3.45: SEM image of NaCl in-built chemical sintering ink: sin-
ter islands are marked (c(NaCl) = 100 mmol/l, silver
particle concentration 20 wt%)

Figure 5.3.46: SEM image of sintering island before (left) and
after (middle/right) electron beam exposure
(c(NaCl) = 100 mmol/l)

showed a good shelf life. The inks containing 150 mmol/l of NaCl
started to agglomerated after 24 h and inks with the highest salt con-
centration of 300 mmol/l turned gray almost instantly, which indicates
the agglomeration and growth of the nanoparticles within the ink.
Small areas of sintered particles can be found throughout the sam-

ple (Figure 5.3.45). These areas will be called sinter islands in the
following. Most of these islands are star shaped but can also be shaped
as a circle or squares.
The sinter islands seem to be covered with an organic residue (prob-

ably a layer of capping agent which has di�used from the silver sur-
face). The residue is burned o� by the electron beam at higher magni-
�cations, which is shown in Figure 5.3.46. Under the organic residues
the particles are sintered. Outside the sinter islands no sintering could
be detected.
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Figure 5.3.47: SEM images of unsintered nanoparticles outside of sin-
ter islands (c(NaCl) = 100 mmol/l; left) and agglomer-
ated particles (c(NaCl) = 300 mmol/l; right)

The number of sinter islands increases with increasing initial salt
concentration. However, starting from 150 mmol/l salt concentration,
particle size also rises as shown in Figure 5.3.47.
Inks with 50 wt% silver particle concentration show similar e�ects

but particle agglomeration appears faster and the ink layers are more
densely packed compared to the layers formed from inks with 20 wt%
silver particles.

The results for KCl as sintering agent are shown in Table 5.3.3.
KCl was less e�ective regarding the formation of sintering islands

than NaCl. Sintering could only be observed within isolated areas
of sinter islands but not throughout the whole silver layer. In case
of KCl, bigger agglomerated particles were formed instead of sinter
islands. 50 wt% silver particle inks behaved similar to NaCl inks.
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Table 5.3.3: Sinter salt results of KCl (Particle concentration 20 wt%)

c(KCl)
[mmol/l]

Ink stability Appearance Sintering e�ect

100 stable orange brown few sinter islands

150 sedimentation
after 1 d

dark brown
after 1 d

slightly more sinter
islands and bigger

agglomerated particles

200 sedimentation
after 12 h

dark brown
after 12 h

sinter islands and big
agglomerated particles

Table 5.3.4: Sinter salt results of HCl (Particle concentration 20 wt%)

c(HCl)
[mmol/l]

Ink stability Appearance Sintering e�ect

100 stable orange brown no visible sintering

150 stable orange brown
no visible sintering but
agglomerated particles

200 stable orange brown
no visible sintering but
agglomerated particles

Results for diluted HCl are summarized in Table 5.3.4
Diluted hydrochloric acid did not show any e�ective particle sinter-

ing but particle agglomeration starting from 150 mM HCl concentra-
tion.

The results for NH4Cl are summarized in Table 5.3.5 and Figures
5.3.48 and 5.3.49.
For sintering with NH4Cl besides big agglomerated particles, also

big sinter islands or sinter cubes can be found (Figure 5.3.48).
However, NH4Cl showed more e�ective sintering compared to NaCl.

Here particle sintering could also be observed outside of sintering is-
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Table 5.3.5: Sinter salt results of NH4Cl (Particle concentration
20 wt%)

c(NH4Cl)
[mmol/l]

Ink stability Appearance Sintering e�ect

100 stable orange brown sinter islands

150 sedimentation Grey sinter islands, sintered
and agglomerated particles

200 sedimentation Grey sinter islands and
agglomerated particles

Figure 5.3.48: SEM images of sinter cubes before (left)
and after (right) electron beam exposure
(c(NH4Cl) = 200 mmol/l)

lands for a salt concentration of c(NH4Cl) = 100 mmol/l and a silver
nanoparticle concentration of 20 wt%. At higher silver nanoparti-
cle concentrations (50 wt%), no sintering but particle agglomeration
could be observed similar to the behavior of inks mixed with NaCl
or KCl, respectively (Figure 5.3.49). For higher salt concentrations
(c(NH4Cl) ≥ 150 mmol/l) particle sintering was surpressed by parti-
cle agglomeration.
The appearance of a stable and unstable ink is shown in Figure

5.3.50.
Early particle agglomeration could easily be observed optically by a

color change of the inks from dark orange brown to gray. The particles
are already destabilized due to a high concentration of chlorine ions
within the ink. The silver particles agglomerate and grow together,
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Figure 5.3.49: SEM images of nanoparticle sintering with NH4Cl
(c(NH4Cl = 100 mmol/l)) ink 20 wt% silver nanopar-
ticle ink (left) and particle agglomeration in 50 wt%
silver nanoparticle ink (right)

which causes the change in color.

Figure 5.3.50: Photograph of inks including NH4Cl one week after
preparation: left-hand side: 100 mmol/l; right-hand
side 200 mmol/l

The e�ect of sinter island formation instead of equal sintering of
the whole area could be explained by di�usion time of the sintering
agent, which are chlorine ions in this case. The evaporation of the
solvent is too fast (even at room temperature) for the ions to spread
evenly between the PAA capped silver nanoparticles. This suggestion
is supported by the fact, that inks with lower silver nanoparticle con-
centrations are sintered more e�ectively throughout the whole silver
layer than inks with higher silver concentrations. Due to the presents
of NH4OH, NH4Cl is chemically more related to the ink components
within the formulation than NaCl and KCl, respectively. That means
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better miscibility of all ink components and, therefore, better di�usion
within the dispersion.
Nevertheless, chemical sintering by an in-built sintering agent in

terms of salts is less e�ective than chemical sintering via HCl vapor
exposure. The formulation of in-built chemical sintering inks is com-
plicated regarding shelf life of the inks and limited to a certain amount
of silver nanoparticle concentration which is disadvantageous for met-
allization inks, which should contain as much conductive material as
possible.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the sintering of wet-chemically synthesized silver nanopar-
ticles was examined. To obtain small uniform silver nanoparticles the
reaction temperature has to be low and the addition of reducing agent
has to be kept as short as possible to enable fast nucleation and uni-
form particle growth.
The parameters which have an e�ect on chemical sintering were

investigated in detail. These results frame the basic requirements
necessary for the formulation of metallization inks and pastes based on
silver nanoparticles. It was shown that the choice of the capping agent
has a higher in�uence on the sintering behavior of the investigated
particles than the particle size. Additives show the same trends in
e�ects on the particle sintering as the capping agent, but the e�ect is
less signi�cant than of the capping agent.
The e�ect of additional tempering on chemically sintered silver

nanoparticles was investigated and compared to the results produced
by thermal sintering. Prior chemical sintering lowers the temperature
of the subsequently thermal treatment of the silver layers compared
to thermal sintering.
Silver nanoparticle inks reach the lowest resisitivty possible after

very short tempering periods of only 10 s. Pastes need longer temper-
ing in order to compensate long di�usion times of polymeric binders
in the paste formulation (here 15 min).
The miscibility of the di�erent ink and paste components must �t.

Poor miscibility leads to cluster and cave formation within the silver
layer, which has a high impact especially on the contact formation.
Chemical sintering stabilizes the resulting silver layer against thermal
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stress to a certain extent.
As a result, for a simple ink formulation, line resistivities down to

ρ = 2.30*10−8 Ωm for a sample tempered at 200 °C for 15 min could
be obtained. This compares to only 1.5 times the resistivity of bulk
silver. Commercially available inks reach comparable values after 30
min of thermal sintering [80]. Chemical sintering alone obtains values
�ve times the conductivity of bulk silver [83]. By post annealing at
250 °C for 15 min a median resistivity of ρ = 7,86*10−8 Ωm was
measured.
For pastes containing hydroxyethyl cellulose as binder, the best

results were obtained at 300 °C: ρ = 3.7*10−8 Ωm median and
ρ = 3.16*10−8 Ωm absolute, which compares to twice the resistiv-
ity of bulk silver. Commercially available polymer pastes, which are
used for the metallization of temperature sensitive cells today, obtain
values of ρ = 1*10−7 Ωm at tempering temperatures ≤ 220 °C [62].
Even at 250 °C very good line resistivity values of ρ = 1.18*10−7Ωm
median were obtained.
The contact formation to ITO was measured and good values <Rc∗

W = 0.5 Ωcm were obtained: Rc ∗W = 0.166 Ωcm for inks and Rc ∗
W = 0.068 Ωcm for pastes applied to ITO. Typical values for screen
printed polymer pastes are between Rc ∗W < 0.3-0.5 Ωcm [135, 136].
Besides the chemical sintering with HCl vapor, the in-built chemi-

cal agent sintering process was tested with di�erent chlorine salts as
sintering agents. Although the process led to locally sintered areas,
a layer wide e�ective sintering of the single nanoparticles could not
be obtained. Thus, the process is not suitable for metallization with
silver nanoparticles.
The results demonstrate that metallization based on silver nanopar-

ticles is a promising alternative for low temperature metallization on
ITO and mass production.
Inks formulated with silver nanoparticles can be used for the con-

tactless seed-layer metallization via ink jet or aerosol jet printing. The
requirements, which have to be ful�lled by additives to obtain stable
ink formulations with good adhesion to the substrate were compiled.
Very low resistivities could be achieved by short processing times with
chemical sintering (10 s to 15 min), while thermal sintering needs at
least 30 min to obtain comparable values [80]. A good contact to ITO
with low contact resistance can also be formed.
Pastes can be formulated and processed as described. With chemi-
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cal sintering and post tempering very, low resistivities can be reached
at temperatures between 250-300 °C. Such low values can not be reach
by polymeric silver pastes [62].
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6 In�uence of Sample

Surface on Metallization

In this chapter the surface properties of ITO with regard to the lat-
ter's behavior with solvents is discussed. After a short introduction in
Section 6.1, the experiments are described in Section 6.2. Goniometer
measurements were used to examine the ITO's surface properties and
its development when stored in air. A rapid change in surface prop-
erties regarding its beahviour against liquids could be observed. The
change in the surface properties of ITO may also have an in�uence
on the adhesion of metals on ITO as well as on the contact resistance
to the metallization. The discussion of the results is given in Section
6.3. The chapter is then summarized in Section 6.4.

6.1 Introduction

ITO is often used as contact material for new and alternative solar cell
designs, which require a full area and, thus, transparent metallization
on the front side. To extract the current from the cell, ITO has to
be contacted by a metal. Cell designs, which require ITO as contact
material, are often temperature sensitive which is why conventional
metallization requiring high temperature processes can not be used.
In Chapter 5 inks and pastes based on silver nanoparticles were intro-
duced as an alternative to the cost intensive sputtering or evaporation
of metals through a photolitographic mask. A proper paste and ink
formulation is complicated and, especially in the case of inks, depends
strongly on the surface properties of the substrate. The ink formu-
lation has to be adjusted to the properties of the substrate surface
in order to gain optimal printing results and avoid bleeding e�ects or
repulsion of the ink. Adhesion as well as contact formation are both in-
�uenced by surface properties, too. It will be shown that ITO changes
its surface properties within only a few hours after deposition. The
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behavior of the ITO surface coating on planar and alkaline textured
wafers towards liquids is analyzed and discussed in this chapter. In
addition, since photolitographic (PL) structuring and evaporation of
metal is still a standard metallization technique for ITO covered solar
cells, the in�uence of the chemicals used for the PL process is analyzed
as well. Lastly, the in�uence of the surface properties on adhesion and
contact resistance against evaporated metals is investigated.

6.2 Experimental

Speci�cations of used chemicals:
Diiodmethane: ABCR, 99% stabilized with copper

6.2.1 Contact angle measurements on ITO

Substrate
Alkaline textured (alkaline etched random pyramid texture) and pla-
nar mono crystalline silicon wafers coated with sputtered ITO were
used.
For sputtering an OXFORD cluster tool with argon plasma was

used.
The ITO chamber was equipped with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt%)

target. Gases such as oxygen and argon can be fed separately. ITO
coating thickness was 70 nm. An oxygen �ow of 0.7 sccm was used.
Measurements of the substrate surfaces were repeatedly done right

after preparation and again after a few hours to several days. In the
mean time, samples were stored under ambient conditions.

Ozone cleaning
A UV excimer1 was used for the ozone cleaning process.
Samples were placed under the UV excimer at a distance of 1 cm.

Radiation was on for one minute.

1With an UV excimer O2- and O3 molecules can be splitted at certain wave-
lengths. The molecules are splitted into oxygen atoms and oxygen molecules,
respectively. Wavelengths of excimer: 184 nm (O2 splitting) and 253 nm (ozone
splitting) [141]
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6.2 Experimental

Figure 6.2.1: Illustration of sample structure with random pyramid
texture for contact resistance measurements

Contact angle measurement
Contact angle measurements were done with aKrüss EasyDrop DSA100
goniometer. The sessile drop mode was used. Contact angles were
measured within 10 s after drop application to the substrate. Of each
liquid, 10 measurements were taken. Deionized water was used as the
polar solvent and diiodmethan (DIM) as the non-polar solvent.
The contact angle measurement was intentionally carried out at

di�erent areas of the sample so as to avoid false measurements due to
surface manipulation by measurement liquids.

Surface energy calculation
Surface energy was calculated from average values of contact angle
measurements. The method of Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble
(cp. Section 2.7) was used for calculations.

6.2.2 In�uence of surface properties on metallization
characteristics

Sample preparation
As substrate, planar n-type mono crystalline FZ silicon wafers with
a sheet resistance of 0.8-1.2 Ωcm were used. The wafers were coated
with a-Si and ITO. The substrate structure is illustrated in Figure
6.2.1.
For sputtering, an OXFORD cluster tool with argon plasma was

used.
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The ITO chamber was equipped with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt%)
target. Gases such as oxygen and argon can be fed separately. ITO
coating thickness was 70 nm. An oxygen �ow of 0.7 sccm was used.
Amorphous silicon was sputtered with silane and hydrogen gas. For

p-type doped a-Si, B2H6 gas was additionally added. A-Si thicknesses
were 1 nm for a-Si(i) and 10 nm for a-Si(p), respectively.
The preparation was identical for all substrates, including ITO ap-

plication. Afterwards the samples were separated in two groups. The
process �ow of the experiment is shown in Figure 6.2.2.
The contact angle of deionized water on samples of wafer group 1

was measured right after ITO application. Afterwards the samples
were further divided into groups 1a and 1b.
A process used for photolitographic structuring was used on sam-

ples of group 1a. The whole sample surface was treated. After lift-
o� (removal of photolitographic chemicals) the contact angle of wa-
ter was measured again. Afterwards, the group was further split.
One part was metalized via evaporation through a shadow mask with
Ag (5 µm thickness), the second grid was metalized with a TiPdAg
(50 nm/50 nm/5000 nm thickness) stack.
For group 1b, treatment with photolitographic chemicals was skipped.
Samples of group 2 were stored under ambient conditions for seven

days after ITO preparation. The contact angle of deionized water was
measured. Further process �ow was similar to group 1.
Each group was characterized by measuring the contact angle, the

adhesion (qualitatively) by tape test and the contact resistance of the
metal to ITO by TLM measurement. Figure 6.2.2 shows the process
�ow of the experiment.

Contact angle measurement

Contact angle measurement was done with aKrüss EasyDrop DSA100
goniometer. The sessile drop mode was used. Contact angles were
measured within 10 s after drop application to the substrate. Of each
liquid 10 measurements were taken. Deionized water was used.
The contact angle measurement was intentionally carried out at

di�erent areas of the sample so as to avoid false measurements due to
surface manipulation by measurement liquids.
Measurements were additionally done on evaporated silver and ti-

tanium one week after evaporation. The samples were stored in air.
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Figure 6.2.2: Process �ow of experiment

Surface energy calculation
Surface energy was calculated from average values of contact angle
measurements. For calculations, the method of Owens, Wendt, Rabel
and Kaelble was used.

Contact resistance measurement
The contact resistance was measured with a TLM measurement setup.
Contact resistivity was determined by measuring eight silver lines.
The applied current was set to I = 10 mA.
Geometry was given by the geometry of the shadow mask.

Adhesion measurement
Adhesion was measured with a tape test.
The tape was applied to the metal grid and removed parallel and

perpendicular to the metal �ngers. An illustration is given in Figure
6.2.3.
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Figure 6.2.3: Photograph of experiment sample. Arrows mark pulling
direction of adhesive tape.

6.3 Results and discussion

6.3.1 Solvents on ITO surface

Figures 6.3.1 and 6.3.3 show pictures of measured water and DIM
drops directly after ITO deposition and after several days on alkaline
textured and planar wafers, respectively.
It can be seen from Figures 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 that the contact angles

of water and DIM change dramatically within only one day of storage
in air.
The contact angle from water rises from 0 ° (total spreading on

the surface not shown; measurement impossible) to almost 100 ° on
a textured surface. A surface is considered hydrophobic when the
contact angle value is around 90°. At even higher values the surface
is called super hydrophobic [142]. As can be seen from Figure 6.3.2,
the polar part of the surface energy drops dramatically in particular.
Thus, the surface energy of ITO also drops. Similar observations can
be made on planar surfaces.
It is assumed that ITO adsorbs organic and inorganic molecules

from the air to lower its surface energy. The adsorption is very fast and
the residues cause a dramatic drop in hydrophily and, thus, surface
energy.
The standard cleaning procedure for silicon wafers can not be used

for ITO because it involves an HCl dip amongst others and ITO is
not stable against acids. However, ozone is able to clean surfaces
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1 d 54 d

Water

DIM

Figure 6.3.1: Goniometer pictures of water drops (top) and DIM drops
(down) on alkaline textured Si surfaces with ITO

from organic adsorptions. Therefore, it was tested wether a UV-ozone
treatment could �reset� the mechanical surface properties of the ITO
surface. After cleaning the previously aged samples, goniometer mea-
surements were done. After an additional aging step under ambient
conditions, measurements were repeated for a third time.
The surface of ITO was again completely hydrophilic and contact

angles could not be measured right after cleaning. The further devel-
opment of the contact angle for the aged samples was the same as for
freshly prepared samples, which were stored in air: the contact angles
rose quickly again.
The high wettability of the surface by water means a wide spreading

of aqueous metallization inks on freshly prepared cells if no proper
additives are added to the ink to prevent the spreading. A solution to
this problem could be to simply use solvent based inks. However, the
metallization inks used on ITO contain low temperature curing silver
nanoparticles, which are best stabilized in aqueous solutions. This has
been discussed already in Chapter 2.4.3 and 5. Another choice could
be to store the samples under inert gas, but the in�uence of the inert
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Figure 6.3.2: Development of contact angle (left) and polar and dis-
persive part of surface energy (right) on alkaline textured
surface with ITO metallization

atmosphere on the ITO surface has not been examined so far.
An alternative would be to let the ITO surface age until the ink

and substrate surface properties match.
The surface energy plays an important role with regard to the ad-

hesion and wettability: higher surface energy should also cause higher
wettability and thus adhesion (Section 2.7) [142]. In addition, the in-
terdependency between ITO and the metal surface, which might also
lead to better electrical contact between the materials, should improve
with higher surface energy. This question will be discussed in the next
Section.
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0,2 d 15 d

Water

DIM

Figure 6.3.3: Goniometer pictures of water drops (top) and DIM drops
(down) on planar Si surfaces with ITO

Figure 6.3.4: Development of contact angle (left) and polar and dis-
persive part of surface energy (right) on a planar surface
with ITO metallization
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6.3.2 In�uence of surface properties on metallization
characteristics

Figure 6.3.5 shows the development of the contact angle of water on
ITO when stored in air.
The progress is as already expected from previous experiments: the

contact angle rises with the age of the ITO. In Figure 6.3.6 the contact
angle of water on the ITO surface is shown in dependence of the surface
treatment.
As expected, the measurement liquids develop bigger contact angles

on the ITO surface for the samples stored in air for seven days than
on the freshly prepared samples.
The photolithographic treatment of the ITO surface does in�uence

the surface properties, causing the ITO surface to be more hydropho-
bic compared to the freshly prepared samples, but less hydrophobic
than the aged samples. In addition, the chemicals seem to be able to
slightly clean the surface from adsorptions from the atmosphere again:
the contact angles for the aged samples which were also treated with
chemicals are smaller than those for the non-treated ones.
The results of the TLM measurements and the tape tests are given

in Table 6.3.1.
First the results of the tape test will be discussed.
As can be seen from Table 6.3.1, all sample metalized with a TiPdAg

stack passed the adhesion test. This was expected as titanium (aside
from chromium) is used as an adhesion promoter for solar cell metal-
lization via evaporation (Section 3.4). The high adhesion of titanium
to ITO is likely caused by a thin TiO2 layer at the boundary surface
between the substrate and titanium. Due to their electronegativity
and polarization, oxides can develop electrostatic attraction in ad-
dition to Van der Waals forces and, thus, adhere better to surfaces
also containing polarized atoms such as SiO2 (oxygen) or oxides such
as ITO. The barrier height of titanium to silicon is quite low, which
results in low contact resistivities [27]. The TiO2 layer is still thin
enough to not in�uence the contact formation, signi�cantly.
The adhesion of silver to ITO is worse than that of titanium. Silver

adheres to freshly prepared ITO surfaces when the surface energy is
still high (low contact angle) but becomes signi�cantly worse when
ITO ages.
Silver does not develop an oxide layer on the boundary surface,
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Figure 6.3.5: Contact angle change of water on untreated ITO surface
aged in air

thus the adhesion is almost exclusively caused by dispersive energies.
The adhesion results do not exactly correlate with the contact angle
measurements. The adhesion to the pure ITO surface, which is 7 days
old, is still better than the adherence to the aged surface additionally
treated with photolithographic chemicals. If adhesion correlates with
surface energy and contact angle, respectively, according to Figure
6.3.6, the result should be the other way around, because the contact
angle of the PL treated sample is smaller than that of the non-treated
sample. However, one has to take into account that a tape test is not
very accurate.

Contact angle measurements and surface energy calculations with
the polar and dispersive part of silver and titanium or silver and tita-
nium oxide, respectively, (titanium develops a thin oxide layer if stored
in air) also show a better analogy between ITO and titanium (TiO2)
than between freshly prepared ITO and silver, as demonstrated in
Figure 6.3.7. This reassures the results of the measuremnts regarding
the adhesion properties between ITO and the metals.

The surface energies are given with σs, representing the surface
energy, σDs the dispersive part of the surface energy and σPs the polar
part of the surface energy.

The polar part of the surface energy of titanium (σPs (Ti) = 4.63 mN/m)
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Figure 6.3.6: Contact angles of water after di�erent surface treatment
of ITO according to process �ow in Figure 6.2.2

is higher than that of silver (σPs (Ag) = 1.61 mN/m), which can be
explained by a thin TiO2 layer at the surface. Therefore, titanium is
able to interact with the ITO surface even by polar energies.
If the adherence were only to be in�uenced by interfacial tension

characteristics, silver should show good adherence to ITO, which was
stored in air. The dispersive and polar part of the surface energy
almost match. However, the experiment shows that this is not the
case.
One reason could be the overall smaller surface energy of ITO, which

according to equation 2.15 also leads to a smaller value for the work
of adhesion. A second reason is the contamination of the ITO surface
by organic residues. Organic molecules build a barrier between the
metal and the ITO surface which lowers the adhesive forces. Polar
interactions reach higher values, which is why the TiPdAg stack still
shows good adherence to ITO. Silver almost only interacts through
dispersive forces and, thus, adherence is weakened.
More factors play an important role regarding adhesion and further

research has to be done on this topic.
However, it can be concluded from the results that silver shows a

better adherence to a new ITO surface than it does to an older surface.
This in�uences ink formulation and the time of metal application.
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Table 6.3.1: TLM and tape test results of evaporated Ag and TiPdAg
metallization on di�erently treated ITO surfaces. Tape
test rating: OK = no metal on tape; poor = some metal
on tape; failed = complete adhesion failure

ITO treatment RcW [Ωcm] Rsh [Ω/sq] Tape test

fresh + TiPdAg 22.945 27.988 OK

fresh + PL + TiPdAg 14.657 22.458 OK

fresh + Ag 14.342 24.279 wafer breakage

fresh + PL + Ag 13.891 10.331 OK

7d + TiPdAg 16.866 30.547 OK

7d + PL + TiPdAg 9.302 21.372 OK

7d + Ag 17.737 26.427 poor

7d + PL + Ag 9.402 21.338 failed

The TLM measurements show no signi�cant trend regarding the
contact formation quality.
It was assumed that the surface energy of ITO could also in�uence

the contact formation between ITO and a metal. From the results
shown above (Table 6.3.1) such a correlation can not be seen. All
values are within the measurement error margin, especially consid-
ering the uncertainty of TLM measurements in general. One might
say that a tendency for better contact formation towards aged ITO
surfaces can be seen, but statistics are too small to be sure about that.
However the values for the normalized contact resistance of the

7 day old samples treated with PL stick out. Both values - and this
is the case for Ag as well as for TiPdAg metallization - are lower
than the values of all other samples. One has to take into account
that the PL treatment also includes thermal curing steps which are
known to in�uence the properties of ITO2. In addition, the chemicals
used during the PL process might also have an e�ect on the surface

2Due to recrystallization crystal defect curing occures which causes a drop of
the sheet resistivity
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Figure 6.3.7: Surface energy calculations of silver (top, left), titanium
(top, right) and ITO after deposition (bottom, left) and
six weeks after preparation (bottom, right). The surface
energies are given within the graphs.

of ITO, which can have electrical properties di�erent from the bulk,
as has already been discussed in Chapter 5.3.6. Further research on
this topic is necessary.

6.4 Chapter Summery

In this chapter the surface behaviour of ITO towards liquids were
analyzed with goniometer measurements. It was shown that ITO has
a highly active surface with a very high surface energy right after
deposition. This is expressed by a very hydrophilic surface and rapid
decrease of the hydrophily within a few hours when stored in air. Non
polar solvents also develop higher contact angles within a very short
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time, but the e�ect is less pronounced compared to polar solvents like
water.
To lower this energy, ITO adsorbs molecules from the environment.

A UV radiation treatment cleans the surface from adsorbents by oxi-
dating the latter and �resets� the mechanical surface properties of ITO
back to hydrophilic. These results have an in�uence on the choice of
ink formulation to be used for metallization. The results also in�uence
the timescale of ITO storage in air after deposition.
The in�uence of the surface energy of ITO on adhesion and contact

formation with silver and TiPdAg stack were investigated.
The adhesion of TiPdAg stacks to ITO are not in�uenced by the

age of the ITO layer. Silver adherence becomes worse with age of ITO
and th correlated drop of the surface energy. This results have also
in�uence on the metal ink formulation and time of metal application.
The contact formation represented by the contact resistance mea-

surements seem not to be signi�cantly in�uenced by the surface energy
of ITO.
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7 Seed-and-Plate on ITO

In this chapter plating on metal seed-layers evaporated on a HIT cell is
discussed. It is shown that selective plating on the metal seed-layer on
conductive ITO is possible without further protection of the ITO layer.
After a short introduction in Section 7.1, the experiments done are
described in Section 7.2. Results and discussion are given in Section
7.3. Section 7.4 summarizes the chapter.

7.1 Introduction

As has already been explained in Section 3.4, contacting the ITO
layer used for certain cell designs are either expensive or not yet really
satisfying. At least, improvements are possible.
As shown in Chapter 5 nanoparticle inks are suitable as a contact

material for ITO as they can be processed at low temperatures and
show good conductivity as well as contact resistance to ITO. The seed-
and-plate approach enables to separate the contact formation from the
lateral conductivity and, thus, the optimization of both metal layers
independently. In addition, ITO is a di�usion barrier for copper [111].
This allows the usage of copper as a metal for the lateral current
transport, which reduces silver consumption signi�cantly and, thus,
production costs.
A special challenge for plating on a seed-layer applied on ITO is the

high conductivity of ITO itself. Metals can be deposited not only on
the metal seed-layer but also on the ITO surface. It would be possible
to simply protect the ITO layer against metallization by applying
a plating resist. However, this necessitates at least two additional
process steps, which would raise the overall production costs.
Within this chapter electrochemical metal deposition on a metal

seed-layer on ITO without protection of ITO is analyzed to evaluate
a process for selective metal deposition on the seed-layer.
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Figure 7.2.1: Illustration of the cell structure of the HIT solar cell

7.2 Experimental

7.2.1 Selective copper plating on HIT solar cells with
TiPdAg seed-layer

To guarantee good contact formation to ITO and good line resistance
within the seed-layer, cell samples with a thermally evaporated seed-
layer of a TiPdAg stack (50 nm/50 nm/100 nm) were used.

Substrate

As substrate planar n-type mono crystalline FZ silicon wafers with a
sheet resistance of 0.8-1.2 Ωcm were used.
For sputtering an OXFORD cluster tool with argon plasma was

used.
The ITO chamber was equipped with an In2O3/SnO2 (90/10 wt%)

target. Gases such as oxygen and argon could be fed separately. ITO
coating thickness was 70 nm. An oxygen �ow of 0.7 sccm was used.
Amorphous silicon was sputtered with silane and hydrogen gas. For

p-type doped a-Si, B2H6 gas was added and for n-type doped a-Si, PH3

gas was added.
For the emitter 15 nm a-Si(i) and 17 nm a-Si(p) layers were applied.

The BSF consisted of 7 nm a-Si(i) and 15 nm a-Si(n).
The metal front grid consisted of a TiPdAg stack (50 nm/50 nm/100 nm)

and the back contact of TiPdAg (50 nm/50 nm/1000 nm).
The cell structure is illustrated in Figure 7.2.1.
Seven cells 2x2 cm in size were arranged on one wafer. The cells

were cut out with a dicing saw before plating.
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Plating

The cells were contacted at the back-side for Cu-plating onto the seed-
layers. To avoid Cu deposition on the open cell edges and the back
side, edges and back were protected with a plating resist. The con-
tacted part of the back was left open and was not dipped into the
electrolyte.
A current of 1, 5 and 10 mA was applied, respectively, and the

resulting voltage was measured to control deposition. Plating time
was 30 min.

Ozone cleaning of ITO surface

A UV excimer was used for the cleaning process of ITO.
Samples were placed under the UV excimer at a distance of 1 cm.

Radiation time was one minute.

7.2.2 Cyclovoltammetric measurements on ITO

Substrate

Two groups of ITO samples were measured. The substrate structure
was the same as described in Section 6.2. The samples of group 1 were
stored in air for several days; samples of group 2 were ozone cleaned
with UV radiation for 1 min (see description above).

Cyclovoltammetric measurement

The reduction potential of copper on ITO surfaces was determined by
cyclovoltammetric (CV) measurements using a VSP multipotentiostat
(biologic). The measurement apparatus was assembled in a metal case
acting as a Faraday cage to eliminate disturbing electrical signals from
the environment.
A commercially available copper electrolyte was used. As anode,

a copper electrode was used. The ITO area measured was de�ned
by size and kept constant for all measurements. A potential scan
rate of dE/dt = 20 mVs−1 was applied within the potential limits of
E = −1...1.5 V between the anode and ITO. The measurement was
started, reaching to negative potentials.

Characterization

Characterization was done optically and with SEM imaging and EDX
analysis.
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Figure 7.3.1: Cell before plating with copper (left) and after plating
at 1 mA for 30 min (right)

Figure 7.3.2: Left: Cell after copper plating with 10 mA applied cur-
rent (upper part not dipped into electrolyte). Right:
HIT cell with copper metallization on seed-layer after
UV-ozone cleaning for 1 min (plating with 1 mA applied
current for 30 min)

7.3 Results and discussion

7.3.1 Plating results

Figure 7.3.1 shows a test cell before plating and a copper plated cell
without cleaning with ozone before. Plating was done with an applied
current of 1 mA.
The blue area of the cell is coated with ITO and forms the active cell

area. The white-silver stripes form the evaporated seed-layer metal
grid.
The photograph 7.3.1 shows, that copper was not only deposited on

the metal seed-layer but also on the open ITO surface. With increasing
applied current, the amount of copper deposited on ITO even increases
as illustrated in Figure 7.3.2. The shown cell was plated at 10 mA. A
thin copper �lm is deposited over the whole area of the solar cell.
However, as visible in Figure 7.3.1, at lower application current,
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the copper is not equally deposited over the whole surface but seems
to follow a pattern resulting from inhomogeneities maybe caused by
scratches or impurities (e.g,. dust, organic deposits) on the ITO sur-
face. The impurities acting as seed crystals could have caused an
electrical surge at those areas and, thus, lead to copper plating on
ITO. The cell edge which represents a position of high �eld density is
also predominantly plated.
Therefore, it was assumed that a cleaning step prior to plating could

solve the problem if the impurities were in fact caused by organic
deposits. The standard cleaning process for silicon solar cells involves
an HCl dip, which removes most of the impurities from the surface.
However, ITO is not stable against acids, thus, this process could not
be used. Instead, the organics were burned o� by ozone generated
under an UV excimer. It was shown in Chapter 6.3.1 that cleaned
ITO surfaces, aged in air and with a hydrophobic surface could be
�reset� to a hydrobhilic surface behavior. The contact angle for those
surfaces was too small to be measured.
In a second experiment the cells were ozone cleaned for one minute

via UV radiation prior to plating. Time between cleaning and plating
was less than 1 hour.
A photograph of a cleaned cell after copper plating with an applied

current of 1 mA is shown in Figure 7.3.2 on the right-hand side. The
photograph shows that copper was almost exclusively deposited on
the metal seed-layer. Only the edges of the cell are also covered with
copper.
Figure 7.3.3 shows an SEM image of copper deposited on the metal

seed-layer at the edge of a �nger ending in the busbar.
The SEM characterization shows that there are also small areas on

the seed-layer which were not fully covered with copper and that the
ITO surface is almost completely free of copper seeds.
As UV-ozone cleaning is able to remove organic impurities from the

surface, it is unlikely that the surface was totally free of inorganic
impurities. Therefore, it is likely that an additional reason for the
selective plating of the metal seed-layer on ITO exists.
The value for the electron work function of copper lies between εM=

4.48-5.1 eV [143]. The work function of the electrolyte is even higher.
ITO is a semiconductor and its work function varies with its doping
level. On average, the work function can be estimated to be around
εSE = 3.5 eV but never higher than εSE = 4 eV [139].
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Figure 7.3.3: SEM image of copper plated �nger and busbar on HIT
cell with seed-layer metallization after cleaning

The work function of the semiconductor is lower than that of the
metal species in the electrolyte. Thus, one could say that a kind
of Schottky contact is formed between the ITO surface and the elec-
trolyte. Electrons di�use from the semiconductor (ITO) into the metal
(copper electrolyte) until the Fermi levels equalize. Without further
application of an external voltage, no further electron di�usion can
occur and, thus, no copper can be reduced at the ITO surface.
Silver has a work function of εM = 4.05 - 4.6 eV and is much closer to

the work function of copper. Thus, by applying an external negative
voltage to ITO and the seed-layer, copper deposition should �rst occur
at the silver surface.
This theory is supported by the fact that copper deposition is ob-

servable on the cell edges in Figure 7.3.2. Figure 7.3.4 shows the cell
edge before plating and SEM images of the edge and areas close to
the edge after plating with copper.
One can see that the edge of the active cell area di�ers from the

rest of the active area. EDX measurements in di�erent areas of the
edge or close to the edge show di�erences in ITO composition.
At the outer part of the edge of the active cell area, a high copper

deposition can be seen and measured. The EDX measurement of the
ITO shows tin and indium but no measurable concentration of oxygen.
Considering the dependence of the ITO conductivity on the oxygen
concentration, the area at the outer side of the active cell area is more
conductive than the inner part of the active cell area. Thus, copper
is easily deposited (Figure 7.3.4 bottom left).
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Figure 7.3.4: Top: Photograph of HIT cell edge before plating. The
SEM/EDX measured area (results shown in bottom row)
is marked. with red a cross.
Bottom row: EDX measurements on HIT cell, after
ozone cleaning and electroplated copper deposition (Fig-
ure ??). EDX measured area is marked with red a cross
Left: Outer part of the cell edge. Middle: Inner part of
the cell edge. Right: Distance from cell edge ∼ 50.0 µm.

Measurements on ITO moving from the edge to the center of the
cell show a rising concentration of oxygen and, thus, decreasing con-
ductivity of ITO. Less copper is plated on ITO (Figure 7.3.4 bottom
middle and right).

According to Gassenbauer, the work function of the ITO surface
should increase when oxidized, e.g., with oxygen plasma treatment or
UV-ozone radiation [138�140]. Oxygen di�uses into the surface lay-
ers of ITO and saturates the Sn4+ species, thus lowering the Fermi
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level and increasing the work function. Supposedly, the Schottky bar-
rier should decrease on the samples surfaces which were treated under
the UV excimer and copper deposition on ITO should be even eas-
ier, which seems, however, to be in contradiction to the experimental
observations. In fact, just the opposite can be observed.
Hoewever,edges, corners, tips, impurities, and so on are regions of

high �eld density and, thus, areas of high potential drop. Metal de-
position can occure.
As was shown by the experiments, the voltage value, which leads

to selective deposition of metal on the seed-layer, lies within narrow
limits and is dependent on the whole electrochemical system (surface
of ITO, electrolyte, additives, counter electrode, etc.).
A possible explanation for the observations could be that the plat-

ing process was done within a potential range close to the reduction
potential of the plating system which caused impurity e�ects on the
ITO surface to overcompensate the e�ect of work function di�erences.
However, the deposition on a metal seed-layer on ITO is complex and
needs further analysis.

7.3.2 CV measurement results

To evaluate the potential window which would allow for selective
metal plating on the metallic seed-layer, cyclovoltametric measure-
ments were carried out with the used copper electrolyte on UV cleaned
ITO samples and samples stored in air for several days. The exper-
iment should also show wether a signi�cant di�erence regarding the
electrochemical process occurs depending on UV cleaning. The mea-
surements are shown in Figure 7.3.5.
Both diagrams di�er a lot from each other. Especially the behavior

on the cathode (ITO) where the reduction of Cu2+to copper takes
place di�ers a lot between the two ITO surfaces. Unfortunately, the
reduction peak of copper can not be identi�ed. Only the drop in
current (in absolute values) indicates the process of reduction.
For the untreated ITO electrode, the reduction process does not

change for several measurement cycles. It starts very early at around
U = -0.05 V. No peak or reduction potential limits can be identi�ed.
The oxidation of copper in the positive potential region (starting at
around U = 0.1 V and showing a peak at U = 0.8 V) does not change
signi�cantly after the �rst two cycles either.
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Figure 7.3.5: Cyclovoltammetric measurement diagrams: Copper de-
position on ITO without UV cleaning (top) and after
cleaning (bottom)

The reduction process of copper on the cleaned (and also oxidized)
ITO surface begins as well around the same potential of U = -0.05 V.
However, each cycle di�ers from the previous cycle: the slope of the
current drop decreases. While the �rst cycle is quite similar to the
measurement progress of the untreated ITO, the slope decreases with
every additional measurement cycle. In addition, a nucleation loop can
be observed starting from cycle number 2. A nucleation loop indicates
a kinetic hindrance of nucleation at the surface of the electrode. The
potential applied to the electrode is not high enough for ions to pass
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the Helmholtz-layer1. Only a few ions are able to pass and nucleate
at the surface. Little by little more ions nucleate at the surface and a
second ionic layer is formed which is then more easily passed by further
ions. The integral of the loop is proportional to the required activation
energy which is necessary for the ions to overcome the Helmholtz
layer [144]. The increasing loop integral and the decreasing reduction
current imply an increasing hindrance for the nucleation of copper at
the ITO surface.
The oxidation of copper in the positive potential region (starting at

around U = 0.1 V and showing a peak of U = 0.4-0.55 V) does also
show a small drop with each cycle. In addition, compared to the aged
ITO samples, the measured �owing oxidation current is less. Thus,
copper oxidation seems easier compared to the oxidation process on
an aged ITO surface. This implies that the deposition on the cleaned
ITO surface is more di�cult than on the non-treated ITO.
The observation of both samples after the CV measurement showed

that no copper was applied to the UV cleaned sample, whereas the
uncleaned sample was covered with copper. Wether the oxidation of
the ITO and the correlated potential change in work function is the
main reason for the behavior of the ITO surface towards the electrolyte
or if potential impurities at the surface played the more importante
role could not be identi�ed by these experiments. A lot more precise
manipulation of the ITO surface would be necessary to get to the
bottom of this question.
The CV measurements show no peak for the copper reduction and

are di�cult to interpret. In addition, no simple CuSO4 solution was
used, rather, an industrially available electrolyte which contains sev-
eral additives for better plating qualities. The additives also in�uence
the redox reactions which further exacerbates analysis. Variation of
the potential scan rate gave no more relevant results.
Further analysis of the plating process on ITO surfaces has to be

done in order to understand the undergoing processes more clearly

1The Helmholtz-layer is an ionic double layer at the surface of an electrode:
The surface of the electrode is charged and the ionic species with opposite charge
will be concentrated close to the surface. A second ionic layer of the same charge
as the electrode is formed next to the �rst. Ions which should be oxidized or
reduced at the surface of the electrode have �rst to pass this double ionic layer,
respectively. An illustration of the Helmholtz-layer can be found in the appendix
B.1.2.
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and help to evaluate the exact plating conditions for a fast and reliable
plating process for selective deposition of the conductive metal on the
seed-layer metallization on unprotected ITO.

7.4 Summary

In this chapter it was shown that selective electrochemical deposition
of copper on metal seed-layers on ITO is possible, without further
protection of the ITO surface.
The deposition has to be done on a cleaned ITO surface. The

selective plating is possible within narrow applied current ranges.
The process was analyzed with SEM, EDX and CV measurements.

The reasons for the selective metal deposition on ITO within these
electrical limits were discussed. The composition of ITO and, thus,
its properties is important for a successful process.
With further analysis, proper process parameters could be eval-

uated, making the selective plating on metal seed-layers on ITO a
reliable metallization alternative to metal evaporation and silver rich
polymer pastes. This would allow for the use of copper as a conductive
metal layer without any further di�usion barrier, thereby lowering the
production costs for new and alternative cell concepts.
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8 MOD Ink Metallization of

Silicon Solar Cells

The results of this chapter have been partially compiled within the
Master's thesis of Yaara Tamari [145].
In this chapter the functionality of a particle- and lead-free metal-

organic decomposition (MOD) ink used for contacting SiNx coated
crystalline silicon solar cells is described and analyzed. After a short
introduction in Section 8.1 the experiments underlying this chapter
are depicted (Section 8.2). The requirements for a stable ink com-
position based on the neodecanoates of silver, bismuth and zinc are
described in Section 8.3.1. Di�erent printing techniques, formulation
of an MOD paste and the plating process on an MOD seed-layer are
characterized in Sections 8.3.3 to 8.3.5. It will be shown that contact
formation to the emitter is possible < 500 °C along with very short
tempering times (Section 8.3.2). Based on the experimental results,
an advanced contact formation model was developed and is described
in detail in Section 8.3.6. The contact formation was analyzed in
detail with FIB, SEM and EDX measurements and results are dis-
cussed in Section 8.3.7. Electrical results of the MOD ink applied on
a crystalline silicon solar cell and solar cell results are given in Sec-
tion 8.3.8. The behavior of the MOD ink as metallization ink are
compared to that of a seed-layer metallization formed by a thick �lm
screen printing paste in Section 8.3.9. Finally, Section 8.4 gives a
short summary of the chapter.

8.1 Introduction

In order to be competitive, electricity production from solar cells has
to be cheaper and/or more eco-friendly compared to conventional
power plants. To achieve this goal, the e�ciency of solar cells needs to
rise and/or the production costs have to be reduced. One costly pro-
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duction step in solar cell production is metallization. The high silver
consumption and processing temperatures lead to high costs. In addi-
tion, the present conventional metallization pastes contain lead, which
is toxic and might be forbidden by RoHS in the near future. Metal
pastes are being processed at high temperatures of around 900 °C and
form the contact to the emitter as well as the conducting metal grid
needed to extract the current from the cell. The formulation of a metal
paste is, therefore, always a compromise between contact formation
and conductivity, which can lead to e�ciency losses.
This chapter deals with so called MOD (metal organic decomposi-

tion) inks, which contain metal organics that can be reduced to the
metal at low temperatures and which are able to contact the silicon
solar cell through the passivation layer formed by SiNx. MOD inks
are particle-free and the particular ink discussed here does not con-
tain lead. The ink can be printed with contactless printing processes
such as ink jet printing or aerosol jet printing instead of using the
common screen printing process. This gives more freedom in choice
of printing technique and substrate. In addition, ink jet and aerosol
jet printing are low cost printing techniques, capable of achieving very
narrow line widths of 10 µm (aerosol jet [19]) and < 35 µm (ink jet
[20]), respectively.
The metal organics can be converted into pure metal either by de-

composition or by reducing reactions. These processes can be car-
ried out in the gas phase (metal organic chemical vapor deposition,
MOCVD) or by wet chemical processing or even through solid state
reactions. The decomposition or reducing reaction can be performed
at elevated temperatures or even at room temperature.
Silver is the element with the highest conductivity and a high ox-

idation resistance. Therefore, many approaches have been made to
develop a low temperature curable silver coating process. Several
base materials have been studied to be used as the metal source:
AgNO3[82, 146], silver citrate [147], silver neodecanoate [81, 148],
among others [16]. Thermal and especially photochemical stability
is a challenge for silver salt based inks, as most of the silver salts are
very easily reduced, which is also the reason why those compounds
can achieve high conductivities under moderate processing conditions
such as mild reducing agents or elevated decomposition temperatures.
Many silver salts can be decomposed at temperatures between 150 -
250 °C [40]. Without further stabilizers higher silver metal loading
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can be achieved with metal organic based inks in comparison to wa-
ter based ink formulations. In addition, as achievement of a smooth
and clean metallization so to be aspired, foreign components should be
easy to remove. Organic rests often decompose to volatile compounds,
which leave the metallization layer during decomposition very easily.

Today's MOD silver inks are developed for the low temperature
metallization of temperature sensitive substrates. The main goal is to
achieve the highest conductivity at low temperatures.

Teng has demonstrated resistivities of ρ= 108*10−8 Ωm after curing
the metallized samples at T = 150 °C for 15 min, which dropped even
as low as ρ = 17.8*10−8 Ωm after curing for longer than 60 min. Re-
sistivity has been further decreased by curing at higher temperatures
(T = 230 °C) and by curing for 50 min, reaching ρ = 3.1*10−8 Ωm
[148], which is already close to the bulk resistivity of silver
(ρAg bulk = 1.58*10−8 Ωm). Other metals such as Al, Cu and Au
have also been used in MOD ink formulations [16][149].

The MOD ink is designed to contact the silicon solar cells through
the passivation layer SiNx at low temperatures. To complete the met-
allization on the solar cell, the seed-and-plate approach is used in
this work. The conductive layer is formed by an additional plating
step. This allows independent optimization of contact formation to
the emitter and of the conductivity.

8.2 Experimental

Speci�cations of chemicals:

Silver nitrate: ABCR, 99.9% ACS

Neodecanoic acid: ABCR, prime grade

Zinc neodecanoate: ABCR, Zn 17.9-18.2%

Bismuth neodecanoate: Sigma-Aldrich

Xylene: Sigma-Aldrich, Xylenes, reagent grade

N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone: Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent, >99%

Acetone: Applichem, ACS ISO

Ethanole: Rectapur, 90%, denatured with methanole GPR
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Table 8.2.1: Xylene/NMP mixtures for solvent evaluation

wt% NMP wt% Xylene
30 70
40 60
50 50
60 40
70 30
80 20
90 10
100 0

8.2.1 Ink formulation

Solvent mixture

Di�erent solvent formulations of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and
Xylene were mixed and homogenized according to Table 8.2.1.
The evaporation time of the mixtures were measured with a go-

niometer. The drops were placed on a microscope slide and measure-
ments were done in sessile drop mode. The solvent drop was left to
evaporate at room temperature. Pictures of the drop were taken with
a frame rate of 13 pictures/s. The volume of the drops was determined
with the goniometer software. The drop volume was plotted against
the drop age. The plots were linearly �tted according to equation 8.1.

VD = vER ∗ tD + V (tD = 0) (8.1)

with VD representing the drop volume, vER the evaporation rate
and tD the drop age.
The slope of the linear �t yields the evaporation rate.

Synthesis of silver neodecanoate

9.347 ml (50 mmol) neodecanoic acid were slowly added to 50 ml of a
1 M ammonia solution and left to mix for 1 h. 8.49 g (50 mmol) silver
nitrate were dissolved in 10 ml deionized water and added slowly to the
stirring solution. The suspension was stirred for 20 min to complete
the reaction and a glue-like white substance of silver neodecanoate was
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formed. The suspension was then decanted and washed with deionized
water three times. The substance was �ltrated over a vacuum pump,
washed with ethanol three times and with a small amount of acetone
to form a colorless solid. The solid was tried until it came apart as a
�ne powder, thus indicating high aridity.

Ink stability

The ink stability was analyzed in dependence of the overall metal con-
centration by formulating di�erent ink solutions with varying metal
concentration. The metal organyls were dissolved in a mixture of
NMP:Xylene = 2:1. The solutions were partially stored in darkness
at room temperature for several days. Color changes and residues
implied formation of silver nanoparticles. (Metal contents in % are
referred to as metal mass.)

1. Two component solution series silver/zinc: Variation of overall
metal content
Metal organic contents (referred to as 100% metal mass): 96%
silver neodecanoate, 4% zinc neodecanoate
Overall metal neodecanoate content: 14 wt%, 17 wt%, 20 wt%
Storing time: <1h

2. Two component solution series silver/bismuth: Variation of over-
all metal content
Metal organic content (referred to as 100% metal mass): 96%
silver neodecanoate, 4% bismuth neodecanoate
Overall metal neodecanoate content: 14 wt%, 17 wt%, 20 wt%
Storing time: <1h

3. Two component solution series: Variation of bismuth content
Metal organic content (refereed to as 100% metal mass): 1%,
2%, 4% bismuth neodecanoate, 99%, 98%, 96% silver neode-
canoate
Overall metal neodecanoate content: 10 wt%
Storing time: <1h

4. Three component solution series: Variation of zinc content
Metal organic content (referred to as 100% metal mass): 1%
bismuth neodecanoate, 3%, 4%, 5%, 6%, 7% zinc neodecanoate,
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rest: silver neodecanoate
Overall metal neodecanoate content: 10 wt%, 11 wt%, 12 wt%,
13 wt%, 14 wt%, 15 wt%, 16 wt%
Storing time: <1h

5. Three component solution series: Variation of overall metal con-
tent
Metal organic contents (referred to as 100% metal mass): 93%
silver neodecanoate, 6% zinc neodecanoate, 1% bismuth neode-
canoate
Overall metal neodecanoate content: 10 wt%, 12 wt%, 14 wt%,
16 wt%, 18 wt%, 20 wt%
Storing time: 20 d.

6. Three component solution series: Variation of overall metal con-
tent
Metal organic contents (referred to as 100% metal mass): 94%
silver neodecanoate, 5% zinc neodecanoate, 1% bismuth neode-
canoate
Overall metal content: 18 wt%, 22 wt%, 26 wt%, 30 wt%,
35 wt%, 40 wt%
Storing time: 4 d.

Etching component

The amount of bismuth which is necessary to penetrate the silicon
nitride layer, was determined by fully processing di�erent inks with
varying bismuth neodecanoate contents.
The inks investigated were formulated according to the following

recipes. (Metal contents in % are referred to as metal mass.)

1. Ink 1:
Solvent: NMP:Xylene = 2:1
Overall metal content = 26 wt%
Zinc neodecanoate: 5%
Silver neodecanoate: 94%
Bismuth neodecanoate: 1%

2. Ink 2:
Solvent: NMP:Xylene = 2:1
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Overall metal content = 26 wt%
Zinc neodecanoate: 5%
Silver neodecanoate: 93%
Bismuth neodecanoate: 2%

3. Ink 3:
Solvent: NMP:Xylene = 2:1
Overall metal content = 26 wt%
Zinc neodecanoate: 5%
Silver neodecanoate: 92%
Bismuth neodecanoate: 3%

4. Ink 4:
Solvent: NMP:Xylene = 2:1
Overall metal content = 26 wt%
Zinc neodecanoate: 5%
Silver neodecanoate: 90%
Bismuth neodecanoate: 5%

Inks were dropped on SiNx (PECVD, thickness: 70-75 nm) coated
wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid texture and sintered at
480 °C for 15 min on a hot plate after drying for 5 min at 100 °C.

Etching

To evaluate the quality of the SiNx etch, the silver and glass layers
were etched o�.
Silver etch:
The samples are placed in half concentrated (∼ 32, 5%) HNO3 until

no silver is visible to the naked eye anymore (<1 min). The samples
are cleaned with deionized water.
Glass etch:
After removal of silver the glass layer is etched in 1% HF. The

etching time is adapted to the layer thickness of the samples and
etching is �nished when no glass is visible to the naked eye anymore
(<1 min). The samples are cleaned in deionized water and dried in
the air stream.

Characterization

The samples were characterized via SEMmeasurement. Cross sections
were prepared with an ion beam miller.
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Final ink formulation

This formulation was based on 100 g ink with a total metal content
of 26 wt%. The metal fractions were 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and 3 %
bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % were referred to as metal
mass.
9.73 g (24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) of

bismuth neodecanoate were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol) of N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) of Xylene. To the stirring
solution 61.18 g (219 mmol) of silver neodecanoate were added and
stirring continued until the solution became clear.
The whole procedure was performed under avoidance of light expo-

sure and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.

8.2.2 Tempering process

TG-DSC characterization was done using an STA 449 F3-Jupiter TG-
DSC measurement tool by NETZSCH. Aluminum crucibles with
open lid were used. Heating rate was 5 °C/min. Temperature and
calorimetric corrections speci�c to each TG-DSC setup were used.
The measurement chamber was �ooded with compressed air with a
gas �ow rate of 50 ml/min. The balance was protected by a nitrogen
gas �ow of 20 ml/min. Weight determination was done just before the
measurement.

Silicon nitride penetration

For evaluation of the proper tempering temperature and time to suc-
cessfully penetrate the silicon nitride layer, the MOD ink was tem-
pered on SiNx coated wafers (PECVD, 70-75 nm, alkaline etched ran-
dom pyramid texture).
The ink was applied to the substrates and dried at 100 °C on a hot

plate.
Tempering was done on a hot plate at 300 °C, 350 °C, 400 °C, 450 °C,

500 °C, 550 °C and 600 °C for 5 min.

Etching

To evaluate the quality of the SiNx etch, the silver and glass layers
were etched o�.
Silver etch:
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The samples are placed in half concentrated (∼ 32, 5%) HNO3 until
no silver is visible to the naked eye anymore (<1 min). The samples
are cleaned with deionized water.
Glass etch:
After removal of silver the glass layer is etched in 1 % HF. The

etching time is adapted to the layer thickness of the samples and
etching is �nished when no glass is visible to the naked eye anymore
(<1 min). The samples are cleaned in deionized water and dried in
the air stream.

Characterization

The samples were characterized via SEMmeasurement. Cross sections
were prepared with an ion beam miller.

8.2.3 Aerosol jet printing

Substrate

Mono-crystalline silicon wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid
texture with a 70-75 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating and
a phosphorous di�used emitter with a sheet resistance of 60 Ω/sq were
used. The back contact was formed by screen printed aluminum paste
�red prior to front side metallization at 900 °C peak temperature. The
156.0 x 156.0 cm2 wafers were cut with a dicing saw into 5.2 x 5.2 cm2

pieces.

Ink

This formulation was based on 100 g of ink with a total metal content
of 26 wt%. The metal fractions were 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and 3 %
bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % were referred to as metal
mass.
9.73 g (24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) of

bismuth neodecanoate were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol) of N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) of Xylene. To the stirring
solution 61.18 g (219 mmol) of silver neodecanoate was added and
stirring continued until the solution became clear.
The whole procedure was performed under avoidance of light expo-

sure and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.
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Printing
Aerosol jet printing was done with an M3D system from Optomec
Inc. Gas �ow had always been adjusted to the ink with each printing
process. The chuck was heated to 120 °C and a print head with 8 noz-
zles and a 150 µm nozzle size was used. The number of printing layers
is also dependent on the gas �ow settings and ink behavior. Within
a batch the number of layers was chosen in such a way that a closed
metallization �nger could be observed with the confocal microscope.

Tempering
The samples were dried at 100 °C on a hot plate. Tempering was done
on a hot plate at 480 °C for 15 min.

Characterization
Characterization was done by confocal micrsocope imaging.

8.2.4 Screen printing

Substrate
Mono-crystalline silicon wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid
texture with a 70-75 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating and
a phosphorous di�used emitter with a sheet resistance of 60 Ω/sq were
used. The back contact was formed by screen printed aluminum paste
�red prior to front side metallization at 900 °C peak temperature. The
156.0 x 156.0 cm2 wafers were cut with a dicing saw into 5.2 x 5.2 cm2

pieces.

Paste
This formulation was based on 100 g of paste with a total metal con-
tent of 26 wt%. The metal fractions were 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and
3 % bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % were referred to as
metal mass.
2 g of ethyl cellulose (300 cP) were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol)

of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) of Xylene. 9.73 g
(24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) bismuth neode-
canoate were added. To the stirring dispersion 61.18 g (219 mmol)
of silver neodecanoate were added and left stirring until the solution
became clear.
The whole procedure was performed under avoidance of light expo-

sure and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.
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Printing
Screen printing was done with a half-automated screen printer EKRA
STS E5. The screen openings of �ngers were 100 µm, �nger spacing
d = 2 mm, mesh/inch = 280 in−1, thread size 0.032 mm. The grid
dimension was 5.0 x 5.0 cm2 with one busbar in the middle and 26
�ngers perpendicular to the busbars.

Tempering
The samples were dried at 100 °C on a hot plate. Tempering was done
on a hot plate at 480 °C for 15 min.

Characterization
Characterization was done by confocal microscope imaging.

8.2.5 Plating

Substrate
As substrates, tempered samples from aerosol jet printing and screen
printing were used.

Plating
Light induced plating was carried out. A setup such as the one shown
in Figure 3.3.1 was used. Plating was done by applying 0.35 V to the
back contact of the solar cell. An illumination intensity of 0.5 V was
set. Plating duration was 5 min and 3 min, respectively. Commercially
available silver and copper electrolytes were used, respectively. After
plating samples were cleaned with deionized water and dried in an air
stream.

Characterization
Characterization was done using a confocal microscope and SEM imag-
ing. Cross sections were prepared with an ion beam miller.

8.2.6 Contact formation model

Substrate
Mono-crystalline silicon wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid
texture with a 70-75 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating
and a phosphorous di�used emitter with a sheet resistance of 60 Ω/sq
were used.
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MOD ink

This formulation was based on 100 g of ink with a total metal content
of 26 wt%. The metal fractions were 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and 3 %
bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % were referred to as metal
mass.
9.73 g (24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) of

bismuth neodecanoate were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol) of N-
methyl-2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) of Xylene. To the stirring
solution 61.18 g (219 mmol) of silver neodecanoate were added and
stirring continued until the solution became clear.
The whole procedure was done under avoidance of light exposure

and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.

Bismuth neodecanoate solutions

Bismuth neodecanoate was soluted in a mixture of NMP:Xylene = 1:1.
Solution with bismuth neodecanoate concentrations of 10 - 100 %
(steps of 10 %) were applied dropwise to wafer substrates, dried at
100 °C and tempered at di�erent temperatures between 350 °C -550 °C
(steps of 50 °C, additionally 480 °C) on a hot plate for 15 min. The
layers were etched o� and the results analyzed by SEM imaging.

Bismuth-/silver neodecanoate ink

(Two component ink)
To evaluate the role of bismuth and silver in the contact formation

process, several solutions with di�erent bismuth to silver ratios were
applied dropwise to wafer substrates. The samples were divided in
two groups. Group 1 was tempered at 480 °C for 15 min. Group 2
was tempered at 520 °C for 15 min. After drying (at 100 °C) and
tempering the metal and glass layer were etched back and the results
analyzed by SEM imaging.
The two component inks were formulated according to the following

procedure and Table 8.2.2.
The formulations were based on 1 g of ink with a total metal organic

content of 20 wt%. As solvent a mixture of NMP:Xylene = 1:1 was
used.
First bismuth neodecanoate was dissolved in the solvent. After-

wards, silver neodecanoate was added. The solution was stirred until
it became clear.
The whole procedure was done under avoidance of light exposure
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Table 8.2.2: Bismuth to silver neodecanoate proportions
(neo = neodecanoate)

Bi-neo/Ag-neo
[wt%/wt%]

Bi/Ag
[mol/mol]

m(Bi-neo)
[mg]

m(Ag-neo)
[mg]

1:9 1:23 20 180
1:4 1:11 40 160
1:2 1:5 70 130
1:1 1:2.6 100 100
2:1 1:1.4 130 70
4:1 1.6:1 160 40
9:1 3.5:1 180 20

and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.

Tempering
The MOD ink samples were dried at 100 °C on a hot plate. Tempering
was done on a hot plate at 480 °C for 15 min.

Etching
To evaluate the quality of the SiNx etch, the silver and glass layers
were etched back.
Silver etch:
The samples are placed in half concentrated (∼ 32, 5%) HNO3 until

no silver is visible anymore (<1 min). The samples are cleaned with
deionized water.
Glass etch:
After removal of silver the glass layer is etched in 1 % HF. The

etching time is adapted to the layer thickness of the samples and
etching is �nished when no glass is visible anymore (<1 min). The
samples are cleaned in deionized water and dried in the air stream.

SiNx etching
To evaluate the etching ability of the MOD ink in dependence of the
silicon nitride thickness, the silicon nitride layer of wafer substrates
with an initial silicon nitride layer of 70-75 nm thickness was etched
according to the following procedure.
The wafers were etched in a solution of bu�ered hydro �uoride acid

with 5-7 % HF and 10-25 % ammonium �uoride (commercial etch
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solution).
The wafers were initially etched for 30 min until the silicon nitride

surface became hydrophobic. Further etching removed the silicon ni-
tride. Etching times and resulting (estimated from etching time) sili-
con nitride thicknesses are given in Table 8.2.3.

Characterization
Characterization was done by SEM imaging in combination with FIB
tomography and EDX analysis. FIB slices had a thickness of 10 nm.
Cross sections were prepared with an ion beam miller.

Table 8.2.3: Etching times for silicon nitride etching

Time [s] Resulting SiNx thickness [nm]
257 60
514 50
772 40
1028 30
1285 20
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8.2.7 Contact quality

Substrate

Mono-crystalline silicon wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid
texture with a 70-75 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating
and a phosphorous di�used emitter with a sheet resistance of 60 Ω/sq
were used.

MOD ink

This formulation is based on 100 g of ink with a total metal content
of 26 wt%. The metal fractions are 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and 3 %
bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % are referred to as metal
mass.

9.73 g (24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) of bis-
muth neodecanoate were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol) of N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) Xylene. To the stirring solution
61.18 g (219 mmol) of silver neodecanoate were added and stirring
continued until the solution became clear. The whole procedure was
performed under avoidance of light exposure and the �nal ink was
stored in the dark.

Tempering

The MOD ink samples were dried at 100 °C on a hot plate. Tempering
was done on a hot plate at 480 °C for 15 min.

Etching

To evaluate the quality of the SiNx etch, the silver and glass layers
were etched back.

Silver etch:

The samples are placed in half concentrated (∼ 32, 5%) HNO3 until
no silver is visible anymore (<1 min). The samples get cleaned with
deionized water.

Glass etch:

After removal of silver the glass layer is etched in 1 % HF. The
etching time is adapted to the layer thickness of the samples and
etching is �nished when no glass is visible anymore (<1 min). The
samples get cleaned in deionized water and dried in the air stream.
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Characterization

Characterization was done by SEM imaging in combination with FIB
tomography and EDX analysis. For FIB tomography each FIB milling
step had a of 10 nm. SEM images were taken after each milling step.
Cross sections were additionally prepared with an ion beam miller.

8.2.8 Conductivity, contact resistance and cell results

Screen printing samples as described in Section 8.3.4 were used.

Substrate

Mono-crystalline silicon wafers with alkaline etched random pyramid
texture with a 70-75 nm thick PECVD SiNx anti-re�ection coating and
a phosphorous di�used emitter with a sheet resistance of 60 Ω/sq were
used. The back contact was formed by screen printed aluminum paste
�red prior to front side metallization at 900 °C peak temperature. The
156.0 x 156.0 cm2 wafers were cut with a dicing saw into 5.2 x 5.2 cm2

pieces.

Paste

This formulation was based on 100 g of paste with a total metal con-
tent of 26 wt%. The metal fractions were 91 % silver, 6 % zinc and
3 % bismuth, respectively. Metal contents in % were referred to as
metal mass.
2 g of ethyl cellulose (300 cP) were dissolved in 17.6 g (1.78 mmol)

of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidon and 8.8 g (83 mmol) of Xylene. 9.73 g
(24 mmol) of zinc neodecanoate and 2.69 g (3.7 mmol) of bismuth
neodecanoate were added. To the stirring dispersion 61.18 g (219 mmol)
of silver neodecanoate were added and left stirring until the solution
became clear.
The whole procedure was done under avoidance of light exposure

and the �nal ink was stored in the dark.

Printing

Screen printing was done with the half-automated screen printer EKRA
STS E5. The screen openings of �ngers were 100 µm, �nger spacing
d = 2 mm, mesh/inch = 280 in−1, thread size 0.032 mm. The grid
dimension was 5.0 x 5.0 cm2 with one busbar in the middle and 26
�ngers perpendicular to the busbars.
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Tempering
The samples were dried at 100 °C on a hot plate. Tempering was done
on a hot plate at 480 °C for 15 min.

Plating
Light induced plating was carried out. A setup such as the one shown
in Figure 3.3.1 was used. Plating was done by applying 0.35 V to the
back contact of the solar cell. An illumination intensity of 0.5 V was
set. Plating duration was 5 min and 3 min, respectively. A silver and
copper electrolyte were used, respectively. After plating samples were
cleaned with deionized water and dried in an air stream.

Characterization
Samples were characterized with SunsVOC measurements, IV-curve
measurements, electroluminescence measurements and TLM measure-
ments.
IV-curve measurments were done with a reference cell at 25 °C and

an illumination of 1000 W/m2.
A voltage of 651 mV was applied to the metallized samples for 2 s

to measure electroluminescence.
The contact resistance was measured by a TLMmeasurement setup.

Contact resistivity was determined measuring eight silver lines. The
applied current was set to I = 10 mA.

8.3 Results and discussion

8.3.1 Ink formulation

Solvent mixture

The MOD ink formulation used for this work is based on the work of
Binder and was further developed and investigated [18, 150].
The main ink components are based on metal organyls1 soluted in

an organic solvent. According to Vest [151] silver neodecanoate full�lls
the most important criteria for ink formulation (stability in air, low
decomposition temperature, high metal content) and has a very high

1Although the metal neodecanoates used in this work are strictly speaking no
metal organyls, we will proceed with the term for simplicity.
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solubility in Xylene. Thus, a very high metal proportion in the ink is
possible.
In the following experiments silver neodecanoate, bismuth neode-

canoate and zinc neodecanoate were used. Silver neodecanoate is the
basic metal compound used to form the conductive metal grid on the
solar cell. Bismuth neodecanoate was used as etching component to
penetrate the SiNx anti-re�ection coating layer on the wafer, as was
shown by Hörteis and Kalio [35, 41]. Zinc neodecanoate was used
to improve the contact formation to the emitter [35]. The chemical
structure of the neodecanoates is shown in Figure 8.3.1.
Xylene has a very high vapor pressure [152]. It was, therefore,

mixed with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidon (NMP) which is a common solvent
for printing applications. To determine the best proportion for main-
taining high solubility on the one hand and moderate evaporation on
the other, the evaporation rates of di�erent Xylene:NMP mixtures
were investigated with a goniometer. Drop volumes were measured
against time and the evaporation rate calculated from the slope of
measured data (see Figure 8.3.2).
With increasing amount of NMP the evaporation rate for the solvent

mixture drops. For printing purposes the evaporation rate should be
moderate: it must be high enough to allow for fast drying of the ink
after printing but low enough to avoid drying of the ink and clogging
while still inside the print head.
Based on the data above a mixture of Xylene:NMP = (1:1) would

have been chosen. Due to higher evaporation rates caused by the air
�ow necessary to obtain a printable aerosol stream, this ratio turned
out to be still too exhalable for aerosol jet printing. Thus, the �nal
solvent ratio used was Xylene:NMP = (2:1).
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Figure 8.3.1: Chemical structures of metal neodecanoates (from left to
right): silver neodecanoate, bismuth neodecanoate, zinc
neodecanoate

Figure 8.3.2: Evaporation of Xylene:NMP mixtures. Amount of NMP
is given in % (left: measurement; right: calculated evap-
oration rate)

Silver neodecanoate synthesis

Silver neodecanoate is very sensitive to light, which causes reduction
to silver (photographic process [153]. The stability of the ink is also
very dependent on the quality of the used silver neodecanoate. For
this reason silver neodecanoate was synthesized right before use, as
described by Shim [65].
Some experience of the synthesis is necessary in order to gain impurity-

free silver neodecanoate. The most critical part is the drying step. Al-
ready minor remains of salts or solvents can lead to impurities within
the �nal product. Figure 8.3.3 shows a sample of silver neodecanoate
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Figure 8.3.3: Silver neodecanoate (brown color implies impurities)

Figure 8.3.4: Solution series 1 and 2. Left: Zinc series with 4%
zinc neodecanoate and varying neodecanoate content
of 14 wt%, 17 wt% and 20 wt%; Right: Bismuth se-
ries with 4% bismuth neodecanoate and varying neode-
canoate content of 14 wt%, 17 wt% and 20 wt%

of lesser quality due to impurities.

Ink stability

The overall metal organic concentration in�uences the quality and long
term stability of the MOD ink. High amounts of metal ions trigger the
formation of silver nanoparticles, which is indicated by an orange and
later greenish color of the solution and by precipitates for very high
concentrations, respectively. The nature of ions also in�uences the ink
stability in di�erent ways. To �nd a stable ink recipe with maximal
metal content, several neodecanoate mixtures were investigated. The
results are shown below.
A photograph of solution series 1 and 2 with increasing silver neode-

canoate content is shown in Figure 8.3.4.
Bismuth ions seem to have a higher impact on the ink stability than

zinc ions. The color change caused by reduced silver nanoparticles is
more intense for the bismuth solution series. The in�uence of zinc is
much less signi�cant, which can also be seen from Figure 8.3.6 below.
To con�rm this result, a two component solution series of bismuth
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Figure 8.3.5: Bismuth neodecanoate content solution series

Figure 8.3.6: Zinc neodecanoate content solution series in the presence
of 1% bismuth neodecanoate and varying overall metal
concentration

and silver neodecanoate with varying bismuth neodecanoate content
was investigated and is shown in Figure 8.3.5 (solution series 3).
The greenish color already indicates the formation of silver nanopar-

ticles even at very low bismuth neodecanoate contents of only 1%. In
regard to ink stability the bismuth metal content should be kept as
low as possible.
The tolerance of silver neodecanoate towards zinc ions in the pres-

ence of bismuth neodecanoate was investigated and is shown in Figure
8.3.6 (solution series 4).
The solution series shows that the zinc neodecanoate content also

has a certain impact on the ink stability. The in�uence increases with
increasing overall metal content (columns of Figure 8.3.6). However,
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Figure 8.3.7: MOD ink stability series for various metal organic con-
tents (wt%): just after formulation (top row) and after
20 days storage in darkness (bottom row)

the overall metal content itself has the major impact on the ink sta-
bility, as can be seen from the color change along the rows in Figure
8.3.6.
Regarding these results, the dependency of the overall concentra-

tion of metal organics and the ink stability over time was examined.
Solution series 5 is shown in Figure 8.3.7. A series of di�erent metal
organic concentrations (wt%) is shown right after formulation and af-
ter 20 days of storage. Light also leads to reduction of silver ions,
which is the reason why the ink should be stored in darkness.
It has to be emphasized, that the quality of silver neodecanoate is

the most critical factor regarding the ink stability. Impurities lead to
a fast reduction of silver ions to silver nanoparticles. With increasing
experience of silver neodecanoate synthesis, the quality of the silver
salt increased. In consequence, the concentration of soluted metal
organic could be increased. Note that in the following Figure 8.3.8
(solution series 6), concentration values specify metal content (not
metal organic content).
As a result of the stability experiments a 26 wt% metal content was

chosen for experiments as a compromise between ink stability and
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Figure 8.3.8: MOD ink stability for very high metal contents (wt%):
right after formulation (top row) and after 4 days storage
in darkness (bottom row)

metal amount.
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Etching component

The amount of bismuth was determined by fully processing di�erent
inks at 480 °C for 5 min with varying bismuth neodecanoate contents.
Figure 8.3.9 shows the results.
The opening of the ARC improved with increasing bismuth metal

content from 1 to 5 wt%. Higher bismuth amounts are favorable in
terms of etching ability. First silver crystallites within the silicon ni-
tride layer can be observed for a bismuth metal content of 1 wt%.
Clear poor formation and partially open silicon as well as silver crys-
tals are formed with 3 wt% bismuth content. However, the SiNx layer
at the pyramid tips is still not open. This is the case for bismuth
contents of 5 wt%.

Final ink formulation

Silver is the element which forms the conductive layer after temper-
ing of the ink. Therefore, silver is the main metal component within
the ink formulation. Bismuth allows the etching of silicon nitride and
higher amounts are favorable for good contact formation. However,
the ink stability is strongly in�uenced by bismuth ions. As a com-
promise between ink stability and etching ability, a 3 wt% bismuth
metal concentration was chosen for further experiments. As zinc is
only used for contact improvement, 6 wt% zinc metal content was
chosen according to metallization ink developed by Hörteis [51]. The
solvent which �ts the demanded parameters best was determined to
be a mixture of NMP:Xylene = 2:1.
The �nal ink composition was as follows:

� Metal content: 26 wt% (17 wt% silver, 3 wt% bismuth, 6 wt%
zinc)

� 74 wt% solvent (NMP:Xylene = 2:1)

8.3.2 Tempering process

Sintering conditions were investigated by processing the ink at several
temperatures and via TG-DSC (cp. Chapter 4) measurements on
silicon wafers with random pyramid texture and PECVD deposited
SiNx coating of 70-75 nm thickness.
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Figure 8.3.9: SEM images of etched SiNx layers by MOD ink with
varying Bi concentration.
Top row left: 1% Bi - no etching; right: 2% Bi- single Ag
crystals visible. Bottom row left: 3% Bi - pore formation
at pyramid tips and silver dendrites. right: 5% Bi - pore
formation over the whole pyramids and silver dendrites

All ink components (except for the solvents) were measured sep-
arately in advance to verify the decomposition characteristics. All
neodecanoates decompose up to 450 °C. The measurements are shown
in the Appendix B.1.3.
The decomposition reactions are proposed to take place according

to the following formulas:

2Ag(C10H19O2) + 28O2 → Ag2O + 20CO2 ↑ +19H2O ↑ (8.2)

2Bi(C10H19O2)3 + 84O2 → Bi2O3 + 60CO2 ↑ +57H2O ↑ (8.3)
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Figure 8.3.10: DSC measurements of the reactions between the di�er-
ent metal organyls and Si3N4: onset temperatures mark
the beginning of reactions between the compounds.

Zn(C10H19O2)2 + 28O2 → ZnO + 20CO2 ↑ +19H2O ↑ (8.4)

All metal neodecanoates as well as the complete ink formulation
were mixed with Si3N4 and the reactions were measured by TG-DSC
as shown in Figure 8.3.10.
The DSC measurements show the exothermic decomposition reac-

tions of the organyls up to 450 °C, which is also supported by the TG
analysis (data shown in the Appendix B.1.3).
The curves showing the reactions of bismuth neodecanoate + Si3N4

and ink + Si3N4 show additional exothermic reactions at 483.7 °C and
492.1 °C, respectively, indicating that a reaction with Si3N4 occurred.
Figure 8.3.10 shows no reactions between silver neodecanoate + Si3N4

and zinc organyle + Si3N4 between 450-800 °C, respectively. There-
fore, one can assume that the bismuth compound is the active etching
component of the ink.
Bismuth neodecanoate and zinc neodecanoate show additional reac-

tions above 600 °C: bismuth neodecanoate reacts endothermically at
around 690 °C and 812 °C, respectively. According to Kalio, bismuth
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Figure 8.3.11: Left: SEM image of an MOD ink etching of an SiNx

layer on a textured silicon wafer tempered for 5 min at
450 °C after an HNO3 and an HF etch. Right: SEM
image of silver clump formation after ink tempered at
550 °C.

glass shows exothermic reactions with SiNx starting at 550 °C [41]. An
additional endothermic peak has been observed at around 810 °C by
Kalio as well, but has not been further discussed in his work. Possi-
ble endothermic reactions are melting, evaporation and non-oxidative
chemical reactions. Since no mass change could be measured any-
more, no reaction with nitrogen can be assumed. Thus, melting of a
glass formed from bismuth and Si3N4 could be possible. Due to SEM
observations (which are discussed in more detail later in this chapter),
which indicate ARC penetration already starting at low temperatures,
processing temperatures and, thus, reactions above 550 °C were not
further analyzed.

Besides TG-DSC measurements, samples with ink on SiNx coated
wafers were sintered at di�erent temperatures for 5 min, respectively.
Afterwards, the silver and glass layers were etched o� by HNO3 and
HF. In Figure 8.3.11 the results for a sample tempered at 450 °C after
etch o� of the silver and glass layer and a sample tempered at 550 °C
before etch o� are shown.
The temperature variation indicates the start of the ARC etching

already at 450 °C. Figure B.1.9 (in the Appendix) shows that no etch-
ing appears below 450 °C. SiNx penetration is not more e�ective for
higher temperatures (Figure B.1.9). For higher temperatures ≥ 550 °C
silver clumps form at the wafer surface. No continuous silver layer is
formed anymore as could be observed up to 500 °C (Figure B.1.9). The
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Figure 8.3.12: Confocal microscope images of aerosol jet printed �n-
ger. Left: after printing. Right:after tempering

clump formation might cause conductivity and, thus, plating issues.
During experiments longer tempering times of 15 min and 30 min

were tested as well. No di�erence in the etching quality could be
observed.
Regarding these results and taking the DSC measurements into ac-

count, which show an e�ective reaction of bismuth neodecanoate and
Si3N4 at around 484 °C, a sintering temperature of 480 °C was cho-
sen for further experiments. Although 5 minutes would be enough,
a longer sintering time of 15 min was chosen to ensure completion of
the silicon nitride penetration reaction.

8.3.3 Aerosol jet print of MOD inks

To ensure absence of particles the MOD ink was printed directly after
formulation. Aerosol printed lines reached high amounts of applied
ink and narrow width as shown in Figure 8.3.12.
Line heights lie at around 2-3 µm with little overspray. The printer

chuck was heated during printing to ensure immediate evaporation of
the solvents and narrow line widths. After curing, the ink spread out
and reached line widths to around 200 µm. A typical co�ee ring ef-
fect2 can be observed: ink is concentrated at the edge and the middle

2The co�ee ring e�ect describes the pattern which is left over after the solvent
of a dispersion coated on a surface evaporated. Typically, the particles are drawn
from the center of the coating to the edges due to the evaporation of the solvent.
Often a high concentration of particles can also be observed in the center of the
coating. Because the pattern of the particles reminds of a stain left over from a
co�ee spill, this phenomenon is called the �co�ee ring e�ect�.
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of the line. The line height was no longer measurable. The reason for
this extreme ink spread arises from the ink components themselves;
bismuth and zinc neodecanoate are highly viscous liquids. The vis-
cosity drops dramatically by sample heating and the neodecanoates
spread across the sample before decomposition. The in�uence of the
wafer surfacewas not analyzed in detail within this work but one could
expect that the amount of spreading is also dependent on the surface
morphology. Because the spreading is caused by the liquid neode-
canoates themselves, either a mask has to be applied to the wafer
surface in advance, thereby acting as a barrier for the ink, or the liq-
uid ink components have to be substituted by solid yet soluble metal
organics.
Multiple printed lines are wider and give higher amounts of applied

ink. However, those lines also spread widely and gave only slightly
better contact and plating results.

8.3.4 Screen printing of MOD pastes

The intention of screen printing was to apply more ink in one printing
step than with aerosol jet printing. Furthermore, screen printing is
the standard metallization technique for silicon solar cell manufactur-
ing which enables better comparability of the results with standard
metallisation.
To apply the MOD ink to screen printing, the formulation has to

be altered in order to meet rheological requirements. To thicken the
ink and add thixotropic behavior, ethyl cellulose, a widely used or-
ganic compound in paste manufacturing, was added to the solvent
mixture. The additional particles improve the quality demands on
silver neodecanoate so as to avoid early formation of nanoparticles.
Photographs of samples after printing and curing are shown in Fig-

ure 8.3.13. In addition, an image taken with the confocal microscope
of a cured screen printed line is shown as well.
The screen printed samples show the same characteristics as the

aerosol jet printed samples. Because more ink per unit area could
be applied, the spreading of the ink even caused �ngers broader than
those of the aerosol jet printed samples. Higher regions on the tem-
pered sample imply higher amounts of silver in these regions. The
confocal microscope image shows three regions of the MOD ink after
tempering. The main region with a width of 784 µm is the main re-
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Figure 8.3.13: Photographs of screen-printed MOD ink samples: Top
left: After printing. Top right: After curing at 480 °C
for 15 min. Bottom: Confocal microscope image of a
metallized �nger. Finger widths are shown.

gion of metallization. Most silver is deposited in this region. Contact
formation is most likely made here. The ink spread beyond this region
with varying silver application. The second region might still possess
enough silver to cause plating on top; however, the third region is
likely to not be conductive enough to cause metal application. The
reason for the di�erent ink/paste application regions is the ability of
the solvent to solute and transport the organyls and the adhesion of
the organyls to the substrate surface. With decreasing the amount
of solvent, less metal organyls can be transported, while at the same
time, the a�nity of the organyls towards the substrate surface rises
compared to the solubility in the solvent. The co�ee ring e�ect is also
present, which is indicated by the light edges of region one. It is not
as distinct as for the aerosol jet application because the binder within
the paste decreases the capillary e�ect and, thus, the forces causing
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the ink/paste and the organyls to spread.

8.3.5 Plating on the MOD seed-layer

To thicken the conductive layer, light induced plating was used. As
described in Section 3.3.4 LIP uses the current generated by an illu-
minated solar cell to generate electrons at the surface of the wafer,
which act as the reducing agent for metal ions in the electrolyte. The
process is only functional, if a contact between seed-layer and emit-
ter is formed. A working LIP process indicates a working contact
between seed-layer metallization and emitter. If the conductivity of
the seed-layer is adequate, the whole area which is connected to one
contact point between metallization and emitter without interruption
can be plated, even though contact may not have been formed over
the whole plated area. Thus, a working LIP process only indicates
a general contact formation but gives no information about the over-
all contact quality or the region where the contact was formed. A
schematic illustration and a photograph of the experimental setup are
shown in Figure 8.3.14.
The �rst grids plated for 5 min showed poor adhesion, which failed

the tape test. Therefore, plating time was reduced to 3 min. Grid
adhesion was improved and su�cient for further characterization.
With shorter plating times less metal is deposited to the seed-layer

(cp. Chapter 3). This could also be observed for experiments de-
scribed in this work. Thinner metal layers possess less internal stress
which could cause adhesion failure. Another explanation could be
that the interface between seed-layer and emitter is damaged by the
electrolyte, as is known for nickel electrolytes [154, 155].
In Figure 8.3.15 plating results on aerosol jet printed lines and

screen printed samples are shown.
The results show that plating is possible on aerosol jet printed seed

layers as well as on the screen printed layers. This means that the
silicon nitride layer of the cells was penetrated and contact formation
to the emitter of the solar cell was done. Plating is possible with silver
as well as with copper.
For the aerosol jet printed �nger, plating produced a �nal �nger

width of 590 µm. Compared to the initial seed-layer (Figure 8.3.12)
the �nger width more than doubled. For the screen printed layer the
plated area contributes to the main seed layer region shown in Figure
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Figure 8.3.14: Schematic illustration of plating setup (left) and photo-
graph of plating experimental setup (right). 4EFS−RS
the potential di�erence between the front and rear side
of the cell,4EFS−AUX the potential di�erence between
the front side of the cell and the anode, 4ERS−Aux the
potential di�erence between the rear side of the cell and
the potential of the anode.

8.3.13 (in both pictures the same �nger is shown but not necessarily
the same region).

For the aerosol jet printed �nger an irregularity can be observed.
Normally, silver would plate evenly in all directions. However, plating
resulted in an intensive broadening of the �nger width from 315 µm of
the sintered �nger to 590 µm after plating (Figures 8.3.12 and 8.3.15).
Interestingly, a growth in height of < 1 µm could be observed ac-
cording to SEM measurements (Figure 8.3.16). As one can see from
Figure 8.3.16, the seed layer is very thin (20-30 nm). Therefore, the
conductivity of the seed layer is low and plating is slow, which could
explain the small amount of applied plated silver. However, the silver
application to the sides of the originally seeded area is much bigger.
A possible explanation could be that very small amounts of the ink
spread over a full width of 450 µm. However, this theory could not
be con�rmed (e.g. optically with a confocal microscope). Further
investigations have to be done regarding this e�ect.

As already described the working of light induced plating indicates
wether the MOD seed-layer made contact to the emitter of the solar
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Figure 8.3.15: Photographs and confocal microscope images of MOD
ink and paste metalized samples after LIP plating. Top
row (Photographs) left: Aersol jet printed samples with
silver plating (top) and copper plating (bottom). Right:
Silver plated screen printed sample. Bottom row (con-
focal microscope images and measurements) left: Silver
plated aerosol jet printed �nger. Right: Silver plated
screen printed �nger

cell. Figure 8.3.16 shows a photograph and a confocal microscope im-
age of a non-uniform plated sample, contacted with the metal organyl
decomposition ink.
The contact formation is not su�cient for all samples to be able

to produce a smooth and even application of metal over the whole
metallized grid. Non-uniform conductivity caused by uneven amounts
of silver throughout the metal grid is also a reason for non-uniform
plating results.
On the other hand, a uniform metallization does not necessarily

mean a uniform contact formation by the seed-layer, but may also
be caused by a good conductivity throughout the seed layer, which
leads to uniform plating over the metal grid, although only few con-
tact points might be present. High amounts of silver, which can be
recognized by lighter regions of the metallization (Figure 8.3.13), con-
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dition good conductivity in this region. However, if plating by the
LIP process is possible, contact to the emitter was made. The quality
of the contact has to be analyzed di�erently (for example, by contact
resistance measurements).

Figure 8.3.16: Images of MOD ink/paste contacted and partially
plated samples. Top row (SEM images) left: Cross sec-
tion of sample with MOD seed layer, applied by aerosol
jet printing and cured at 480 °C for 15 min. Seed layer
is formed by silver (silver-glass) nanoparticles. Right:
Cross section of plated sample contacted by MOD ink
applied by aerosol jet printing. Seed layer not visible
anymore. Overall layer thickness < 1 µm. Bottom row
left: Photograph of poorly plated screen printed sam-
ple with MOD paste seed layer. Right: Confocal mi-
croscope image of poorly plated screen printed sample
with MOD paste seed layer
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8.3.6 Contact formation model

SiNx penetration

The contact formation model for thick �lm silver metallization on
crystalline silicon solar cells was discussed in Section 2.2.4. During
development of the MOD ink, the results of the experiments denote
that this contact formation model has to be altered for the process of
MOD ink contact formation.
The contact formation was examined with SEM and EDX mea-

surements more deeply. By means of those measurements two closely
related but extended contact formation models will be proposed.

Recollecting Section 2.2.4, according to Schubert [39], pure lead is
formed by the reaction of lead oxide with silver nitride and silicon (cp.
Equations 2.3 and 2.4) to open the ARC layer.
In the MOD ink, bismuth (neodecanoate) was used, which is able

to substitute lead in thick �lm metallization pastes, as mentioned in
Chapter 2.2.3. The reactions of bismuth oxide with silicon nitride and
silicon are similar to the reaction of lead oxide.

2Bi2O3 + 3SiNx → 4Bi + 3SiO2 +
3

2
xN2 ↑ (8.5)

2Bi2O3 + 3Si 
 4Bi + 3SiO2 (8.6)

However, bismuth neodecanoate is not able to penetrate the silicon
nitride layer, but forms Bi2O3 according to Equation 8.3, which was
also con�rmed by the reaction of pure bismuth neodecanoate with a
silicon nitride covered wafer as shown in Figure 8.3.17. No etching
of SiNx by Bi2O3 is observed after etch o� of bismuth oxide by HF.
This is also true of higher annealing temperatures and di�erent bis-
muth neodecanoate concentrations (not shown). Consequently, pure
bismuth oxide is not able to penetrate the silicon nitride at reaction
temperatures as low as T = 550 °C.
This is in contrast to the observations with TG-DSC measurements

discussed in Section 8.2 (Figure 8.3.10). A possible explanation would
be that the reaction in the DSC was done with pure bismuth neode-
canoate and Si3N4 powder, which has a very high surface area com-
pared to the denser, more compact PECVD-deposited layer of SiNx.
Bismuth neodecanoate is a highly viscous liquid and is, therefore, able
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Figure 8.3.17: SEM image of Bi2O3 on a textured and SiNx-coated
wafer. Left: Bi2O3 particles (50 wt% solution cured at
480 °C for 15 min) before HF etch. Right: No etching
of ARC orrcured.

to wet the nitride powder almost completely, which leads to a much
larger active reaction area compared to a bismuth neodecanoate drop
on top of the ARC layer on a small wafer piece.
These observations contradict the model of Schubert [39], which, in

addition, does not explain that no lead precipitates could be found
next to silver crystallites [156, 157].
Silver neodecanoate alone is also not able to react with SiNx at these

low temperatures, which can be seen from the DSC measurements
shown above (Figure 8.3.10). No reaction with SiNx can be observed.
However, when applying a two component ink to the substrate, a

glass layer is formed on the silicon nitride surface, which is covered by
conductive silver (Figure 8.3.18). The glass phase is formed in-situ at
450-480 °C supposedly according to Equation 8.7.

2Bi(C10H19O2)3 + 2Ag(C10H19O2) + 112O2

∆T−−→ (Bi2O3 −Ag2O)Glass + 80CO2 ↑ +76H2O ↑ (8.7)

After the removal of the silver layer by HNO3, the glass layer is more
clearly visible. Etch o� of the glass layer by HF reveals openings and
partial removal of the SiNx ARC layer even at low curing temperatures
of 480 °C, as shown in Figure 8.3.19. Several bismuth neodecanoate
to silver neodecanoate ratios were formulated (description in Section
8.2) and investigated (Figure 8.3.19).
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Figure 8.3.18: SEM cross section of MOD metallized SiNx coated sil-
icon wafer: Layer sequence is visible and marked

As shown in Figure 8.3.19 the thickness or quality of the glass forma-
tion on top of the silicon nitride layer tends to increase with increasing
silver content. With the highest bismuth to silver ratio no su�cient
glass phase is formed. The thickest glass phases are formed with Bi-
neo to Ag-neo-ratios between 4:1 and 1:4 (see Appendix B.1.3) . Glass
formation seems to decrease again for decreasing bismuth to silver ra-
tios. However, the SiNx etching e�ect is still higher than for high
bismuth ratios. Although almost all of the ink formulations a�ect the
SiNx surface, the formulation with a ratio of 1 seems to be the most
e�ective. Large areas of open silicon can be seen, as is shown in the
EDX images in Figure 8.3.20. Black areas show open silicon, gray
regions are formed either from SiNx or from glass remains and bright
residues are alloys of bismuth and silver and/or pure silver and/or
glass residues with very high metal ratios and metal precipitates, re-
spectively (Figure 8.3.20).

By comparing the etching results at the two di�erent sintering tem-
peratures 480 °C and 520 °C (cp. Appendix B.1.3), it seems that
higher sintering temperatures improve the etching results. However,
for decreasing ratios starting at ratio 1, etching at 480 °C seemed more
e�ective than at 520 °C. This implies that temperature and bismuth to
silver ratio are not the only important factors in�uencing the etching
process.
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Bi-neo/Ag-neo
[wt%/wt%]
([mol/mol])

after HNO3 after HF

9:1
(3.5:1)

1:1
(1:2.6)

1:2
(1:5)

Figure 8.3.19: Proportions and SEM images of Bi-/Ag-neodecanoate
variations on SiNx:Iimages after HNO3 treatment show
glass formation on wafer surface (left). Images after HF
treatment show wafer surface with etched SiNx layer
and silver-bismuth-glass residues (right) (neo = neode-
canoate). (The whole measurement series is given in
the Appendix B.1.3.)
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Figure 8.3.20: SEM and corresponding EDX images. Left: Si. Middle:
SiNx. Right: Ag-Bi-alloy.

When condisering, that unlike the silver containing glass, Bi2O3 is
not able to penetrate the SiNx, one is lead to the conclusion that it is
not bismuth but silver, more precisely silver oxide, which is the main
etching component in metallization pastes and inks. This has already
been discussed by Hong et al [43] for thick �lm metallization pastes.
There, he suggested that silver oxide is the main oxidation and, thus,
main etching component in the ink and paste formulations [43]. Ac-
cording to Hong et al., the reaction of lead (or bismuth, respectively)
is suppressed by the reactions of silver ions according to Equations
2.5, 2.6 and 2.7.

4Ag + O2 
 2Ag2O

Ag2O + Pb 
 PbO + 2Ag

2Ag2O + SiNx → 4Ag + SiO2 +
x

2
N2 ↑

This suggestion is supported by the fact that the silicon nitride
layer is not etched equally over the whole glass covered area, but is
penetrated through pores - which are formed by silver (or silver alloy)
residues, as shown in Figure 8.3.21.
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Figure 8.3.21: SEM image of SiNx coated wafer opened by MOD ink
and after metallization etch o� by HNO3 and HF: Pore
etching through silver or silver-bismuth alloy

Figure 8.3.22: SEM picture of silver dendrites in an SiNx pore

Pore formation can clearly be seen on the surface of the SiNx coat-
ing. Remains of non-etched silver or silver-bismuth alloy can be ob-
served. These residues are located under the glass layer and are,
therefore, not etched by HNO3 or HF. A second HNO3 etching step
would also remove these residues.
Unfortunately, EDX resolution is not high enough to verify whether

the metal penetrating the ARC is pure silver or a silver-bismuth alloy
since in most cases only silver can be detected. However, one has to
keep in mind that the amount of bismuth within the ink is low.
A dendrite which seems to be grown out of the ARC layer is shown

in Figure 8.3.22.
The theory of silver as the actual etching component can further
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Figure 8.3.23: Schematic illustration of a possible etching process of
silicon by silver ions and HF (retraced from [158])

be supported as it resembles the production process of black silicon
[158].
The silicon appears black because the surface has a special texture

to suppress light re�ection almost completely and, thus, avoid optical
losses. The silicon surface is covered with silicon needles which are
etched by a silver nitrate containing HF solution.
Figure 8.3.23 schematically shows the etching process. Silver ions

form precipitates on top of the silicon and oxidize silicon at the inter-
face. The silicon oxide is etched and dissolved by HF. More silver ions
are reduced at the formed precipitates and �etch� vertically through
the silicon.
The summarized chemical reaction is described by Equation 8.8:

4Ag+ + Si + 6HF→ 4Ag ↓ +SiF2−
6 + 6H+ (8.8)

More evidence of silver oxide as the actual etching component is
given by examination of the SEM images and EDX measurements
shown in Figure 8.3.24 and 8.3.25.
After curing of the MOD ink on a Si wafer at 480 °C for 15 min

and a following back etch with HNO3 and HF, only metals and metal
glass residues remained, which have been able to penetrate the ARC
layer. Two metal glass residues are shown in Figure 8.3.24. The
e�ectivity of etching is higher for the residue on the right-hand side.
EDX measurements (Figure 8.3.25) show that the silver ratio is higher
in this residue.
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These observations do not exclude the possibility of bismuth oxide
(or lead oxide, respectively) being able to act as an etching component
as well, as already indicated by the TG-DSC measurements above.
However, the reaction of the pure oxides can only occur at higher
temperatures, as shown by Kalio [41]. In the presence of silver ions
and silver oxide, respectively, the suggestion of Hong et al., that silver
suppresses the reduction of bismuth oxide while at the same time being
reduced itself seems evident. Redox potentials3 of silver and bismuth
also support this theory: E0(Ag/Ag+) = + 0.799 V; E0(Bi/Bi3+)
= +0.317 V [40]. Silver has the higher potiental, which means it is
easier reducable than bismuth, which is why bismuth can not act as
an reductive for silver.
However, silver oxide is not stable at temperatures >160 °C [40], at

which point it decomposes. That means that the etching silver oxide
has to be stabilized in a glass matrix. This matrix is formed by lead
oxide and bismuth oxide, respectively.
From SEM and EDX analysis it can be assumed that glass formation

is essential to etch through the anti-re�ection coating. Furthermore,
glass can only be formed with both bismuth and silver at those low
temperatures, as can be seen from measurement series in the Appendix
(B.1.3) as well as from Kalio's observations of reactions by silver to
silicon by Kalio [41] (2.2.4).
Summarizing the results, the silicon nitride layer is penetrated by

silver oxide stabilized in a silver-bismuth-glass, which is itself formed
in-situ. The etching process is proposed to follow Formulas 8.7, 8.9
and 8.10.

2Bi(C10H19O2)3 + 2Ag(C10H19O2) + 112O2

∆T−−→ (Bi2O3 −Ag2O)Glass + 80CO2 ↑ +76H2O ↑ (8.7)

2(Ag2O)Glass + SiNx
450−520°C−−−−−−−→ 4Ag + SiO2 + xN2 ↑ (8.9)

3Here the standard potential in aqueous solutions E0 at pH = 0 are compared.
The higher (more positive) the potential the easier is the reduction of the element,
or in other words bismuth can reduce silver ions to silver and is oxidized to Bi3+

but silver cannot reduce bismuth ions to bismuth and be oxidized to Ag+.
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Figure 8.3.24: SEM image of cross section of MOD ink residues af-
ter etch o� on an alkaline etched random pyramid tex-
tured Si wafer with SiNx coating (SiNx: lighter part;
dark areas: silicon). Image series after FIB milling. a)
Residues on ARC layer. b) Penetration and opening of
the ARC layer by right residue. c): Small opening of
ARC layer at position of right residue.

2(Ag2O)Glass + Si
450−520°C−−−−−−−→ 4Ag + SiO2 (8.10)

The glass formed here by silver and bismuth is likely to be a so-
called �inverted glass� [159]. These glasses possess < 50% of oxygen
polyhedrons and normally contain two network modi�ers of di�erent
size and charge. Almost no long oxygen polyhedron chains are formed,
which is why inverted glasses possess unique properties such as very
low softening temperatures [159]. Because the glass phase is formed
in-situ during decomposition of the neodecanoates in the MOD ink,
reaction temperatures with the ARC are lower (starting at 450 °C)
than observed by Kalio (530 °C for Pb glass and 550 °C for Bi glass,
respectively)[41].

A second possibility for the glass formation would be that bismuth
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Figure 8.3.25: SEM image of residues with marked positions of EDX
spot measurements (top) and EDX spektra (bottom)
of the residues shown in Figure 8.3.24 (gallium present
due to FIB milling): Left residue contains a high con-
tent of bismuth (bismuth oxide) and only weakly pen-
etrates the ARC layer. Right residue contains almost
only silver (silver oxide) and does penetrate the ARC
layer more clearly.

(neodecanoate) and silver (neodecanoate) form a glass phase together
with silicon nitride and silicon, respectively. This would also explain
why the tempering time is very short and why no better etching results
can be detected after longer tempering periods (see Section 8.3.2). The
chemical reaction could follow Formula 8.11. After the glass formation
process, excess silveroxide is reduced at the silicon interface according
to Formula 8.10.

s(Ag(C10H19O2) + yBi(C10H19O2)3 + zSiNx + oO2

→ (AgsBiy(SiO2)z)Glass + 10(s + 3y)CO2 ↑

+
19(s + 3y)

2
H2O ↑ +

zx

2
N2 ↑ (8.11)
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If silicon nitride is part of the glass formation reaction, a su�cient
amount of glass building components in the MOD ink (for example
Ag and Bi) is available to e�ectively open the silicon nitride layer.
For this composition the �etching� result and contact formation are
most e�cient even at low temperatures. The ideal molar ratio for
bismuth to silver lies between 1:2.6 to 1:20 according to glass formation
results (Figure B.1.3). In this case, a silicon oxide glass with very high
amounts of the network modi�ers silver and bismuth would be formed.
The silver or silver/bismuth dendrites could either precipitate after

the glass formulation at the silicon/glass surface during the rapid cool-
ing process of the samples (during tempering on a hot plate, samples
get removed from the still hot hot plate) or are formed from excess.

As can be seen in Figure 8.3.19 no ink formulation was able to
penetrate the silicon nitride layer over a larger area, but only locally
through pores. This might be because the content of silver oxide
within the glass phase is not adequate or the glass composition is not
adequate and uniformover the whole area. At higher temperatures,
such as during conventional fast �ring processes, bulk silver could be
a source for both further silver di�usion into the glass phase as well
as for the formation of silver oxide.
Better penetration of ARC by MOD ink could be observed on

printed bus bars, which are thicker and, therefore, contain more paste
and silver in a given area. But still, the amount of silver oxide (or
glass composition) seems not to be high enough. In addition, bismuth
neodecanoate is a highly viscous liquid. During the �ring process, vis-
cosity of the compound decreases, which leads to very high wettability
of the wafer surface and large blending of the ink. Only a very small
amount of ink per unit area of silicon nitride remains to etch the ARC
layer and the opening is only local, as illustrated in Figure 8.3.26.
The assumption is examined in more detail by analyzing di�erent

regions of drop samples more closely. Figure 8.3.27 shows pictures
of a mixture of bismuth- and silver neodecanoate (1:9) after both,
sintering at 480 °C for 15 min and etch o� of the metallization by
HNO3 and HF. Comparison with the corresponding SEM pictures
indicates that regions which are covered by a thicker layer of silver
and, thus, a thicker amount of ink after deposition tend to be more
e�ectively etched than regions with less ink application.
It could also be observed that silver dendrites are mainly present
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Figure 8.3.26: SEM images of contact points after HNO3 and HF etch
back: yellow lines indicate printed metallization line
(left). Contact point with silver crystallites (right)

at the pyramid tips when the etching process is overall poor. This is
reasonable as reactions most likely occur at regions with high energies.
Etches and tips are defect regions in the crystal lattice and, therefore,
regions of higher energy compared to the �defectless� crystal lattice.
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Figure 8.3.27: Top: Photograph of Bi-/Ag-neodecanoate (1:9) on SiNx

wafer after sintering at 480 °C for 15 min. Bottom:
SEM pictures show more e�ective etching at regions
with a high amount of silver (left) and poor etching
with a low amount of silver (right)

To investigate whether the amount of ink per unit area necessary
to penetrate the ARC layer is too low, silicon nitride layers of varying
layer thicknesses (20-60 nm) were tested. Results are shown in Figure
8.3.28. Note the di�erent magni�cations.
A complete opening over the whole treated sample area could not be

achieved, yet when the thickness of SiNx layer is below 50 nm bigger
areas of open nitride can be observed. This indicates that the amount
of ink per unit area is important for the ARC opening result.

In summary, the contact formation process by bismuth- and silver
neodecanoic ink is assumed to follow either a two step glass formation
and nitride layer penetration mechanism according to Formulas 8.7,
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60 nm 50 nm

40 nm 30 nm

20 nm

Figure 8.3.28: SEM pictures of etching results with varying SiNx layer
thicknesses

8.9 and 8.10 or a one step process with consumption of silicon nitride
for glass formation according to Formula 8.11.

2Bi(C10H19O2)3 + 2Ag(C10H19O2) + 112O2

∆T−−→ (Bi2O3 −Ag2O)Glass + 80CO2 ↑ +76H2O ↑ (8.7)

2(Ag2O)Glass + SiNx
450−520°C−−−−−−−→ 4Ag + SiO2 + xN2 ↑ (8.9)
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2(Ag2O)Glass + Si
450−520°C−−−−−−−→ 4Ag + SiO2(8.10)

s(Ag(C10H19O2) + yBi(C10H19O2)3 + zSiNx + oO2

→ (AgsBiy(SiO2)z)Glass + 10(s + 3y)CO2 ↑

+
19(s + 3y)

2
H2O ↑ +

zx

2
N2 ↑ (8.11)

Both contact formation models are closely related. In the one step
model however, SiNxis necessary for glass formation and ARC open-
ing. It also seems more likely regarding the short reaction times.
What both approaches have in common is that silver, in due propor-

tion, is crucial for the penetration through SiNx and contact formation
to the emitter for this kind of glass.
Glass formation, the bismuth to silver ratio and the amount of ink

per area are the most important factors for the good etching results
of the ink.
In theory every ink composition, which is able to remove SiNx ei-

ther by dissolving or consumption, should be able to open the ARC
layer. However, for the contact formation, a conductive metal is nec-
essary. If the metal containing ink would be able to open the ARC
layer uniformly over the whole metallized area, than only the contact
formation, more precisely, the contact resistance to the emitter would
be important for the choice of metal, for example titanium. The con-
ductive layer will be formed by the plating step. However, if the ink
is not able to open the whole area, then a good conductivity of the
contacting metal is also necessary to ensure a uniform plating process.
In any case, the ink components for an MOD ink are not limited to

silver and bismuth or lead, respectively. Essential is the ability to form
a glass which is able to penetrate silicon nitride either by dissolution
or by consumption.

8.3.7 Contact quality

After discussing the penetration of the anti-re�ection coating in detail,
the quality of the local contact points has to be examined more closely
as well.
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Figure 8.3.29: SEM images of MOD ink on alkaline etched random
pyramid textured Si wafer with SiNx layer after etch
back with HNO3. Glass layer is still present. SEM
images taken between FIB milling steps. Red marking
shows region of high metal concentration with ARC
penetration underneath. Yellow dashed line marks the
SiNx surface.

Cross sections polished by the focused ion beam (FIB) and observed
by SEM show the contact formation beneath the SiNx layer (Figures
8.3.29, 8.3.30 and 8.3.31). Within the glass, there are regions where a
high amount of metal is concentrated which is able to penetrate the
ARC layer locally.
The SiNx layer is only penetrated at very small spots, where the

metal concentration is high. Underneath the ARC coating the Ag-Bi-
glass forms a contact to the silicon which is bigger than the penetration
spot (Figure 8.3.30). This implies that silicon is more easily removed
than SiNx, which is reasonable to assume since silicon is more reactive
than silicon nitride.
Figure 8.3.31 shows a cave formation at a contact point between the

passivation layer and silicon. Whether the silicon is soluted within the
Ag-Bi-glass can not be detected.
Cave formation is also a good explanation for poor adhesion between

the metallization seed-layer and wafer. In addition, it is known that
the electrolytes can be aggressive towards the seed-layer regarding the
adhesion [154, 155]]. Which e�ect causes the corrosion of the adhesion
layer is not yet known exactly, but one can assume that the electrolyte
is able to di�use into the contact caves and destroys the local adhesive
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points at the contact points.

Figure 8.3.30: SEM images of contact point. Images were taken be-
tween FIB cuts.Yellow dashed line marks the SiNx/Si
interface. Left: Ag-Bi-glass on top of SiNx layer. Mid-
dle: Contact point formed beneath SiNx layer. Right:
Contact point connection to Ag-Bi-glass precipitate on
top of SiNx layer.

Figure 8.3.31: SEM images of contact point. Images were taken be-
tween FIB cuts. Yellow dashed line marks the SiNx/Si
interface. Cave formation is visible and marked.

8.3.8 Conductivity, contact resistance and cell results

The lateral conductivity of the metal grid applied via MOD seed-layer
printing and plating is dominated by the plated silver layer on top of
the seed-layer and not directly by the MOD ink. The quality of the
plated layer is in�uenced by many factors and can not be discussed in
this thesis. The interested reader is, therefore, referred to the litera-
ture [160].
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Figure 8.3.32: SunsVOC and IV-measurement curves representative of
the cell batch

In the previous Section, the contact formation by the MOD ink
was discussed in detail. Within the following section, the results of
solar cells contacted with the MOD ink and further metalized by light
induced plating will be discussed.
A batch of test cells was contacted via screen printing with MOD ink

and further metalized by silver LIP. IV-curves and SunsVOC curves
of the cells were measured, EL images were taken and the contact
resistance of the metallization to the emitter was measured.
In Figure 8.3.32 a representative illuminated IV-curve of a fully

metallized cell (MOD ink seed-layer and LIP silver plating) is shown
in comparison to a SunsVOC curve after metallization with the MOD
ink.
The curve progression of the SunsVOC measurement is independent

from the metallization and can be used for identi�cation of cell degra-
dation caused, for example, by emitter damage. Emitter damage can
occur after metallization in the event that the metal grows through the
emitter, thereby contacting the cell base and causing shunts between
the emitter and the cell base.
As shown in Figure 8.3.32 the SunsVOC curve progression exhibits

a typical diode curve. The corresponding average measured pseudo
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Figure 8.3.33: Photograph of fully metalized cell sample: the shaded
cell area is very high and should normally not exceed
5-10 %

�ll factor was pFF = 81 %. Before metallization the cells showed a
pFF of 80 %. The di�erence is within the measurement error range.
A comparison of the di�erent SunsVOC measurements before MOD
ink application, after MOD ink curing and after plating are shown in
the Appendix B.1.10.
The average open circuit voltage of the cell samples was VOC = 575 mV

and was measured with SunsVOC. IV-curve samples showed even
higher open circuit voltage values: VOC = 593 mV. After complete
metallization (MOD ink application, curing and plating) the cells had
an average open circuit voltage of VOC = 571 mV.
The results show that cell degradation did not appear. Thus, the

metallization process caused no damage to the p-n-junction - for exam-
ple, through short cuts caused by silver crystallites connecting emitter
and cell base. It evidences that the cell performance itself is not af-
fected by this metallization process.
The drop in �ll factor for the illuminated IV-curve in Figure 8.3.32

can be explained by a high contact resistance. The MOD ink did not
develope enough contact points to the emitter. In addition, plating
results were also not ideal (very thin metallization - see also Section
8.3.5). This caused a high series resistance. As a result, the created
current was not e�ectively extracted from the cell. The active cell
area was small due to the spreading of the ink along with the resulting
broad metalized �ngers and busbar. This can be seen in Figure 8.3.33,
which shows a photograph of a fully metalized cell. All of these factors
lead to the loss in �ll factor.
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Figure 8.3.34: Electroluminescence image of fully metalized cell sam-
ple: light spots show active contact points. Dark areas
show inactive cell area (Image contrast increased for
better visibility of contact points)

The contact resistance was measured using the transfer length method
(TLM). Contact resistance is also a function of contact area. Due to
the poor etching results of the MOD ink the overall opening of the SiNx

layer was approximately less than 1% of the metalized area. Electro-
luminescence images (Figure 8.3.34) show the active contact points,
which penetrated the ARC layer and made contact to the emitter.
Due to the very low active contact area, the normalized contact re-

sistance measured achieved Rc ∗W = 5-10 Ωcm and a speci�c contact
resistance of around ρc = 200-300 mΩ ∗ cm2, which is quite high com-
pared to standard melatllization methods (speci�c contact resistances
of screen printed thick �lm pastes is acceptable for ρc < 5 mΩ ∗ cm2

and good for ρc < 1 mΩ ∗ cm2 [41]).

8.3.9 Comparison to high temperature metallization
pastes

Considering both metallization techniques - high temperature metal-
lization and MOD ink metallization - only the seed-layer metallization
concept with an additional plating step can be compared.
High temperature thick �lm metallization pastes have to be ��red�

at 800-900 °C to form a contact to the emitter. MOD inks have only
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to be processed at rather low temperatures of < 500 °C. In addition,
the metal content of this seed-layer ink is only 26 wt% compared to
60-80 wt% for seed-layer thick �lm metallization pastes.
The theories of contact formation also di�er. High temperature

thick �lm metallization paste contact the solar cell by penetrating the
ARC layer through a redox reaction within a liquid glass phase (cp.
Section 2.2.4). Silver di�uses from the silver bulk phase through the
liquid glass phase and repreticipates at the interface.
The etching process by MOD ink metallization seems very depen-

dent on the composition of the glass phase. A liquid phase process such
as proposed for high temperature metallization cannot occur because
the reaction temperature is too low. A solid state di�usion process is
also unlikely. The di�usion rate, which is necessary to explain, that
contact formation is already done after 5 min at realtively low tem-
perature would be too high. In addition, if solid state di�usion would
be responsible for the etching and crystal formation, longer reaction
times would have caused better results, which was not the case. The
whole etching process has to take place at quite the same time as the
decomposition of the ink components and glass formation. The proper
ratio of bismuth neodecanoate to silver neodecanoate is crucial for an
e�ective ARC opening. The ARC layer is most likely opened by con-
sumption through the glass formation reaction as has been proposed
above.
High temperature metallization with thick �lm paste and the low

temperature process with the MOD ink have in common that the
ARC area opened through both processes is local rather than over the
full area. Using high temperature metallization pastes, the number of
contacting points and silver crystallites increase with increasing peak
temperature [35]. Comparing these results with the MOD ink, low
temperature metallization shows that the number and area of active
SiNx layer openings mostly depend on the amount of ink applied per
unit area.
Comparison of the geometry of the crystallites formed from high

temperature pastes with that of those formed from MOD inks shows,
that high temperature metallization pastes form triangular shaped
contact points (compare Figure 8.3.35 left) while MOD inks develope
dendritic crystals with no de�ned geometry (Figure 8.3.35 right).
In addition, to the increasing number of contact points with in-

creasing �ring temperature, the penetration depth of silver crystals
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formed by high temperature metallization pastes also increases by sev-
eral nanometers [35]. This may cause short circuits of the solar cell
when using shallow emitters which are only a few nanometers thick.
The silver crystallites grow through the emitter and also contact the
basis. Hence, the right peak �ring temperature has to be tested when-
ever a paste component or the cell has been altered. This e�ect has
not yet been observed for MOD inks and is also less likely at the low
processing temperatures < 500 °C.

Figure 8.3.35: SEM pictures of silver crystallite imprints: high tem-
perature paste [35] (left), MOD ink (right) (Note dif-
ferent magni�cation)
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8.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, a new metallization method based on a metal-organic
decomposition (MOD) ink for contacting SiNx coated crystalline sili-
con solar cells was introduced. The basic requirements for the formu-
lation were described and the contact formation process analyzed in
detail.
The ink is based on metal neodecanoates of silver, bismuth and zinc

which decompose below 450 °C. The metal content is only 26 wt%.
The ink, partially, forms a glass phase at the interface to the substrate.
This glass layer is covered by a bulk silver layer. The synthesis of silver
neodecanoate was described and the importance of the quality of silver
neodecanoate for the ink stability was established and emphasized. It
is possible to add a binder and gain a screen printable paste. Contact
formation to the emitter takes place at 450 °C within 5 min.
The impact of ink composition with respect to the silver and bis-

muth neodecanoate ratio was studied in detail. Based on these results,
it hs been determined that the latest ink formulation has to be altered
for future work. The ideal silver to bismuth ratio is assumed to lie
between 2.6:1 and 20:1. In addition, the amount of ink per unit area
is important for an e�ective silicon nitride opening.
Based on these results, two advanced contact formation models for

MOD inks were introduced. Both models are closely related.
Within the �rst model, bismuth neodecanoate and silver neode-

canoate form a stable glass matrix. The stabilized silver oxide then
a�ects and removes the SiNx layer. The glass phase is formed prior
to the etching process. In this case, the amount of silver oxide within
the glass matrix has to be maximized.
Within the second model it is suggested that the silicon nitride is

consumed during the glass formation process and, hence, is a neces-
sary part of the glass matrix. In this case, the bismuth to silver ratio
is crucial for forming an ideal glass matrix, which consumes a maxi-
mum of SiNx. With an optimal glass component ratio, ideal contact
formation could be achieved at low temperatures without lead while
using advanced printing techniques. Regarding the processing time,
this model seems to be more likely.
It has been show, that silicon is more e�ectively soluted by the glass

phase than SiNx. This results in cave formation at the contact points
and beneath the SiNx layer. This, in combination with the low active
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contact area, may be the reason for the poor adhesion of the applied
seed-layer.
Due to the use of the high viscous liquids bismuth neodecnoate and

zinc neodecanoate, the ink spreads out during the tempering process,
which a�ects the contact formation and involving very broad metal
grids.. Alternative bismuth organics ( and zinc organics) must be
found to avoid blending during tempering.
Due to the poor etching results of the applied ink, only a few contact

points were formed on the solar cells and thus, contact resistivity was
overall quite poor. This caused a decreased �ll factor. The contact
points could be detected by electroluminescence imaging. However,
the MOD ink does not damage the emitter-base interface. The pseudo
�ll factor before and after metallization exceeded 80 %.
Comparison of MOD ink seed-layer metallization with thick �lm

paste seed-layer metallization shows that MOD ink is not yet com-
petitive due to poor contact formation and poor adhesion. However,
problems such as shunting of the solar cells due to extensive silver
crystallite growth through the emitter and into the base, which can
be the case for thick �lm metallization pastes, were notobserved for
MOD inks so far. In addition, processing temperatures for thick �lm
metallization pastes have to be evaluated each time the formulation or
the sample di�ers. MOD inks can be processed at low temperatures
of 450 °C in any formulation. The inks can be applied using advanced
printing techniques which principally allow printing of very narrow
�nger widths and the use of mechanically delicate substrates.
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The present work aimed to analyze alternative metallization concepts
for silicon solar cells. Cost reduction by lowering the process tem-
perature and reduce the silver consumption make silicon solar cells
more competitive energy source. Two di�erent metallization concepts
aiming at the application on di�erent cell concepts were investigated.
A metallization process based on silver nanoparticles is needed to

contact advanced and temperature-sensitive solar cell concepts like
HIT cells or organic solar cells. The approach was inspired by silver
nanoparticle inks developed for the use on printable and �exible elec-
tronics and mainly meant for application on polymeric substrates like
PET.
The suitability of silver nanoparticles as low-temperature metalliza-

tion material for solar cells was investigated. Simple inks and pastes
were formulated to investigate the general sintering behavior of silver
nanoparticles within such formulations.
Usually, metal nanoparticles are getting sintered using a thermal

process. However, most often this requires temperatures > 200 °C
and long processing times. Therefore, an alternative sintering tech-
nique, chemical sintering was used, which allows sintering of silver
nanoparticles even at room temperature. The silver nanoparticles
were exposed to HCl vapor, which triggered the sintering of the par-
ticles. The chlorine ions are the crucial component in this process.
They substitute the protective capping agent from the particle sur-
face, causing collision between the particles, which starts the particle
sintering.
In this work, both sintering strategies were combined. The samples

were �rst chemically sintered and then tempered. Based on this con-
cept, inks and pastes were formulated and tested. As a result, line
resistivities down to ρ = 2.30*10−8 Ω m for a simple ink formulation
and ρ = 3.16*10−8 Ω m for a hydroxy ethylene cellulose containing
paste could be achieved for low curing temperatures of T = 200 °C
and T = 300 °C and short curing times of 15min, respectively. This
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compares to only 1.5 and 2 times of the resistivity of bulk silver,
respectively. Commercially available inks are usually thermally sin-
tered and reach such values only after 30 min of thermal sintering [80].
Chemical sintering alone achieves values �ve times of the conductiv-
ity of bulk silver [83]. Comparing the paste results, commercially
available polymer pastes, which are used for the metallization of tem-
perature sensitive cells today, only reach values of ρ = 1*10−7 Ωm at
tempering temperatures ≤220 °C [62].
Longer curing times of 15 min compared to 10 s for inks are neces-

sary for paste sintering to remove the binder from the silver layer and
gain best conductivities.
To improve the understanding of the e�ect of organic additives in

the ink and paste formulations on the chemical sintering process, the
in�uence of organics was analyzed in detail. It could be shown, that
the chemistry of these organics has to be adjusted to the desired sinter-
ing process and temperature. For chemical sintering, capping agents
should contain oxygen containing functional groups as anchor groups
to the silver surface. Chemical sintering is less e�ective with nanopar-
ticles protected with nitrogen containing organics. This concept is
transferable to other additives in inks and pastes.
Most of the sensitive cell concepts require ITO (indium tin oxide) on

the surface to improve the current transport from the cell to the metal
grid. Nanoparticle inks, which are available on the market today, are
usually designed to be printed on organic substrates like PET and
only to transport current, but not to extract the charge carriers from
the substrate. Thus, contact resistance to the substrate is not an is-
sue. However, it could be shown, that the choice of organics within the
inks and pastes is even more crucial for contact resistance than for the
lateral resistance of the sintered silver layers. With this in mind, very
good contact formation for the inks and pastes formulated in this work
were achieved: lateral contact resistances of Rc∗W = 0.166 Ω cm for
inks and Rc ∗W = 0.068 Ω cm for pastes applied to ITO were mea-
sured. Typical values for screen printed polymer pastes are between
Rc ∗W < 0.3-0.5 Ωcm [135, 136].
Further improvement of the silver nanoparticle regarding size dis-

tribution and stability can further improve the electrical properties of
the sintered silver tracks.
Alternative sintering agents based on chlorine containing salts were

investigated. The salts were directly added to the inks in low concen-
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trations. During drying of the printed silver layers, the chlorine ion
concentration should rise and �nally reach a critical concentration to
trigger particle sintering. However, the particle sintering was limited
to local sinter islands and was not e�ective to form a closed sintered
silver layer. In addtion, the stability of the ink is reduced.

Using silver nanoparticle inks has the advantage to apply those inks
by low-cost and fast ink jet or aerosol jet printing. The ink formula-
tions have to be adjusted to the substrate in order to avoid unwanted
e�ects like ink bleeding or repelling, or adhesion failure. It is, there-
fore, crucial to determine the surface properties of the substrates.
Within this work, the surface properties of ITO were investigated.

It was shown, that ITO possesses a very high surface energy and hy-
drophily right after deposition. However, the behavior changes dras-
tically within only a few hours from hydrophilic to hydrophobic. The
e�ect can be �reseted� by cleaning the surface with ozone produced by
a UV excimer. The state of the ITO surface has in�uence on the ink
formulation as well as on the timescale of ink application. In addition,
it in�uences the metal adhesion to the surface.
Based on the results of this work, the next steps in silver nanopar-

ticle ink developement will be the addition of adhesion promoters as
well as other additives adjusting wettability properties, surface tension
etc. in order to complete the formulation.

It was demonstrated that the silver nanoparticle ink formulations
are suitable for seed-layer metallization on ITO. To obtain a full met-
allization, the seed-layer has to be thickened. This can be done by
electrochemical metal deposition. The whole metallization process is
called seed-and-plate.
To thicken the silver seed-layer by plating, the cell has to be dipped

into a plating bath. The ITO surface is highly conductive which causes
the thread of metal deposition on the surface. It was investigated, if
selective plating on a seed-layer is possible without further protection
of the ITO surface. It could be shown that the process is possible
in a narrow range of applied plating current. ITO forms a barrier
against copper di�usion, thus, the seed-and-plate approach using cop-
per as conductive material is an additional possibility to lower the cell
production costs. To improve the selective plating process further ex-
periments are necessary to fully understand the underlying processes.
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The results demonstrate that metallization based on silver nanopar-
ticles is a promising alternative for low-temperature metallization on
ITO and mass production. The requirements on ink and paste for-
mulations based on silver nanoparticles in order to meet solar cell
demands were investigated and are now the basics for further metal-
lization development. The investigation of the surface properties of
ITO complete the informations which are necessary to know to formu-
late inks and pastes which meet the special requirements to contact
solar cells, and which are not ful�lled by commercially available inks.
Improvement of silver particles can further increase the quality and
performance of the inks.
With the demonstration of selective electrochemical metal deposi-

tion on a metal seed-layer on unprotected ITO, it was shown, that a
full metallization process based on the silver nanoparticle inks is pos-
sible. The seed-and-plate approach can be used without additional
processing steps. The possibility of using copper as deposition metal
reduces the process costs. This opens the path to an e�cient and low
cost metallization process and allows for mass production of temper-
ature sensitive solar cell concepts.

The second metallization concept investigated in this work, aims to
contact standard silicon solar cells at moderate temperatures below
500 °C.
The approach was inspired by MOD (metal organic decomposition)

inks, which were originally design for use on temperature-sensitive
substrates. Thise MOD inks contain only silver to develop a lateral
conductive layer for printed electronics, comparable to the approaches
with silver nanoparticles.
MOD inks used in this work contain no particles and are free of

lead. They contain bismuth and zinc neodecanoate apart from silver
neodecanoate to form a contact through the ARC layer covering the
solar cell surface. The inks have a low metal content compared to thick
�lm metallization pastes and form a contact to the emitter already at
450 °C, a temperature much lower than the typical �ring temperature
of screen-printing pastes (800-900 °C).
The contact formation process of this new metallization approach

was investigated in detail and two closely related contact formation
models were proposed.
The �rst model deviated from the current contact formation model
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developed for �ring through thick �lm silver pastes. The model was
altered accordig to the results obtained in this work. It is suggested
that silver is the key etching component within the ink/paste
formulation and has to be stabilised as silver oxide within a glass
matrix.
In addition to this model, a second contact formation model was

proposed. Silicon nitride as anti-re�ection coating is not penetrated
by the glass, which is formed by the ink components, but is dissolved
during the glass formation process and, thus, consumed during the
contact formation process. It is part of the glass and, as such, even
necessary for the contact formation to the emitter. Excess silver oxide
is being reduced at the silicon interface and forms the contact to the
emitter. In principle, only the abilty of the glass to consume silicon
nitride is limiting the performance of the ink. Other glass composition
than used here are imaginable. To enable the use of the seed-and-plate
approach, a metal which is able to form a conductive layer should be
involved.
The ink does form a contact to the emitter without damaging the

emitter-base interface. The pseudo �ll factor before and after the
metallization with the MOD ink was pFF≥ 80%.
The ink is meant as seed-layer metallization, forming the contact.

Light induced plating (LIP) uses the current induced by the operating
solar cell itself, to reduce silver ions from the plating bath. Silver
deposition via LIP is possible on contacts formed by the MOD ink
and thus, the newly introduced MOD ink is suitable for the seed-and-
plate process. It makes low temperature metallization for industrial
silicon solar cells possible by reducing the silver consumption at the
same time. Production cost can be signi�cantly reduced.
The next steps will be to adapt the ink formulation in terms of

bismuth to silver ratio according to the results of this work, to improve
the contact quality. To avoid bleeding of the ink, a change of the
bismuth and silver compounds may be necessary.

The metallization approaches introduced in this work, have the po-
tential to lower production costs of already established cell designs as
well as help to introduce new cell concepts to mass production. This
way, costs of ¿/kWh can be further lowered, making energy produc-
tion from solar cell conversion a competitive and serious alternative
to fossil fuels.
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A Appendix

A.1 Theory

A.1.1 Additional data for Chapter 2

Fermi-Dirac distribution

Figure A.1.1: Fermi-Dirac distribution at several temperatures
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TCOs and properties

Table A.1.1: Properties relevant to TCO materials and applications
(data from[31])

General criteria Opto-electronic
criteria

Processing criteria

Green materials Visible trans-
parency

Deposition tempera-
tures and conditions

Green processing Conductivity Annealing stability
Cost Carrier concentra-

tion
Compatibility with vac-
uum of non-vacuum pro-
cessing

Availability Mobility Chemical stability
Ease of application Infrared trans-

parency
Etchability, patterning
and electrical contacts

High mobility Interfacial chemistry
and surface states

High mobility with
low carrier concen-
tration

Ionic di�usion proper-
ties

Suitability to �exi-
ble electronics

Temperature sensitivity

Work function Atmospheric sensistivity
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A.1 Theory

Table A.1.2: TCO materials for various applications (data from [31])

Property
application

Material
Simple Binary Ternary

Highest
transparency

ZnO:F Cd2
SnO4

Highest
conductivity

In2O3:Sn

Highest plasma
frequency

In2O3:Sn

Highest work
function

SnO2:F ZnSnO3 [Zn0.45In0.88
Sn0.66O3]

Lowest work
function

ZnO:F

Best thermal
stability

SnO2:F Cd2
SnO4

Best mechanical
durability

SnO2:F

Best chemical
durability

SnO2:F

Easiest to etch ZnO:F
Best resistance
to H plasmas

ZnO:F

Lowest
deposition
temperature

In2O3:Sn
ZnO:B
a-InZnO

Least toxic ZnO:F
SnO2:F

Lowest cost SnO2:F
TFT channel
layer

ZnO a-
InZnO
a-
ZnSnO

InGaO3(ZnO)5
a-InGaZnO

Highest mobility CdO
In2O3:Ti
In2O3:Mo

Resistance to
water

SnO2:F
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A.1.2 Additional data for Chapter 3

Aerosol jet printing system

The aerosol can be created with a compressed air nebulizer or with
an ultrasonic nebulizer. The compressed air nebulizer allows a wider
range of ink characteristics (particle size and viscosity). However,
this technique necessitates a virtual impactor which concentrates the
created aerosol as a high aerosol density (1016m−3), produced with
small gas �ow rates (50-120 ml/min) and a mean droplet size of 1-3
µm are necessary for aerosol jet printing [35]. A schematic drawing
of a pneumatic atomizer and a virtual impactor are given in Figure
A.1.2.
The pneumatic impactor consists of one or more ori�ces which are

set perpendicular to a vertical liquid feed channel within a cylindrical
metallic rod. To create an aerosol, compressed gas is accelerated over
the liquid feed channel, and due to the Venturi e�ect, ink is pressed
into the channel where the ink is atomized by the gas stream. Most
of the created aerosol, especially large droplets, impact at the wall of
the jar and is recollected.
The created droplets which are transported by the gas �ow, now

have to pass the virtual impactor to reduce the transport gas �ow
(which is too high for deposition), separate bigger droplets from smaller
ones and concentrate the aerosol. The virtual impactor, as shown in
Figure A.1.2, consists of two oppositely directed funnels, also called
jets. Those jets are separated by a small gap. The jet diameter and
the gap size de�ne the particle or droplet separation. Larger droplets
with a higher inertial momentum follow the main gas stream and over-
come the gap. Smaller particles and the excess gas (atomization gas)
are guided out of the system. The two jets are encapsulated in a vac-
uum chamber and a pump helps separating the atomizing gas from
the aerosol. The remaining concentrated aerosol is forwarded into the
deposition head, which is schematically shown in Figure A.1.3.
The print head consists of two interconnected tubes. The aerosol

stream is guided through the inner tube while a so called sheet gas
�ows inside the outer tube. The sheet gas envelopes and focuses the
aerosol jet and keeps it from touching the wall. A narrow jet exits
the tip of the nozzle and gets deposited on the substrate. The ratio
of aerosol gas to sheet gas in�uences the jet diameter.
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A.1 Theory

Figure A.1.2: Schematic drawing of a pneumatic impactor (left) and
a virtual impactor (right)[35]

Figure A.1.3: Scheme of aerosol printing head (left) and photograph
of 10 nozzle print head as used at Fraunhofer ISE (right)
[35]
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B Appendix

B.1 Measurements

B.1.1 Additional data for Chapter 5

TG-DSC measurement

Figure B.1.1: TG-DSC measurement of EC
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Illustrations

Figure B.1.2: Linkam TS 1500

Figure B.1.3: SEM image of nanoparticles in ink formulation sintered
in HCl vapor and treated at 200 °C for 15 min: Organic
residues
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B.1 Measurements

B.1.2 Additional data for Chapter 7

Electric double layer on electrodes in electrolyte solutions [106]

The inner plane of an electrolyte closest to the electrode contains sol-
vent ions and ions, which are said to be speci�cally adsorbed. This
layer is also called the Helmholtz layer or Stern layer. The locus of
the electrical center of the speci�cally adsorbed ions is called the in-
ner Helmholtz plane (IHP) and is located at a distance χ1. The total
charge density of ions in this plane is σi

[
µC/cm2

]
. Solvated ions can

only approach the metal surface to a distance χ2. The electrical center
of the solvated ions forms the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP). The sol-
vated ions can only interact through long distance ranged electrostatic
forces and are therefore independent on the chemical properties of the
ions. These ions are also called nonspeci�cally absorbed. Thermal ag-
itation causes the nonspeci�cally adsorbed ions to be distributed in a
volume reaching into the bulk of the solution. This volume is called
di�use layer. The di�use layer has a total charge density of σd. The
thickness of the di�use layer depends on the ion concentration.
The Helmholtz layer signi�cantly in�uences the redox reactions at

the electrodes and thus the reduction of metal ions on the metal sur-
face.

Figure B.1.4: Illustration of Helmholtz-plane. M = Metal, φ =
Electrostatic potential, IHP = Inner Helmholtz plane,
OHP = Outer Helmholtz plane, q = charge, χ = Dis-
tance, σ = charge density (retraced from [106])
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B.1.3 Additional data for Chapter 8

Additional TG-DSC data

Table B.1.1: Measured and theoretical mass loss of metal organyl and
MOD ink decomposition

Compound Mass loss measured
[%]

Theoretical mass loss
[%]

Zinc neodecanoate 86.3 84.0
Bismuth neodecanoate 80.4 71.1
Silver neodecanoate 58.3 61.3
MOD ink solid
content 26 wt%

78.10 74.0

Figure B.1.5: TG-DSC measurement of silver neodecanoate.
Ton,1= 152 °C, Ton,2= 246 °C 4m = -60.5 %

The mass loss determined by TG measurement is given in Table
B.1.1. The theoretical loss in case of total decomposition and evapo-
ration of solvent is also given.
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B.1 Measurements

Figure B.1.6: TG-DSC measurement of bismuth neodecanoate.
Ton,1= 215 °C, Ton,2= 286 °C, Ton,3= 355 °C,4m1 = -
34.3 %, 4m2 = -14.3 %, 4m3 = -29.0 %, 4mges = -
77.6 %

Figure B.1.7: TG-DSC measurement of zinc neodecanoate.
Ton,1= 198 °C, Ton,2= 371 °C,4m1 = -9.2 %,
4m2 = -78.3 %, 4mges = -87.5 %
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Figure B.1.8: TG measurement of reaction of metal organyls and
MOD ink with Si3N4
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B.1 Measurements

Additional SEM data regarding tempering temperature evaluation

Figure B.1.10: SunsVOC measurements of cell batch metallized with
MOD ink and LIP plating before MOD ink application
and curing, after MOD curing and after LIP plating.
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Figure B.1.9: MOD ink on SiNx coated wafer tempered for 5 on a hot
plate
Top row left: 350 °C - no etching of SiNx layer; middle:
400 °C - few Ag residues, no visible etching. Right:
500 °C - poors in SiNx visible comparable to etching at
450 °C (Figure 8.3.11); Bottom row left: Closed silver
layer at tempering at 450 °C before etch back. Right:
Closed silver layer at tempering at 500 °C before etch
o� (note di�erent scales!)



Additional SEM data regarding bismuth - to silver neodecanoate ratio

Table B.1.2: Proportions and SEM images of Bi-/Ag-neodecanoate variation on SiNx images after HNO
treatment show glass formation on wafer surface (middle); images after HF treatment show
wafer surface with etched SiNx layer and silver-bismuth-residues (right)

Bi-neo/Ag-
neo

[wt%/wt%]
([mol:mol])

after HNO3 (480 °C) after HF (480 °C) after HF (520 °C)

1:0
(1:0)



9:1
(3.5:1)

4:1
(1.6:1)

2:1
(1:1.4)



1:1
(1:2.6)

1:2
(1:5)

1:4
(1:11)



1:9
(1:23)
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